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inundation!or!attrition.!This!can! lead! to!complex!non6linear!shifts! in! the!balance!of!
forces! that! govern! sediment! transport! and! bedform! morphodynamics,! ultimately!




During! the! last! three! decades,! significant! advances! in! the! understanding! of! the!
morphodynamics!of!braided! rivers!have!been!made!through!a!combination!of! field!




of!virtual!experiments!that!examine! the!spectrum!of!drivers!and! responses!of! river!
systems,!such!models!require!careful!and!critical!evaluation!before!they!can!be!used!
to! guide!management! practice.! The! wider! goal! of! this! research! is! to! explore! the!
application!of!a!numerical!modelling!to!investigate!the!feedbacks!associated!with!the!
development!and!maintenance!of!braiding.!Specifically,!the!state6of6the6art!numerical!
model,! BASEMENT,! was! used! to! examine! channel! responses! to! steady,! and!
unsteady! flow! regimes,! with! and! without! the! representation! of! vegetation.! The!
research!focuses!on!four!main!contributions:!!!
1.! The!development!of!a!systematic!framework!to!quantify!the!evolving!form!and!





morphologies! to! the! model! parameterisation,! focusing! in! particular! on! the!
representation!of!bank!erosion!and!gravity6driven!sediment!transport.!A!novel!













growth! rate,! one! based! on! an! intermediate! growth! rate,! and! finally! a! high!
growth!rate!parameterisation.!These!simulations!provide!a!clear!insight!into!the!
non6linear!processes!driving! channel!evolution!and!demonstrate!how!subtle!





in! a! small!way,! to!advancing! the! science! that! promotes! the! sustainability!of! these!
fascinating!and!valuable!environments.!
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The! middle! sketch! is! the! artwork! by! Simone! End! adopted! from! O’donnell! et! al.! (2016),!
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Figure! 2.1! Dual! mesh! approach! in! domain! discretisation! in! BASEMENT.! ! Hydrodynamic!
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Figure!3.12! (a)!Schematic!cross6section.! (b)!Schematic!of! volumetric! change! (erosion!and!
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Figure! 3.23! Ratio! between! Active!Braiding! Index! (ABI)! and! Total! Braiding! Index! (TBI)! as!
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Figure! 4.4! Scaling! of! numerical! simulation! time! to! reality.! The! Mean! Annual! Maximum!
Normalised!Energy!(MAME)!is!the!mean!of!annual!maximum!dissipating!energy!base!on!the!
Qn! function! after! removing! all! discharges! below! 20! m3/s.! The!Mean!Annual! Active! Hours!
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nine! runs! (R2! 6! R10).! The! black! bold! line! represents! the! corresponding! variable! of! natural!






elevation! of! the! prior! year! topography.! The! peak! of! erosion! curve! lays! on! the! right! side,!














































































Figure! 5.22! Discharge! input! minus! discharge! output! (∆Q)! for! four! different! runs! utilizing!
unsteady!flow.!The!Run!R2!holds!highest!∆Q!and!Run!R7!holds!lowest!∆Q.!......................!239!
Figure!5.23!Hysteresis!pattern!of!erosion!and!deposition!based!on!the!reach!averaged!volume!
in! each! hour! interval.! The! coefficient! of! variation! of! the! simulated! discharge! and! the!
erosion/deposition!volume!calculated!based!on! the!hourly!data!have!been! listed!under! the!


















Figure! 6.2:! Example! of! islands! at! different! stages! in! the! braided! Flaogona! Reach! in!
Tagliamento!River,!Italy.!Photos!were! taken!during!a! field!visit! in!2017.!Figures!(a)!and!(b)!
typically!represent!the!islands!at!pioneer!stage!where!shoots!development!and!other!species!
regeneration!are!taking!place.!At!this!stage,!the!fluvial!processes!dominate!vegetation.!Figure!





















Figure! 6.6:! a)! Three! different! vegetation! growth! rate! curvek! b)!magnitude! of! biomass! and!
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Figure! 6.9:! Planform! trajectory! displaying! spatial! distribution! of! water! depths! overlaid! on!
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Figure! 6.10:! Planform! trajectory! displaying! spatial! distribution! of! water! depths! overlaid! on!
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Figure! 6.30! Frequency! distribution! of! dimensionless! shear! stress! (θ)! for! four! simulated!
scenarios!extracted!at!the!peak!discharge!(70!m3/s)!of!the!final!flood.!..............................!312!



























































































Gravel6bed! braided! rivers! are! characterized! by! high! energy,! branching! channel!
networks! that!bifurcate!and! re6join!around!mid6channels!bars.!They!are! found! in!a!
variety!of!physiographic!settings,!but!most!commonly!in!proglacial!settings,!glaciated!
valleys!and!piedmonts!(Figure!1.1),!associated!with!high!rates!of!sediment!supply!and!
unconfined!or! erodible! boundaries! (Ashmore,! 2013).! A! key! characteristic! of! these!
rivers!is!that!they!are!capable!of!transporting!sediment!across!a!wide!range!of!flows,!
which! leads! to! high! rates! of! bed! turnover! and! the! production! of! a! spatially! and!
temporally!diverse!mosaic!of!habitats!(Tockner!et!al.,!2006).!In!addition!to!their!high!
ecological! value,! braided! rivers! also! represent! a! ready! source! of! easily! available!
aggregate!that!is!economically!prized!(Surian,!2006).!Furthermore,!the!sedimentary!
deposits!of! braided! rivers! represent! key!aquifers! and! reservoirs! for! the! petroleum!
industry!(Miall,!1977,!2013).!
!
Figure* 1.1* Example* of* braided* rivers* (not* to* scale).* Photo* Courtesy:* Prof.* James*
Brasington.*The*middle*sketch*is*the*artwork*by*Simone*End*adopted*from*O’donnell*
et*al.*(2016),*illustrating*the*rich*biodiversity*that*braided*rivers*support.*
Given! the! multiple! and! sometimes! competing! resources! and! ecosystem! services!
offered! by! these! dynamic! rivers,! there! has! been! long6standing! interest! in!
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understanding! the! factors! controlling! the! emergence! and! maintenance! of! this!




lead! to! rapid! changes! in! channel! form! associated! with! narrowing,! widening! and!
degradation! (Liébault! and! Piégay,! 2002).! Ultimately,! such! changes! may! lead! to!
metamorphosis!of!the!channel!pattern,!from!a!braided!planform!to!wandering!or!single!
thread! meandering! morphology,! or! the! reverse! trajectory! under! contrary!
environmental!forcing!(Ferguson,!1993k!Richards!et!al.,!2002k!Caruso,!2006b).!!!!!
While! the!geographic! context! for! braiding! is! broadly!well6established,! the!physical!
controls! that! lead! to! this! channel! pattern!have! been!a! long! source! of! debate!and!
remain! contested! (Ashmore,! 1991k! Church,! 2006k! Ashmore,! 2013k! Church! and!
Ferguson,! 2015).! Historically,! in! addition! to! high! sediment! influx! and! erodible!
boundaries,! the! development! and!maintenance! of! braiding! was! considered! to! be!




variable!associated!with!high! rates!of! sediment!supply!and!glacial! discharge.!The!
search!for!a!strong!theoretical!understanding!of!braiding!has!a!long!tradition.!Leopold!





braiding! has! however! remained! an! elusive! difficult! task,! due! to! the! difficulties! in!
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controls! on! braiding! has! been! pursued! through! both! laboratory! (e.g.,! Hong! and!







unconstrained! setting.! There! is,! therefore,! a! broad! consensus! now! that! such!





(Mosley,! 1983k! Egozi! and! Ashmore,! 2009).! Moreover,! the! inheritance! of! varying!
morphological!conditions!will,!in!turn,!affect!the!pattern!of!adjustment!that!ensues!from!
different!stage!conditions! (Bristow!and!Best,!1993).!Qualitatively,!we!would!expect!
rising! stages! to! be! associated! with! high6intensity! erosional! processes,! leading! to!
channel! scouring! and! bar! trimming! (Bristow! and! Best,! 1993).! By! contrast,! during!
falling!stages,!rapid!sedimentation!is!likely!to!promote!flow!divergence!and!sculpting!
of!top!bar!morphologies!under!fast,!steep,!shallow!flows!(Bristow!and!Best,!1993).!In!
terms! of! the! broad! pattern! of! morphological! response! to! variations! in! flow,! three!
characteristic! modes! of! channel! adjustment! have! been! recognized! from! field!
observations!(Surian!et!al.,!2009ak!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2010k!Ashmore,!2013).!During!low6
magnitude! formative! floods,!when!discharge! is! limited! to!only!a! few!anabranches,!
erosion! and! deposition! are! concentrated! within! the! channel! thalweg,! outer6bank!
bends!and!confluences!leaving!the!elevated!bars!undisturbed.!During!intermediate6




braiding! intensity.! Such! conditions! are! associated! with! major! reorganization! of!
channel!bifurcations,!with!chute!cut6offs! leading!to!frequent!avulsions!creating!both!
local! and! far6field! effects! on! the! network! structure.! Formalizing! this! conceptual!











interaction! such! variability! will! have! on! the! pattern! of! vegetation! colonisation! and!
development!(Hickin,!1984k!Osterkamp,!1998k!Millar,!2000k!Gran!and!Paola,!2001k!
Gurnell!et!al.,!2001k!Tal!et!al.,!2004k!Jang!and!Shimizu,!2007k!Eaton!et!al.,!2010k!Tal!
and! Paola,! 2010k! Crosato! and! Saleh,! 2011k!Welber! et! al.,! 2012k! Nicholas,! 2013k!
Welber!et!al.,!2013k!Surian!et!al.,!2015).!The!colonisation!of!bars!by!vegetation! is!
associated!with!significant! increases! in! the!bed/bank!strength!and!flow!resistance,!
which! together! increase! the! required! force! for! erosion,! while! simultaneously!
promoting! sedimentation! (Hickin,! 1984).! Studies! exploring! effects! of! the! bank!
vegetation! on! channel! pattern! have! consequently! identified! the! reduced! rates! of!
lateral! channel!mobility,!which!promote! transformation!of! the! channel!pattern! from!
braiding!to!single!thread!sinuous!forms!through!increased!bar!height!and!lower!width6
depth! ratio!as! the!channel!network! incises! (Millar,!2000k!Jang!and!Shimizu,!2007k!
Eaton! et! al.,! 2010k! Crosato! and! Saleh,! 2011k! Nicholas,! 2013).! Conversely,! the!
removal! of! vegetation!has!been! likely! to!promote! the! re6establishment!of! braiding!
(Hicks!et!al.,!2007).!Laboratory!simulations!have!also!been!used!to!explore!the!effects!
of! bar! colonisation! on! the!morphodynamic! evolution! of! braided! rivers! at! formative!
steady!discharge!(Gran!and!Paola,!2001k!Tal!et!al.,!2004).!These!studies!show!that!
vegetation! restrains! bar! mobility! and! promotes! incision,! so! that! the! active! width!
contracts! into! only! a! few! bifurcating! channels.! Over! the! longer6term,! vegetation!
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colonisation! is! associated! with! increasing! channel! depth,! increased! bar! height,! a!
decrease!in!width!:!depth!ratio,!a!decrease!in!the!channel!mobility!and!a!decrease!in!
braiding! intensity! (Gran!and!Paola,!2001k!Tal!et!al.,!2004).!More! recently,!Tal!and!
Paola!(2010)!studied!the!morphodynamic!evolution!that!takes!place!during!vegetation!
colonisation!under!an!unsteady!flow!regime.!This!pinpointed!the!importance!of!flow!
variation! as! a! pre6requisite! to! allow! vegetation! to! colonize! bar! surfaces! and! then!






further! deposition! and! seedling! growth,! ultimately! creating! stable! islands.! These!
islands! coalesced! through! time! forming! a! continuous! floodplain! dissected! by!




or! even! incised! single! thread! channels.! In! many! cases,! anthropogenic! stresses,!
through!either!flow!regulation,! the! introduction!of!aggressive!non6native!species,!or!










from! New! Zealand).! It! is,! however,! increasingly! clear! that! the! sensitivity! of! these!
feedback!processes!could!potentially!drive!instability!in!channel!pattern!from!subtler!






is! complex.! For! example,! vegetation! may! be! introduced! to! control! bank! or! bend!
erosion!(Beeson!and!Doyle,!1995),!although!a!significant!reduction!in!channel!width!









the! lack!of! a! clear! theory!governing! the!potential! long6term!geomorphic! trajectory.!
There! is,! therefore,!an!urgent!need! to!develop! robust!quantitative! insights! into! the!
















Scaling! relationships! are! typically! based! on! the! concept! of! similarity! comparing!
Froude!number!and!shear! stress!and!prescribed! relationships!between!slope!and!
sediment! size! to!parameterize! sediment!mobility! (Parker,! 1979k!Kleinhans,! 2010).!!
Physical! models! of! braiding! have! been! a! cornerstone! of! our! current! perceptual!
understanding,! providing! a! ready! means! to! create! a! closed! system! in! which! it!
becomes!possible!to!examine!the!response!of!channel!morphology!to!key!allogenic!
controls! (e.g.,! Leopold! and!Wolman,!1957k! Ashmore,! 1982,! 1991).! Flume!models!












provided! valuable! insights,! they! suffer! from! the! difficulty! of! reconciling! widely!
contrasting! physical! scales.! Particularly! problematic! in! this! regard,! are! the!
representation! of! highly! heterogeneous! sediment! mixtures! (fundamental! to!
understand! bed! armouring! and! shear! stress! partitioning)! and! flexible! vegetation.!!
Moreover,!physical!models!require!the!maintenance!of!expensive!laboratory!facilities!









of! changing! channel! form! through! time.! Traditionally,! this! was! pursued! through! a!
combination!of!planform!mapping!(from!aerial!photography!and!satellite!imagery)!and!
repeat! surveys! of! monumented! cross6sections! (Sanyal,! 1980k! Mosley,! 1982k!
Ferguson!et!al.,!1992k!Warburton!et!al.,!1993k!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2010).!The!use!of!repeat!
observations!of!channel!morphology!enables!what!(Church,!2006)!describes!as!the!




(Brasington! et! al.,! 2000).! Recently,! this! approach! has! also! been! used! to! provide!
insights!into!evolutionary!trajectory!of!rivers!(in!response!to!a!range!of!disturbances!










limited! by! coarse! spatial! and! temporal! resolution! of! the! observations! available!
(Ferguson! et! al.,! 1992k! Brasington! et! al.,! 2000k! Lane! et! al.,! 2003).! Recent!
developments!in!remote!sensing!and!geomatics,!in!particular!the!advent!of!airborne!






These! very! high6resolution! topographic! models! are! ideally! suited! to! quantify!
morphodynamics,!and!reconstruct!transport!rates!indirectly!using!the!morphological!
approach! (Ashmore! and! Church,! 1998k! Redolfi,! 2014)! and! DEM! differencing!
techniques! (Wheaton! et! al.,! 2010k! Wheaton! et! al.,! 2013k! Vericat! et! al.,! 2017).!
However,!while!this!approach!has!promise,!data!acquisition!remains!expensive!and!








Although! the! flume! and! field6based!methodologies! provide! useful! mechanisms! to!
scrutinize! fluvial! processes!and!channel! responses,! few! laboratory!or! field!studies!
have! the!necessary!depth!of!perspective! to!understand! the! long6term!geomorphic!
trajectory!of!braided!rivers!(Ferguson,!1993).!Such!insights!are!increasingly!important,!
given!the!growing!stresses!on!braided!rivers!and!the!need!to!fulfil!the!human!demands!

















et! al.,! 1998k! Doeschl!Wilson! and! Ashmore,! 2005k! Doeschl! et! al.,! 2009).! As!
computational!resources!have!improved,!the!complexity!of!solvers!used!in!numerical!


















phenomena! (Murray! and! Paola,! 1997k! Doeschl!Wilson! and! Ashmore,! 2005).! It!
discretizes! spatial! domain! into! a! lattice! of! square! cells,! across! which! flow! and!
sediment! transport! are! routed! kinematically!based!on! the!bed!elevation!difference!




braided! systems,! such! as! braid! bars,! confluence! scours,! diffluence! deposition,!
reworking,!splitting,!channel!switching!and!migration!(Murray!and!Paola,!1994,!1997k!
Sapozhnikov!et!al.,!1998k!Doeschl!Wilson!and!Ashmore,!2005).!Doeschl!et!al.!(2009)!



















al.! (2007))! and! Thomas! and! Nicholas! (2002)! use! modifications! of! the! basic! MP!
formulation! to! drive! models! of! braiding.! However,! unlike! MP,! these! formulations!





Physics6based! models! (PBMs)! seek! to! solve! the! governing! 2D! shallow! water!
equations!to!predict!the!spatial!distribution!of!flow!and!bed!shear!stress!(Kleinhans,!
2010k! Wright! and! Crosato,! 2011k! Nelson! et! al.,! 2016).! The! latest! generation! of!
morphodynamic! models! typically! involve! loosely6coupled! standard! 26! and! 3D!




BASEMENT).! These! simplifying! conditions! (i.e.,! neglecting! vertical! pressure!
gradients)! enable! continuous! simulation! of! river! evolution! over! a! wide! range! of!
timescales!(Struiksma,!1985k!Warren!and!Bach,!1992k!Nelson!et!al.,!2003k!Lesser!et!
al.,!2004k!Vetsch!et!al.,!2017ak!Nicholas,!2013k!Siviglia!et!al.,!2013k!Nelson!et!al.,!
2016).! These! emerging! tools! offer! the!opportunity! to! create! virtual! laboratories! to!
study!the! response!of! rivers!under!closely!controlled!conditions!and!with!sufficient!
rapidity!to!enable!robust!analysis!of!predictive!uncertainty!(e.g.,!Williams!et!al.,!2013k!










varying!sediment! transport! at! the!outlet.!More! recently,!Crosato!and!Saleh! (2011)!
used!the!popular!Delft3D!numerical!model!to!demonstrate!the!role!of!bank!vegetation!




et! al.! (2015)! developed! numerical! modelling! framework! to! reproduce! the! flume!






model! evaluation!are! inconsistent,!with! few!studies! focusing!a! range!of!metrics!of!
model! performance! which! are! often! based! on! ill6conditioned! 2D,! planform,!
characteristics! without! rigorous! analysis! of! the! quantitative! internal! process!
mechanisms!that!drive!the!emergent!model!responses.!Given!the!heavy!parametric!
load!of!such!models,!this!creates!the!likelihood!of!significant!ill6conditioning!and!the!
potential! to! generate! apparently! ‘behavioural’! planform! predictions! that! are!
inconsistent!with! the!predicted! fluxes!or! the!3D!morphology.!There! is! therefore,! a!





















resolution! modelling! that! provides! stable! calculation! of! unsteady! flows! and! high!
frequency!hydrographs.!Second,!Bertoldi!et!al.!(2014)!have!developed!and!coupled!a!
dynamic!vegetation!sub6model!with!the!BASEMENT!framework.!While!simplistic,!this!
model! provides! a! basis! to! examine! the! feedback! between! flow,! sediment! and!
vegetation! in! braided! rivers.! Third,! the! BASEMENT! uses! a! flexible! mesh! which!
provides!an!effective!discretisation!system!to!represent!eroding!banks!or!bar!edges!
that!doesn’t!suffer!the!serious!numerical!diffusion!encountered!with!rectilinear!grids.!





for! the!braided!River!Feshie,!one!of! the!most! important!Sites!of!Specific!Scientific!
Interest! (SSSI)! in! Scotland,! and! the! most! active! gravel6bed! river! in! Britain.! Not!
surprisingly,! the! system! has! encouraged! a! long! legacy! of! research! focusing! on!
braiding! morphodynamics! (e.g.,! Ferguson! et! al.,! 1992k! Brasington! et! al.,! 2000k!
Rumsby!et!al.,!2008k!Wheaton!et!al.,!2013).!The!site!has!also!been!used!to!test!the!
development! of! novel! methodological! approaches.! These! include! advanced!
geomatics!methods!to!capture!3D!morphological!models!of!braided!reaches!and!to!
pioneer!methods! to!quantify! topographic! change!detection! (e.g.,!Brasington!et! al.,!










The! wider! goal! of! this! research! is! to! examine! the! performance! of! a! numerical!
morphodynamic!model! to! simulate! the! development! and!maintenance! of! braiding!
under!a! range!of!boundary! conditions!and!model! parameterisations.!An! important!
contribution!here!is!an!attempt!to!use!simulation!modelling!to!interpret!how!braiding!
processes!evolve!and!potentially!differ!under!steady!and!unsteady!flow!conditions,!in!
the! absence! and! presence! of! vegetation.! The! research! therefore! focuses! on! the!










quantified! as! a! hierarchical! set! of! metrics! and! used! to! evaluate! the!
performance!of!numerical!models!of!braiding?!!
b)! To! what! extent! can! the! physics6based! numerical! model! BASEMENT!
reproduce! the! characteristic! behaviour! of! a! natural! prototype! braided! river!
under!steady!flow!conditions?!
c)! How! do! the! equilibrium! model! forms! and! forces! derived! at! a! steady! flow!
condition!differ! from!energetically6normalised!different!steady!and!unsteady!















Chapter* 3:! Developing* a* Framework* for* the* Validation* of* Numerical*
Morphodynamic* Models.! This! chapter! seeks! to! address! research! question! (a)!
directly.!Drawing!on!the!rich!empirical!data!record!for!the!prototype!River!Feshie,!a!
four6fold! hierarchical! framework! for! model! evaluation! is! proposed,! incorporating!
planform!character,!3D!morphology,!the! internal!distribution!of!forces!and!transport!
rates,!and!the!morphodynamic!behaviour!captured!by!DEM!differencing.!
Chapter* 4:* Modelling* the* Development* and* Maintenance* of* Braiding* under*
Steady*Flow.!This!chapter!addresses!research!question!(b)!and!applies!the!model!
evaluation! framework! developed! in! Chapter! 3! to! examine! the! performance! of!
BASEMENT! to! simulate! equilibrium! braided! conditions! from! an! initial! plane! bed!








regimes,! associated! with! differences! in! the! pattern! of! inundation! and! transient!
sediment!flux,!lead!to!differences!in!the!emergent!channel!form!and!dynamics.!!
Chapter* 6:* Modelling* the* Interaction* of* Flow,* Sediment* Transport* and*
Vegetation.* This! final! research! chapter! aims! to! synthesize! the! understanding! in!
Chapters!3,!4!and!5,!and!evaluate!how! the!geomorphic! trajectory!of!braided! river!
























and!associated! shear! stresses,!which! in! turn! then!erode! and! transport! sediments!
altering! the!morphology! (Brierley!et! al.,! 2013).!This! feedback! can! result! in! rapidly!
divergent! predictions! due! to! uncertainties! in! the! boundary! conditions,! model!
parameters!and!the!numerical!solution!(Oreskes!and!Belitz,!2001).!
The!desire!to!predict!this!complex!problem!is!typically!motivated!by!three!factors!(after!
Nelson! et! al.,! 2016).! The! first! goal! is! to! understand! the! channel! form! that! arises!










In! response! to! this! range! of! questions,! a! spectrum! of! approaches! to! modelling!
morphodynamics!has!developed!over!the!last!two!decades.!As!discussed!in!Chapter!
1,! these! can! broadly! be! classified! into! two! distinct! forms:! reduced! complexity!
modelling! (RCM)! and! physically6based! modelling! (PBM).! These! two! approaches!
share! a! common! presumption,! in! that! the! time6scales! associated! with! the!
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hydrodynamics! are! considerably! shorter! than! the! response! times! governing!
morphological!evolution.!This!permits!decoupling!of!the!flow!and!sediment!transport,!





simplified,! conceptual! rules.! While! this! offers! a! parsimonious! ‘Occam’s! razor’!
approach! to! the! problem,! it! also! reflects! the! computational! difficulty! of! solving!
physically6based!momentum! and! sediment! flux! equations! numerically! (Brasington!




So6called! physically6based! models! seek! to! solve! the! conservation! equations!
governing!fluid!and!sediment!motion.!However,!the!current!generation!of!models!use!
simplified! versions!of! the! full! equations,! neglecting! certain! terms!or! by! integrating!
vertically!and/or!horizontally!to!develop!averaged!forms!of!the!equations.!In!the!limit,!
there!is!clearly!a!continuum!between!these!simplified!physics6based!models!and!the!
RCM!rules,!which! take!such!abstraction!to!a! further! level.!Most!PBMs!use! the!2D!
depth6averaged! or! shallow! water! approximation! with! an! appropriate! turbulence!
closure!scheme!(e.g.,!Lesser!et!al.,!2004k!Vetsch!et!al.,!2017ak!Wright!and!Crosato,!
2011k! Nicholas,! 2013k! Nelson! et! al.,! 2016).! This! approach! has! been! shown! to!








made! available! from! ETH! enabling! access! to! a! set! of! unpublished! tools! for! the!
simulation! of! vegetation! growth!and! senescence! (Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2014).!While! the!
modelling!framework!lacks!some!of!the!parameterisation!found!in!allied!frameworks!
(e.g.,! representations! of! secondary,! helical! flow),! the! novel! vegetation! framework!






and! Natural! Hazard! Simulation)! is! a! loosely6coupled! morphodynamic! model!
developed!by!the!Laboratory!of!Hydraulics,!Hydrology!and!Glaciology!at!ETH!Zürich!
(Vetsch! et! al.,! 2017a).! The! model! solves! the! shallow! water! wave! equations! and!
couples!these!with!2D!bed!material!flux!models!to!simulate!the!fundamental!form6flow!











*** * * * * * * * Eq.!2.1! *
The!momentum!balance!equation!in!the!stream!wise!(x)!direction!isk!
! Eq.!2.2*!!!!!!
Similarly,! the!momentum! balance! equation! in! transverse! (y)! direction! is! given!ask
!!!!Eq.!2.3!
Where:! is!water!depth!in!mk!g!is!acceleration!due!to!gravity!in!m/s2k! and! are!
depth!avearged!velocity!in!x6!and!y!direction!in!m/sk is!bed!elevation!in!mk! !is!
water!density! in!kg/m3k! !and! are!bed!shear!stress! in!x6!and!y!direction! in!







The! constitutive! equations! are! solved! using! an! explicit,! finite! volume! numerical!
scheme.! There! are! a! range! of! different! numerical! solvers! available! in! the!model,!
including!exact!Riemann!solver!(Godunov,!1983)!and!approximate!Riemann!solvers!
(HLL! and! HLLC).! The! exact! Riemann! solver! is! robust! to! solve! strong! wave!
interactions!and!flow!with!sharp!gradients!and!shear!waves.!However,!the!use!of!this!
solver! increases! simulation! times,! particularly! when! dispersion! and! turbulence!
equations!are!included!(Toro,!2001).!The!HLL!(Harten,!Lax!and!van!Leer)!solver!is!an!

































































































































accounts! the! effects! of! intermediate! waves,! such! as! shear! waves! and! contact!
discontinuities.!Toro! (2001)! suggests! that! approximate!Riemann!solvers! (HLL!and!
HLLC)!may! save! approximately! 20%! of! simulation! time! when! compared! to! exact!
Riemann!solvers.!The!choice!of!solver!therefore!remains!a!key!choice! in!design!of!
the!modelling! framework! and!must! be! tuned! to! account! for! the! complexity! of! the!





numerical!model! cannot! resolve,! diffusion! terms!are! incorporated! in! the!numerical!
models,!and!the!turbulence!model!also!adds!a!kind!of!diffusion.!In!the!BASEMENT!




(i.e.! 1E66)! (see! Vetsch! et! al.,! 2017a).! The! eddy! viscosity! is! the! key! parameter!
representing! the! influence! of! turbulence! in! the!numerical! solutions,!which! transfer!








al.,! 2013k! Singh! et! al.,! 2017).! While! the! eddy! viscosity! term! is! one! of! the! most!
important!calibration!parameter!in!determining!water!depth!and!velocity!distribution,!
there! is! little! evidence! available! in! the! field! of! braided! river! numerical! modelling!











The!hydrodynamic! time!step! in!the!model! is!determined!by!satisfying! the!Courant6
Friedrich6Levy!condition!where:!





























threshold,! but! when! adjacent! nodes! are! submerged.! Cells! are! assumed! wet! only!
when! the! water! depth! is! above! the! threshold! value.! In! most! applications! of!
morphodyamic!simulations!to!date,!a!threshold!of!0.05!m!has!been!used!for!water!
depth! in!hydrodynamic! calculations! (e.g.,!Williams! et! al.,! 2013)!and!0.1!m! for! the!
sediment!transport!estimation!(Schuurman!et!al.,!2013k!Sun!et!al.,!2015k!Singh!et!al.,!
2017).! It! is! important! to!bear! in!mind!that! increasing! the!threshold! for!water!depth!






























Cells! above! the! water! elevation! are! treated! as! impermeable! boundaries.! The!
discharge! on! wetted! cells! is! distributed! in! proportion! to! local! conveyance! which!
depends!upon!hydraulic! radius,!wetted!area!and! friction! factor,!or! the! local!wetted!
area!of!cells,!which!assumes!a!uniform!boundary!velocity.!!
Different!formulations!are!available!for!the!downstream!boundary!condition,!including!
free! elevation,!weir,! normal! depth,! a!depth6discharge! relationship!and! fixed! sluice!
gates.!For!modelling!free!flowing!rivers!where!there!are!no!interventions!such!as!weirs!
or! gates,! it! is! common! to!use! free! elevation!boundary.!BASEMENT!uses! a! zero6













































flow6form! feedback.! In! BASEMENT,! each! cell! is! divided! into! three! main! control!
volumes! as! shown! in! Figure! 2.2.! The! upper! layer! comprises! the!momentum! and!
































bed! (Vetsch! et! al.,! 2017a).! Calculation! of! the! bed! wave! speed! is! complex! and!
dependent! on! various! factors! including! bed! load,! and! lateral! and! gravity! induced!

















At! the! downstream! boundary,! sediment! efflux! is! modelled! using! the! IODOWN!
scheme,!which!is!based!on!a!similar!principle.!!In!this,!the!sediment!efflux!is!set!equal!
to!the!influx!of!the!boundary!cells,!so!that!all!the!sediments!entering!the!downstream!
boundary! is!passed!out!of! the!model!and! the!downstream!slope! is!preserved.!For!






(see!Vetsch!et! al.,! 2017a! for! detail).! As!an! example,! the!Meyer6Peter! and!Müller!
model!(MPM)!considers!transport!relations!based!on!the!median!particle!size!(D50)!
and! is!most!often!used! in! the! simulation!of! gravel6bed! rivers.!The!MPM!sediment!
transport!formula!determines!bed!load!transport!ask!
!! ! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.6!
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Where: =! total! bedload! transport! ! in! m3/s/mk! ∆! =! (ρs6ρ)/ρ! is! relative! sediment!
densityk!g!is!acceleration!due!to!gravity!in!m2/sk!dg!is!grain!class!size!(D50!for!single!
grains!size!here)! in!mk!"! is!hiding6exposure!coefficient!which! is!only!relevant! in!the!
case!of! simulation!with!multi6grain! size! sediment! (Ashida,! 1971)k!#! is! dimensional!
shear!stress!(Shield!number)!which!is!calculated!ask!!




BASEMENT! uses! the! Van! Rijn! (1984)! criteria! to! determine! the! critical! Shields!
parameter!based!on!the!dimensionless!particle!diameter!(Vetsch!et!al.,!2017a).!For!
graded!sediment!mixtures,!different!critical!dimensionless!shear!stresses!should!be!
used! for! each! fraction.! The! coefficient! "! is! therefore! included! in! the! classical!






The! critical! dimensionless! Shield! stress! used! in! the! MPM! formula! is! based! on!
experimental!results!for!gravel!transport!over!a!horizontal!bed.!In!real!rivers!however,!
the!bed!frequently!slopes!in!both!the! longitudinal!and!transverse!directions!(Figure!













gravity! correction! factors! for! both! longitudinal! (aligned! to! the! principal! flow)! and!
transverse!(orthogonal)!slopes,!so!that!the!corrected!critical!shear!stress!becomesk!!!





!for!slope!<0!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.9!
!for!slope!>0! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.10!
and!the!transverse!slope!correction!factor!a!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.11!!
!
Where:! !is!angle!of!reposek! !is!longitudinal!slopek! is!transverse!slope.!A!similar!
formulation!has!been!also!used!by!Sun!et!al.!(2015)!for!modelling!braided!rivers.!
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lateral! transport! is! determined! following! the! established!method! outlined!by! Ikeda!
(1982),!wherek!









Bank! erosion! facilitates! channel! mobility,! habitat! development! and! turnover,! and!
overall!floodplain!evolution,!so!that!understanding!the!bank!erosion!process!is!vital!in!






















(Rinaldi! et! al.,! 2008).! Bank! erosion! involves! the! removal! of!material! by! the! direct!
action!of!hydraulic! (near!bank!boundary!shear!stress)!and!gravity!forces!which,! in!
some!cases,!may!also!be!facilitated!by!increased!pore!pressures!within!the!substrate!
and!weathering!and!weakening!processes! that! reduce! likelihood!of! failure! (Thorne!




the! competent! flow! pattern! and! the! geotechnical! properties! (erodibility)! of! bank!
materials!(Rinaldi!et!al.,!2008).!Mass!failure!occurs!when!the!destabilizing!(gravity)!




Bank! erosion!may! lead! to! the! formation! of! toe! scour! and!overhanging,! cantilever!
failures! that! occur! when! threshold! slope! is! exceeded! (Thorne! and! Tovey,! 1981k!
Nagata! et! al.,! 2000k! Rinaldi! and! Darby,! 2007).! In! order! to! model! these! physical!
processes,!coupling!of!channel!hydraulics,!surface!and!ground!water!fluctuation!and!
bank! dynamic! process! is! necessary! (Rinaldi! and! Darby,! 2007).! There! have! been!
some!attempts! in! coupling! these! key!processes!while!modelling! small6scale!bank!
erosion!processes!(e.g.,!Rinaldi!and!Darby,!2007k!Rinaldi!et!al.,!2008).!However,!such!
coupled!models!have!yet!not!been!implemented!in!the!large6scale!morphpodynamic!
modelling! due! to! difficulties! in! the! prediction! of! near! bank! shear! stressk! drag!
partitioning!and!changes!in!slope!stability!with!moisture!content.*In!large!scale!models!










for! fully! wetted! ( ),! partially! saturated! or! dry! ( )! and! deposited! material! (
).!If!the!slope!exceeds!the!critical!slope!(angle!of!repose!defined),!the!slope!is!





































practice! to! ‘calibrate’! the! response! angles,! reducing! them! significantly! below! the!
















=!0!!! ! ! ! !! !!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.13!
Where:! ! is!porosity!of!sediment!which! is! taken!as!constant,!0.4k! ! is!bed!
level! change! in! time! step k! ! is! sediment! flux! in! m3/s! in! x! (flow)! –direction!








BASEMENT!has! been!applied! to!model! a!diverse! array! of! fluvial! problems.! Faeh!
(2007),!for!example,!used!2D!(BASEplan)!to!simulate!the!effects!of!dyke!breaches!on!
the!Elbe!River,!Central!Europe.!In!this!study,!they!used!different!repose!angle!for!dry,!
wet!and!deposited!material! to! represent! the!erosion!processes.!Rüedlinger! (2010)!
applied! both! 1D! (BASEchain)! and! 2D! (BASEplan)! versions! of! BASEMENT! to!
understand!the!event6based!morphological!response!of!the!braided!Pfynwald!reach!


























evident! in! the! natural! system.! Building! on! these! simulation! experiments,! they!
suggested! that! the! parameterisations!of! lateral! transport!model! and! bank! erosion!
model!were!critical!to!ensure!appropriate!dispersion!of!the!sediment!flux!and!prevent!
localized! incision.!Radice!et! al.! (2012)! applied!BASEMENT! to! understand! the!2D!
morphological!response!of!a!small!single!thread!reach!of!the!Rossiga!River!to!intense!
sediment!supply!during!an!extreme!flood.!In!this!case,!the!numerical!model!was!found!
to! predict! a! similar! pattern! of! erosion! and! deposition! as! observed! in! the! field.!
BASEMENT!has!been!also!used!to!simulate!dam!break!processes!observed!both!in!
flume!(Volz!et!al.,!2012)!and!field!(Worni!et!al.,!2012k!glacier! lake!outburst! flood!at!
Ventisquero! Negro,! Patagonian! Andes! (Argentina)).! More! recently,! Bertoldi! et! al.!
(2014)! undertook! 2D! morphodynamic! simulations! to! investigate! the! feedback!
between!flow,!sediment!and!vegetation!colonisation!and!die6back!as!controls!on!the!























plantations! and! regenerating! boreal! forest! (Soulsby! et! al.,! 2006).! The! annual!




winter! snowmelt! are! the! main! sources! of! flood! discharges! (Werritty! and! Brazier,!
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1991).! The! highest! flows! occur! typically! either! during! January6March! from! rapid!
snowmelt!or! rain6fall! events,!or! during!October6December!as!a! result!of! autumnal!
storms! (see!Figure!2.5!for! the!hydrograph!pattern).!From!March! to!June,!the! river!











Lorgaidh,! the!Upper!Feshie,! and! the!Eidart! (Figure!2.4).! In! this! reach,! the! river! is!
moderately!braided!for!over!3!km,!where!the!river! is!unconfined!(Figure!2.6a).!The!
valley!slope! through! this!section! is!a!moderate!0.92%.!This!braided!sedimentation!

















exposed! gravel! surfaces! occurring! through! a! sequence! of! successive! stages,!
requiring!~10615!years!to!develop!to!extensive!shrub!and!tree!cover.!The!sampled!


















section! survey! at! 15! m! intervals! for! a! 100! m! anabranch! channel! and! observed!
sediment! transport! during! two! discharges! 6! 14!m3/s! and! 20! m3/s! in! spring! 1986.!
Differencing! the!cross6section! taken!on!18th!April!1986!and!on!4th!June!1986,! they!
found!about!1!m!of!bank!erosion!and!0.2!m!of!channel!scour!at!some!sections!(cf.!
Ferguson! and! Ashworth! (1992)k! Figure! 2C).! Werritty! and! Hoey! (2004)! analysed!
historical!aerial!photographs!for!the!whole!3!km!braided!reach.!While!they!suggested!
there! was! no! clear! trend! in! the! planform! trajectory! of! the! river,! they! attributed!
significant!post61945!changes!of!river!pattern!to!hydrological!forcing!and!local!bank!









study! found! little! change! (some! minor! degradation)! to! the! overall! macro6scale!
morphology! but! did! provide!evidence! on! the! scale! and!depth! and! typical! units! of!
erosion!and!deposition.!Furthermore,!their!DEM!differencing!showed!the!presence!of!








erosion! from! the! major! channel! thalweg.! They! highlighted! the! importance! of!
continuing! lateral! migration! as! a! key! source! of! locally! derived! sediment! that! was!
sufficient!to!maintain!braiding!by!encouraging!sedimentation!and!flow!separation.!!!!
This!study!will!focus!on!the!same!700!m!reach!analysed!by!Wheaton!et!al.!(2010)!and!








the! Scottish! Environment! Protection! Agency! (SEPA)! was! made! available! for! this!




between! Feshie! Bridge! and! the! braided! reach! (Feshie! Lodge),! using! data! from!
Soulsby!et!al.!(2006).!
















Here,! the!maximum! instantaneous! flood! recorded! in! the!186year! record! (based!on!
peak! instantaneous!15!min! flows)!were!used! to!compile!a! standard!distribution!of!
annual!flood!maxima!(Figure!2.7a).!



































in! the! 700! m! braided! reach.! Given! observations! of! significant! surface! armouring!








topographic! data.! Firstly,! longitudinal! profile! of! the! 700! m! braided! reach! was!
developed!based!on!the!cross6sectional!averaged!value!of!elevation.!Secondly,!a!best!















As!revealed! from! the!analysis! in!previous!sections,!some!key!characteristic!of! the!
braided!Feshie!can!be!summarized!(see!Table!2.1,!highlighted!row).!!











The! BASEMENT! numerical! model! solves! the! shallow! water! wave! equations! and!
couples!these!with!2D!bed!material!flux!models!to!simulate!the!fundamental!form6flow!
feedback!processes!that!drive!fluvial!morphodynamics.!Historical!application!of! this!
model! in!a!diverse!array!of! fluvial!problems!such!as,! in!modelling! river!hydraulics,!
morphodynamics!and!dam/dyke!breach! (see!section!2.2.3)! is!promising!for! further!
application.! As! compared! to! other! morphodynamic! models! (Lesser! et! al.,! 2004k!
Nicholas,!2013k!Siviglia!et!al.,!2013k!Sun!et!al.,!2015),!there!is!lack!of!secondary!flow!
representing!sub6models!(till!the!date!when!this!thesis!was!started),!which!is!critically!
needed! to! model! the! strong! 3D! processes! in! bends! and! confluences! in! depth6
averaged! model! (Mosselman! and! Le,! 2016).! In! terms! of! the! wetting! and! drying!
threshold,!which! is! often! used! to! avoid! numerical! instability,! it! is! very! common! to!
define!a!separate!threshold!water!depth!for!hydraulic!calculations!(0.05!m!common)!
and!sediment!transport!(0.1!m!common)!(Lesser!et!al.,!2004k!Nicholas,!2013k!Siviglia!
et!al.,!2013k!Sun!et!al.,!2015).!BASEMENT!does!not!provide! this! flexibility,!so! the!
same!threshold!water!depth!threshold!must!be!used!for!both!hydraulics!and!sediment!
transport!calculation!(see!section!2.2.1.e!for!detail).!This!means!that!if!both!hydraulics!
and! sediment! transports! are! calculated! with! the! commonly! used! threshold! for!
hydraulics,!i.e.,!0.05!m,!it!will!increase!simulation!time!and!may!increase!the!chance!




diffuse! the! topography! and! decrease! the! accuracy! of! simulation! result.! Numerical!
modellers!need!to!find!an!appropriate!option!that!works!for!the!case!in!hand.!!
Nevertheless,! BASEMENT! incorporates! the! key! sediment! transport6related!
formulations!such!as!local!slope!effects,!direct!gravity!effects!on!sloppy!beds!(lateral!
transport),! and,! most! importantly,! the! geotechnical! approach! of! modelling! bank!




to! represent! eroding!banks!or!bar!edges! that! doesn’t!suffer! the! serious!numerical!
diffusion!encountered!with!rectilinear!grids!in!other!numerical!models.!In!BASEMENT,!
both!hydraulic!and!sediment!transport!calculations!need!to!be!carried!out!at!the!same!







et! al.,! 2013k! Williams! et! al.,! 2016ak! Singh! et! al.,! 2017).! Indeed,! modelling! using!
MORFAC!is!a!daunting!challenge!in!the!long6term!morphodynamic!modelling!under!
unsteady!flow!condition!(see!Yossef!et!al.,!2008)!(Chapter!4!provides!more!detail!on!
MORFAC).! The! numerical! scheme!without!MORFAC!will! be!exploited! to! simulate!
different! forms! of! steady! and! unsteady! hydrographs! in! Chapter! 4.! For! this! study,!





non6linear! colonisation! and! die6back! of! vegetation! depending! upon! instantaneous!
flood!condition!(detail!will!be!provided!in!the!corresponding!Chapter!6)!as!compared!
to! other! numerical! model! (e.g.,! Crosato! and! Saleh,! 2011k! Li! and! Millar,! 2011k!
Nicholas,!2013),!which!consider!either!complete!removal!or!maximum!colonisation.!
To!date,!there!is!no!published!literature!which!has!used!BASEMENT!to!simulate!the!








schematisation! of! the! spatial! domain! of!model,! hydrographs!and!bed! sediment! in!
subsequent! chapters.! In! Chapter! 3,! stage6dependent! hydraulics! and!















triangular! form!hydrographs,! low!flow!will!be!set!equivalent! to!half!of! the!one6year!
flood! (40! m3/s)! which! is! 20! m3/s! (see! Chapter! 5! for! details).! In! Chapter! 6,! all!
simulations! will! use! 70! m3/s! of! steady! high! flow! for! around! eight! hours! to! allow!
morphodynamic!evolution!and!20!m3/s!of! low!flow!for!one!hour!to!allow!vegetation!















The! quantitative! framework! proposed! in! this! study,! exhibiting! different! planform,!







Braided! rivers!are! rapidly!evolving,! complex! systems!governed!by! the! interactions!
between!network!topology,!topography,!hydraulics!and!sediment!transport.!In!the!last!
few! decades,! understanding! these! different! aspects! of! braided! rivers! has! been!
advanced! through! a! combination! of! empirical,! field! and! flume! experiments! (e.g.,!
Leopold! and!Wolman,! 1957k! Schumm! and! Khan,! 1972k! Hong! and! Davies,! 1979k!






2015k!Redolfi!et!al.,!2016a).!There! is!now,!however,!an! increasing!awareness! that!
numerical! modelling! may! offer! a! powerful! tool! to! support! this! enquiry,! with! the!
potential! to! provide! a! transparent! insight! into! the! processes! controlling! the!
evolutionary! trajectory!of! braided! rivers! (Bristow!and!Best,! 1993k!Ferguson,!1993k!
Paola,!2001k!Sambrook!Smith!et!al.,!2006k!Brasington!and!Richards,!2007k!Surian,!
2015k!Siviglia!and!Crosato,!2016k!Williams!et!al.,!2016bk!Escauriaza!et!al.,!2017).!In!
the! last!20!years,!many!numerical!models,! ranging! from!reduced!complexity,! rule6
based!algorithms! (e.g.,!Murray! and!Paola,! 1994,! 1997k! Sapozhnikov! et! al.,! 1998k!
Thomas! and!Nicholas,! 2002k!Doeschl!Wilson! and!Ashmore,! 2005k! Thomas!et! al.,!
2007k!Doeschl!et!al.,!2009k!Ziliani!et!al.,!2013)!to!physically6based!models!!!based!on!














In! order! for! simulation! models! to! become! established! research! vehicles,! the!
development!of!methods!to!support!their!critical!evaluation!is!an!urgent!imperative.!In!
principle,!this!should!incorporate!internal!verification!and!subsequent!validation!using!
observations!and! insights! from! field!or! laboratory!prototype!models! (Anderson!and!
Bates,!2001k!Lane!and!Richards,!2001k!Mosselman,!2005k!Brasington!and!Richards,!
2007k!Kleinhans,!2010k!Mosselman,!2012k!Murray,!2013).!To!date,!however,!relatively!
few! published! studies! have! examined! the! comprehensive! performance! and!
process/parameters!sensitivity!of!these!models.!In!large!part,!this!reflects!the!dearth!
of!high6quality!datasets!available!to!characterize!the!morphology,!hydrodynamics!and!














al.,!2012k! Javernick!et! al.,!2014k!Williams!et!al.,!2014).!The!ability! to!acquire!high!
resolution! topography! repeatedly! through! time! also! provides! the! unprecedented!
opportunity!to!quantify!not!only!the!full!morphological!structure!of!braided!systems,!
but!also!to!reconstruct!transport!rates!and!sediment!budgets!indirectly!through!DEM!


















Ultimately,! therefore,! the! evaluation! of! model! performance! and! sensitivity! must!
instead!rely!on!statistical!measures!of!channel!form!and!process,!many!of!which!are!
likely! to! be! ill6defined.! This! raises! the! potential! for! generating! apparently! good!














river! characterization! that! quantifies! river! morphology,! hydrodynamics! and!




A! systematic! review! of! approaches! to! characterizing! empirically! the! form! and!















Total!Braiding! Index!or!TBI!after!Ashmore! (2001)! (see!also!Bertoldi!et!al.,! 2009bk!
Egozi!and!Ashmore,!2009k!Ashmore,!2013).!This!measure!is!determined!readily!from!




both! fixed6bed! and! morphodynamic! simulation! models.! However,! despite! the!
simplicity!of!the!channel!count!approach,!this!metric!is!highly!sensitive!to!discharge!
at! the! time! of! observation! (Mosley,! 1983k! Egozi! and! Ashmore,! 2008).! Given! the!
logistical! limits!on!the!sampling!aerial! imagery,! it! is! likely!that!a!river!can!display!a!
wide! range! of! index! values! without! morphological! change.! Indeed,! Bertoldi! et! al.!
(2009b)! suggested! that! for!many!braided! rivers! the!TBI!may!exhibit!a!bell6shaped!
relationship!with!dischargek!initially!increasing!with!flow!and!peaking!at!intermediate!
flows,! before! declining! as! the! whole! active! channel! belt! is! inundated! under! flood!
conditions.!
One! approach! to! relax! the! dependency! of! the! TBI! on! discharge,! is! to! use! an!










Confluences!and!bifurcations!are! critical!nodes! in! the!network! topology!of! braided!
rivers!(Ashmore,!1982,!1987).!The!non6linear!relationship!between!shear!stress!and!
sediment! transport! implies! that! the! convergence! and! divergence! of! flow! at! these!
respective!points! in! the!network!magnifies! the! local!morphodynamic! response!and!





























Figure*3.2*Cumulative* frequency*distribution*of*dimensionless* link* length*exhibiting*
















These! scaling! relationships! (see! Figure! 3.3! after! Kelly! (2006))! provide! a! useful!
framework!to!assess!the!character!of!bar!forms!generated!by!numerical!models.!Both!
Nicholas!et!al.!(2009)!and!Schuurman!et!al.!(2013)!used!geometrical!relationships!for!
bars! to!assess!and!compare!model!simulations.! In! related!work,!Takebayashi!and!
Okabe! (2009)!analysed! the!bar!shapes!generated!by! their!numerical!model!under!
both!steady!and!unsteady!driving!discharges!based!on!visual!observation!and!found!















the! time! of! observation! and! fails! to! recognize! the! continuous! nature! of! these!
topographic!perturbations.!So,! in!addition!to!manual!measurement!of!bars!at!given!
discharge,! previous! research! has! also! used! digital! elevation! models! of! braided!
morphologies!to!estimate!more!robust!statistical!metrics.!For!example,!Schuurman!et!
al.!(2013)!used!two!approaches!to!characterize!bar!geometries!of!synthetic!(model!
generated)! terrain!models.!First,! bar! length!was!derived!using! spectral!analysis!of!
channel!profiles!based!on!a!wavelet!decomposition!in!which!the!dominant!frequency!
was! used! to!estimate! the! average! bar! length.! The! second! approach! followed! the!








All! the! approaches! to! planform! characterization! discussed! above! describe! reach!
average!characteristics.!An!alternative!approach!that!explores!the!spatial!structure!of!
braiding!is!the!use!of!state6space!plots!that!characterize!the!spatial!autocorrelatory!




of! sequential! channel! widths! as! shown! schematically! in! Figure! 3.4! below.! By!
extracting!and!then!plotting!widths!in!series,!this!approach!characterizes!the!spatial!




applied! to! large! reaches,! the! density! of! the! plot! about! the! one6to6one! diagonal!


























are!used!as! the!boundary! conditions! for! distributed!morphodynamic!models! (e.g.,!
Williams!et!al.,!2013k!Javernick!et!al.,!2014)!and!consequently!have!a!data!structure!




One! of! the! most! widely! used! descriptors! of! landforms! is! the! hypsometric! curve!
(Langbein,! 1947k! Willgoose! and! Hancock,! 1998).! This! describes! the! cumulative!
elevation!distribution!measured!with!respect!to!a!datum,!normally!taken!to!be!regional!
sea! level! (Willgoose! and! Hancock,! 1998).! In! the! case! of! fluvial! hypsometry,! it! is!
common!practice!to!quantify!the!relative!elevation!distribution!measured!with!respect!
to!a!local!valley!average!or!mean!bed!level!(e.g.,!Wheaton!et!al.,!2010k!Bertoldi!et!al.,!
2011b).! Previous! examination! of! natural! channels! and! physical! models! have!




















a! useful! tool! to! capture! topographic! signatures! that! differentiate! surfaces.! For!





with!high!variance!and! low!kurtosis,! indicating! relatively! low!rugosity!and! low!relief!




dominance! of! very! high!bar! surfaces! and!a! heavy! tail! reflecting! deeply! dissected!
channels!that!separate!the!bars!(see!Figure!3.6D!after!Bertoldi!et!al.!(2011b)).!They!













insight! into! the!characteristic!distribution!of! local!gradients! that!are!critical!controls!
(and!responses)!on!flow!and!sediment!transport.!Doeschl!et!al.!(2009)!compared!the!
distribution!of!local!slope!derived!from!DEMs!of!natural!channels!with!the!Murray!and!
Paola! (1994k! 1997)! model! generated! topography.! In! this! study,! they! determined!
separate! distributions! of! slope! for! cells! with! elevations! above! (bars)! and! below!






Figure! 3.7! after! Doeschl! et! al.! (2009)).! They! attribute! this! to! the! rule6based!

















the! nature! of! these! feedbacks! in! wide! range! of! different! drainage! context,! from!




Measurements! of! channel! shape! have! been! derived! conventionally! from! cross6
section!measurements.!Using!these!data,!Jowett!(1998)!defined!the!channel!shape!
as!the!power!relationship!of!width!(W)!with!respect!to!the!deepest!point!or!minimum!
elevation!of!the!section!(Ymin),!where:!" =$%&(( − (*+,).&* * * * * * * Eq.!3.!5!*
Where,!bc!is!a!‘shape!exponent’!and!ac!is!a!coefficient!of!proportionality!and!Y!is!the!
elevation.!A!similar!approach!was!developed!by!Redolfi!et!al.!(2016b)!except!in!this!





with! little!variation! in!width!with!height,!whereas!values!above!one!corresponds! to!
rapid! increases!in!width!with!height.!Conveniently,! if! the!relationship! is!plotted!with!
width!on! the!x6axis!and!depth!above!minimum!on! the! y6axis! (Figure!3.8),! the!plot!
resembles! a! half6plot! of! the! reach6average! cross6sectional! channel! shape.! For!
exponents!of!less!than!unity,!the!plot!resembles!a!U6shape,!a!straight!line!for!values!





width.! This! pattern! mirrors! the! at6a6station! hydraulic! geometry! measurements! of!
Ashmore! and! Sauks! (2006)! which! showed! that,! for! the! braided! Sunwapta! River,!
increases! in!discharge!were!accommodated!principally! by! increases! in!width! (see!
also!Mosley,!1983).!Their!measurements!even!indicated!that!width!exponents!of!fitted!






Figure* 3.8* Schematic* diagram* for* the* determination* of* power* relationship* between*
depth*and*width*based*on*bed*elevation*(Source:*Redolfi*et*al.,*2016b).*
d)! Bar!Height!
A! well6established! anomaly! associated! with! many! morphodynamic! models! is! the!
tendency!for!channels!to!become!progressively!over6deepened!(e.g.,!Schuurman!et!
al.,! 2013k! Singh!et! al.,! 2017).! This! is! largely! thought! to! relate! to! limitations! in! the!
representation!of! bank!erosion!processes!which! inhibit! lateral! bank!migration!and!
intensification!of!channel!bed!scour!(see!Schuurman!et!al.,!2013).!Such!effects!may!
give! rise! to!a!progressive!detachment!of!bars!and!channel,! resulting! in! the! loss!of!
braiding!intensity!(cf.!Singh!et!al.,!2017)!and!an!evolutionary!trajectory!from!braiding!

















The!planform!and! topographic!metrics!discussed!above!provide!an! insight! into! the!
emergent!spatial!form!of!channel!morphology!but!offer!only!indirect!insights!into!the!
forcing!hydraulic!processes!that!drive!sediment!transport!and!lead!to!the!adjustment!
of! form! through! time.! Direct! observations! of! the! distributed! hydraulics! of! braided!
channels!are!notoriously!difficult!to!acquire!in!the!field!(Mosley,!1983k!Williams!et!al.,!
2013).! Consequently,! there!exists! relatively! little! prototype! data! against!which! the!
behaviour!of!numerical!models!could!be!compared.!!
a)! Distributions!of!Water!Depth!
Advances! in! remote! sensing,! in! particular! the! development! of! optical6bias! depth!





















rivers! are! commonly! taken! to! be! in! the! region!of! 0.26,! 0.4!and!0.34! respectively,!
following! the! seminal! work! of! Leopold! and! Maddock! (1953).! This! suggests! that!
accommodation!of!discharge!is!achieved!principally!by!depth,!then!velocity!and!only!
then! width,! a! pattern! reflected! also! in! the! low! (<! 1)! channel! shape! exponents!
discussed!above! in!Section!3.2.3.!Observations!of!AHG! in!braided! rivers!are! rare!
(largely!as!gauging!braided!reaches!is!rarely!undertaken!and!certainly!not!routinely!




1983)! who! examined! the! channel! response! to! increasing! discharge! on! the!Ohau!
River,! NZ.! Here,! well6constrained! dam! releases! generated! a! spectrum! of! flows!
varying!across!a!206fold!range!of!discharge.!Mosley’s!observations!suggest!that!much!
of! the! accommodation! of! discharge! was! achieved! through! a! high! rate! of! width!














the!braided!Sunwapta!River! in!Alberta!suggested! that!the!width!exponent! (b)!may!
actually!exceed!unity!as!discussed!above.!
Table* 3.1* At6a6station* hydraulic* geometry* relationships* related* exponents* compiled*
from*literatures*with*particular*focus*on*braided*rivers.*
!
While! AHG! is! difficult! to! measure! in! the! field,! the! relevant! data! could! be! readily!
extracted! from! numerical! models.! Computing! these! relationships! for! comparison!










Understanding! the!nature!of! sediment! transport! is! important!because! it! is! strongly!
associated!with!the!bed!morphology,!both!as!a!control!and!a!response.!The!process!
of! sediment! transport! in! gravel6bed! braided! rivers! is,! however,! complicated! by!
uncertainties!in!key!variables!(turbulent!shear!stresses,!particle!size!and!packing,!bed!
armouring! and! breakup)! that! are! arguably! unknowable! at! relevant! spatial! scales.!
These!uncertainties!are!further,!magnified,!when!extrapolated!to!the!heterogeneous!
reach6scale!geometry!of!braided!rivers!(Bogen,!1980k!Reid!et!al.,!1985k!Mao!et!al.,!
2014).! However,! laboratory6based! models! of! braiding,! evolving! under! steady!
discharge!conditions!have!shown!that!bed!material!transport!often!fluctuates!around!
a! constant! value! at! equilibrium!conditions! (e.g.!Ashmore,! 1987,! 1988k! Young! and!
Davies,!1990k!Warburton,!1996k!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2009b).!These!fluctuations!have!been!
attributed!to!autogenic!dynamics!of!braiding,!that!include!the!formation!and!break6up!
of! bedforms! and! the! processes! of! channel! (bar)! migration,! such! as! chute! cutoff,!
avulsion!and!bank!or! bar!edge! erosion! (see!Bogen,!1980k! Ashmore,! 1987,! 1988k!
Wheaton!et!al.,!2013k!Mao!et!al.,!2014).!!










the! initial!stage!of! linear!bar!development!and!ultimately! tailed!off! to!unrealistically!
negligible! rates! as! fully! mature! and! complex! bars! emerged.! At! this! stage,! further!
evolution!was!limited!by!the!absence!of!key!braiding!processes!such!as!chute!cutoff,!
avulsion! and! lateral! migration.! As! discussed! above! in! Section! 3.3.2,! they! again!





While! laboratory! simulations! provide! a! useful! insight! into! transport! fluxes! and!
pathways,!such!physical!models!offer!only!a!partial!representation!of!the!complexity!






simplified! one6dimensional! transport! formulations! derived! using! cross6section!data!
















fraction!of! the!wetted!width,!often! comprising!between!15640%!of! the! total!wetted!
channel! area! (see! Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2009bk! Egozi! and! Ashmore,! 2009k! Marti! and!
Bezzola,!2009k!Ashmore!et!al.,!2011k!Garcia!Lugo!et!al.,!2015).!Recent!field6based!
research!using!acoustic!Doppler!current!profiler!(aDcp)!bottom6track!bias!estimates!
of! sediment! transport! pathways! in! the! braided!Rees! River! in! New! Zealand! (e.g.,!
Williams!et! al.,! 2015)!has! revealed! similar! relationships! in!natural! prototypes! (see!
Figure!3.10!after!Williams!et!al.!(2015).!Ashmore!et!al.!(2011)!also!analysed!the!stage!
dependence!of! active!width,! demonstrating! the!existence! of! key! thresholds! in! the!
driving! discharge! or! stream! power! followed! by! relatively! predictable! monotonic!














sediment! transporting! channels! per! cross6section! width! (Ashmore,! 2013).!













the! pattern! of! active! channel! migration! is! strongly! contingent! on! the! evolutionary!
history!of! the! system! (Surian,! 2015),! giving! rise! to!often! unpredictable,! non6linear!
adjustments.! Additionally,! there! is! some! inconsistency! in! the! definition! of! Active!










Insights! into! the!deterministic! pattern! and!magnitude!of! erosion!and! deposition! in!
braided!rivers!can!be!derived!from!field!surveys!which!also!offer!a!robust!test!of!model!
performance.!Historically,!such!data!were!derived!from!cross6section!surveys,!and/or!












Patterns! of! erosion! and! deposition! obtained! from! the! DEM! differencing! can! be!
analysed! in! a! variety! of! ways.! For! example,! the! overall! structure! of! channel!
adjustment!can!be!presented!as!planform!maps!or! the!total!volumetric!analysis!of!
erosion! and! deposition! quantified! statistically! and! the! change! in! mean6bed! level!








1992k! Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2009b).! This!mechanism!was!also! observed! to! have!a! clear!




bar! growth.! Lobe! dissection! was! defined! by! consistent! degradation,! whereas! the!
central! bar! development! and! transverse! bar! conversion! showed! net! aggradation.!
Bank!erosion!processes!widened!the!channels!around!mid6channel!bars,!contributing!
to!net!degradation.!
While! this! approach! provides! a! detailed! insight! on! the! contributions! of! different!
channel! change! mechanisms! in! the! maintenance! of! braiding,! it! requires! expert!











be! derived! from! multiple! DEMs! of! difference! is! the! channel! turnover! rate! (e.g.,!
Wheaton!et!al.,!2013).!This!can!be!defined!as!the!areal!percentage!of!the!bed!that!is!
‘renewed’!by!channel!disturbance!(i.e.,!incorporating!the!effects!of!both!erosion!and!














and* deposition)* with* respect* to* mean* elevation* of* preceding* state* DEM* under*
consideration.*The*areas*on*the*positive*and*negative*elevation*side*could*be*thought*
of*bar*and*channel,*respectively.*
This! involves!determination!of! the!volumes!of!erosion!and!deposition! that!occur!at!
specific!height! (elevation)! intervals.!This!provides!an! insight! into! the!dominance!of!





bars! and! channels! respectively,! and! similarly! for! deposition! (Figure! 3.12b).! At!








dominance! of! bar! erosion! over! channel! erosion! indirectly! indicates! the! suite! of!
morphological!processes!that!are!active,!and!can!be!used!to!indicate!the!presence!of!
processes!such!as!local!channel!avulsion,!channel!widening,!cut!off!development!and!
dissections! that!have!been! recognized!as! the!main! ingredients!for!maintenance!of!
active! braiding! (Ashmore,! 1991k! Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2009bk! Wheaton! et! al.,! 2013).!





Here,! a! systematic! quantitative! framework,! comprising! four! key! attributes! that!
characterise!braided!rivers,!is!proposed!in!order!to!provide!a!holistic!assessment!of!



















The! framework! proposed! in! the! previous! section! is! applied! here! in! order! to!
characterise!the!natural!prototype!used!in!this!study,!the!braided!River!Feshie.!This!




were! made! available! for! this! study! (Brasington,! pers.! comm.).! This! included!
comparable!datasets!acquired!in!2003,!2004,!2005,!2006!and!2007!(Wheaton!et!al.,!
2013).!
First,! the! five! DEMs! were! used! to! abstract! the! planform! structure! (based! on! the!
detrended! elevation)! and! topographic! signatures.! Second,! the! numerical! model!
BASEMENT! was! used! to! calculate! hydrodynamic! variables! based! on! fixed6bed!
Chapter*3***********Developing*a*Framework*for*the*Validation*of*Numerical*Morphodynamic*Models*
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simulations! across! a! range! of! relevant! discharges.! To! simplify! the! computational!
workload,!simulations!were!obtained!using!only!the!topographic!models!for!2003!and!
2005!which!were! taken! to!be! representative!of! the!wider! set.! In!order! to!maintain!






Hydrodynamic! simulations!were! computed! for! range! of! steady!discharges! varying!
from!5!m3/s!(annual!average!flow)!up!to!85!m3/s!(just!above!two6year!flood)!at!5!m3/s!
intervals.!The!simulations!were!obtained!in!sequence,!with!flows!increased!linearly!





















Synthetic! planform! statistics! were! obtained! from! each! DEM! using! the! approach!
described!in!3.3.1.!This!involve!first!detrending!each!elevation!model,!with!respect!to!
the!plane! fitted! by! least! squares! to! the! longitudinal! trend!of!mean6bed! level.! The!
longitudinal!pattern!of!mean6bed!level!was!derived!for!each!DEM!individually,!and!the!













each!DEM! is!shown!beneath!each!DEM! in!Figure!3.14.!The!TBI!was! found! to!be!
consistent!(5.1)!in!2003606!but!rose!to!5.7!in!2007.!
3.6.2* Topographic*Signatures*
The! detrended! elevations! for! each! cross6section! were! divided! by! the! standard!
deviation! of! the! corresponding! cross6section! to!determine! standardized! frequency!
distribution!(e.g.,!Doeschl!et!al.,!2009).!In!all!years,!the!distribution!of!elevation!values!





respectively.* (b)*Frequency*distribution*of* local*slopes*where* the*group*of*dark*and*
faint* lines* show* local* slope* above* and*below*mean* elevation* in* six* different* years,*






of! trend! in!elevation!distribution!has!been! recognized!as! the!universal!signature!of!
braided!rivers!that!exist!both!in!natural!and!flume!experimented!braided!rivers!(e.g.,!

























At–a6station,! hydraulic! geometry! relationships! as! described! in! Section! 3.3.3! were!
determined! using! fixed6bed! hydrodynamic! simulations! based! on! the! topographic!
models!from!2003!and!2005!as!the!lower!boundary!conditions.!Figure!3.16!illustrates!
the!resulting!spatial!distribution!of!water!depths!for!three!specific!discharges!20,!40!
and!70!m3/s,! clearly! illustrating! the! rapid!extension!of!wetted!width!with!discharge!
(e.g.,!Mosley,!1983).!
!











both!years! (see!Figure!3.17).!The!high!width!exponent! reflects! the!Y6shape!cross6











were!used! to! calculate! the! spatial!distribution!of!sediment! transport! rate!using! the!
standard!Meyer6Peter!and!Müller!(1948)!formula.!These!calculations!were!based!on!
a!uniform!sediment!(D50!=!30!mm)!and!with!a!threshold!dimensionless!shield!stress!
of! 0.047! for! initiation!of!motion! (cf.!Meyer6Peter! and!Müller,! 1948).! Based! on! the!
spatial!distribution!of!sediment!transport,!three!key!morphodynamics!indices!such!as!
the! cross6sectional! transport,! the!active! braiding! index!and! the!active!width,!were!
subsequently!determined.!
Total! transport! capacity! at! each! cross6section! was! calculated! by! summing! the!
transport!capacity!of!all!cells!across!the!section!and!then!averaged!across!the!reach!
to!determine!a!representative!areal!relationship.!The!sediment!transport!rate!for!the!
two!simulations! (2003!and!2005)!appear! to!be!more!or! less! similar! across!a!wide!
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range!of! discharges,!however! the!2005!model! appears! to! suggest!higher! rates!of!
sediment!transport!at!high!flows!(Figure!3.18a).!The!modelled!pattern!of!shear!stress!
was!examined!in!order!to!interpret!this!difference!and!as!shown!in!Figure!3.18d,!the!
2005!model! is!associated!with!a! larger!area!of! the!bed!with!stresses!between!263!
times! the! threshold! for! entrainment! (see! the! tail! Figure! 3.18d).! Field6based!
observations! of! sediment! transport! in! braided! rivers! (e.g.,! Williams! et! al.,! 2015k!
Rennie!et!al.,!2017)!have!shown!that!the!presence!of!high!shear!stress!zones!are!
important!conduits!for!the!efficient!transfer!sediment.!The!difference!between!the!two!




uniform*size*of*sediment* (D50*=*30*mm).* (b)*Reach*averaged*active*width.* (c)*Reach*





























pattern! of! channel! adjustment! in! 2005–2004! and! 200762006! demonstrate! much!





















to! have! led! to! the! formation! of! extensively! longitudinal! terraces!around! the!active!
fairway,!which!are!notable!by! their! absence.!Given! the! lack!of! this!morphological!
signal,!and!the!inconclusive!recent!trend!in!the!DEMs,!it!is!reasonable!to!assume!that!


























deposition! over! bar! top! deposition! (see! Figure! 3.21d).! However,! for! the!
morphologically!more!active!periods!(2004/05!and!2006/07)!the!distribution!of!erosion!
was!skewed!to!positive!elevations!(Figure!3.21ak!05!6!04!and!07!–!06)!suggesting!the!
dominance! of! bar! and! bank! erosion! over! channel! scour! (see! Figure! 3.21c).! This!




















Building! upon! published! literature,! this! chapter! has! presented! a! new! quantitative!
framework! to! characterize! the! complex! 26! and! 3D! morphology,! processes! and!
kinematics! of! braided! rivers.! Specifically,! the! proposed! framework! assembles!
planform,!topography,!hydraulics!and!morphodynamic!metrics!that!capture!a!broad6
based! perspective! on! channel! characteristics.!While! useful! for! intercomparison!of!
river! systems! more! generally,! this! framework! has! been! devised! to! address! the!
complex! problem! of! evaluating! the! performance! of! numerical! morphodynamic!
models.! This! is! a! challenging! problem,! as! direct,! deterministic! comparisons! are!
difficult! to! achieve,! due! to! missing! data! on! boundary! conditions,! for! example!
knowledge!of!the!prior!state!of!the!channel,!or!sediment!influx.!!More!profoundly,!such!
simple!approaches!to!model!testing!are!likely!to!fail!due!to!the!sensitive!dependence!
of! channel! adjustment! on! form6flow! feedback! which! is! likely! to! lead! to! a! rapid!
divergence!of!model!and!prototype!characteristics!given!even!small!uncertainties!in!




The! strategy! presented! is! designed! to! make! optimal! use! of! high! resolution!
morphological! data! in! the! form! of! digital! elevation! models! that! are! becoming!
increasingly! available! through! developments! of! geomatics! and! remote! sensing.!





conditions! to! simulate! the! effect! of! channel! form! on! the! driving! hydrodynamic!
properties!of!the!channel.!This!enables!an!insight!into!how!the!forces!driving!channel!
evolution! (e.g.,!shear!stress)!change!with!discharge,!and! indeed!how!discharge! is!
partitioned!in!terms!of!width,!depth!and!velocity,!which!is!highly!sensitive!to!channel!
form.! Additionally,! when!multiple! DEMs! are! available,! these! data! can! be! used! to!
directly!quantify!the!pattern!of!channel!adjustment,!quantifying!the!typical!structure!of!






inundation! modelling! (see! Nash! and! Sutcliffe! (1970)! and! Beven! (2011)! for! a!
discussion).! Ultimately,! the! framework! provides! a! range! of! criteria! against! which!
simulations!can!be!benchmarked!and!expert! judgement! is! required! to! interpret! the!





While! there! is!no!clear! recipe!that!uniquely!distinguishes!braiding,! there!are!some!
commonly! observed! characteristics! that! should! ideally! be! reflected! in! the! model!
performance.!They!could!be!summarized!as:!a)!braided!rivers!are!characterised!by!
multi6channel!networks!separated!by!bars!that!reconfigure!through!timek!b)!channels!
exhibit! systematic! spatial! trends! of! narrowing! and! widening! (Sapozhnikov! et! al.,!






are! characterised! by! ‘Y! shape’! relationships! between! width6depth! and! alpha!
coefficients!above!unity!(Redolfi!et!al.,!2016b)k!h)!wetted!width! increases!at!higher!
rate! than! depth!or! velocity! as!discharge! increases! (Mosley,! 1983)k! i)! confluences!


























up! to! 80!m3/s.! This! suggests! that! up! to! this! discharge,! increases! in! local! depths!
continue!to!drive!increased!sediment!transport!through!increases!in!the!area!of!above!
threshold! shear! stress.! However,! increases! in! discharge! above! this! level,! while!
increasing! the! overall! active! width! and! sediment! transport! maintain! the! same!












as! compared! to! below! mean! elevation! areas! which! has! been! recognized! as! the!
universal!topographic!signature!of!braided!rivers!(e.g.,!Doeschl!et!al.,!2009k!Garcia!
Lugo!et!al.,!2015).!Similarly,!it!also!exhibits!greater!variance!of!local!gradients!below!






at6a6station! hydraulic! geometry! (AHG)! in! which! increases! in! discharge! are!
accommodated!principally!by!increases!in!width!(see!section!3.3.2).!This!pattern!has!
been! recognized! as! one! of! the! signature! characteristics!of! braiding! (e.g.,!Mosley,!
1983k!Smith!et!al.,!1996k!Ashmore!and!Sauks,!2006k!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2009bk!Welber!et!
















morphology,! processes! and! kinematics! of! braided! rivers! to! address! the! complex!
problem! of! evaluating! the! performance! of! numerical!morphodynamic!models.! It! is!
worth!acknowledging!here!that!the!strategy!presented!here!was!designed!to!make!
optimal! use! of! high! resolution! morphological! data! in! the! form! of! digital! elevation!
models!that!are!becoming!increasingly!available!through!developments!of!geomatics!
and!remote!sensing.!Therefore,!this!framework!should!not!be!taken!as!an!absolute.!




the! same! framework! will! be! used! to! quantify! braiding! evolution! under! different!
boundary!forcing!in!Chapter!5,!6.!This!framework!can!also!be!used!in!the!other!case!
studies! where! 3D! topographic! data! are! available.! For! example,! the! planform! and!
topographic! signatures! could! be! directly! derived! from! the! available! topography.! If!
continuous! series! of! topographic! data! sets! are! available,! erosion! and! deposition!
dynamic! pattern! can! be! directly! abstracted! from! the! DEM! differencing! as!
demonstrated! here.! Additionally,! stage6dependent! hydraulic! and! morphodynamic!
calculation! can! be! carried! out! based! on! fixed! bed! hydrodynamic! simulations! and!
sediment! transport! calculations! as! demonstrated! here! in! the! case! of! the! braided!
Feshie.!This!study!also!identified!set!of!universal!properties!of!braided!rivers!informing!
planform,! topographic,! hydraulic,! and! morphodynamic! which! can! be! utilized! to!
evaluate! numerical! models.! Overall,! the! posited! framework,! and! the! technique!








based-morphodynamic-model-BASEMENT- reproduce- the- characteristic- form-
and- processes- of- a- natural- prototype- braided- river- under- steady- flow-
conditions?!!
This!chapter!examines! the!simulation!of!channel!morphology!emerging! from!plane!
bed! conditions! under! steady! flow.! Simulations! are! parameterized! to! reflect! the!
prototype!braided! reach!of! the!River!Feshie!and!are!evaluated!using! the! fourRfold!
validation!framework!outlined!in!Chapter!3.!














Morphodynamic! models! comprise,! at! best,! only! partial! representations! of! the!
comprehensive! set! of! physical! processes! driving! the! behaviour! and! evolution! of!
natural! rivers.! Even! then,! their! representation! is! based! on! approximate,! discrete!
solutions! to! the! governing! partial! differential! equations! and! boundary! conditions!
(Kleinhans,!2010k!Wright!and!Crosato,!2011k!Murray,!2013).!Consequently,!in!order!
to!establish!the!suitability!of!a!numerical!model!as!an!effective! research!vehicle! to!
support! river! management! programs,! critical! evaluation! and! sensitivity! analysis,!
interrogating!model!responses!against!external!prototypes!field!or!laboratory!models!
is! imperative! (Mosselman! 2005,! 2012k! Kleinhans,! 2010k! Murray,! 2013).! To! date,!




morphodynamics! that! are! backbone! for! model! parameterisation! and! assessment.!
Recent!developments! in!remote!sensing!and!geomatics,! in!particular!the!advent!of!
airborne! and! terrestrial! lidar,! softcopy! and! structure6from6motion! photogrammetry!
now,!however,!offer!exciting!new!pathways!to!enable!dense!reconstructions!of!fluvial!
topography!in!fully!36dimensions!(e.g.,!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2011bk!Brasington!et!al.,!2012k!
Westoby! et! al.,! 2012k! Javernick! et! al.,! 2014k!Williams! et! al.,! 2014).! The!ability! to!





such! as! optical! depth!mapping! (e.g.,!Williams! et! al.,! 2014)! and! acoustic! Doppler!
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short! time! and! space! scales! rendering! direct,! deterministic! comparison! futile!
(Anderson! and!Bates,! 2001k! Lane! and! Richards,! 2001).! Ultimately,! therefore,! the!
evaluation! of! model! performance! and! sensitivity! must! instead! rely! on! statistical!
measures!of!channel!form!and!process,!many!of!which!are!likely!to!be!ill6defined.!This!
raises!the!potential!to!generate!apparently!good!measures!of!model!performance!from!
quite! different! deterministic! outcomes,! and! apparently! similar! predictions! may! be!
generated! by! radically! different! processes! (Beven,! 1993).! It! is! therefore! urgently!
necessary! to! carry! a! comprehensive! assessment! of! morphodynamic! numerical!
models,! and! to! inform! to! what! extent! they! can! mimic! natural! processes,! before!
establishing!them!as!an!effective!means!to!investigate!form!and!behaviour!of!natural!
processes!at!different!environmental!forcing.!!










use! of! simple! rule6based! algorithms! to! simulate! mobile! bed! channels,! evaluating!
model!performance!in!a!variety!of!dimensions.!For!example,!Sapozhnikov!et!al.!(1998)!
demonstrated! that! the!MP!model!was! capable! of! reproducing! the!broad!planform!
patterning!found!in!braided!rivers,!exhibiting!characteristic!spatial!trends!in!anabranch!













routing! scheme! to! incorporate! the! effects! of! water! slope! (a! diffusion! wave!
approximation)!and!subsequently,!Thomas!et!al.!(2007)!demonstrated!the!success!of!
this!new!scheme!in!reproducing!planform!properties,!such!as!bar!area!and!perimeter.!
Furthermore,! their! model! was! also! shown! to! capture! some! of! the! dynamical!
responses! characteristic! of! braiding,! including! changes! in! bar! height! and! size!
following! changes! to! sediment! supply! as! observed! in! the! flume! experiments! of!
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Germanoski! and!Schumm! (1993).! They! observed! that! increased! sediment! supply!
resulted!in!widespread!aggradation!increasing!braiding!intensity!and!active!width.!By!
contrast,!decreased!sediment!supply! resulted! incision,! lower!braiding! intensity!and!
disconnected,!narrow!single!thread!channels.!
In!a!similar!view,!the!cellular!model!CAESAR!(Coultard!et!al.!(2000,!2005k!Van!De!




observations! from! their! prototype,! although! they! highlighted! significant! differences!
between!the!modelled!and!observed!braiding!intensity.!
Given! the! simplicity!of! cellular6based!numerical!models,! their!apparent! capacity! to!





Doeschl! et! al.,! 2009).! The! cause! of! this! ‘pathological’! behaviour! lies! in! the!
generalization! of! the! low! routing! schemes,! which! ignore! the! inertial! forces! in! the!
momentum!equation,!assume!steady!state!conditions,!neglect!gravitational!forces!on!
the!routing!of!sediment!and!limit!flow!dispersion!to!downstream!directions!(Coulthard!
et! al.,! 2002k! Thomas! and! Nicholas,! 2002k! Doeschl!Wilson! and! Ashmore,! 2005k!
Brasington!and!Richards,! 2007k!Doeschl! et! al.,! 2009).! These!are!well6understood!
simplifications!and!the!continuing!interest!in!RCM!models!of!braiding!does!not!reflect!





the! dearth! of! available! data! to! validate! RCM! simulations,! so! that! their! simplicity!
remains! an! attractive! compromise! to! pursue! in! the! absence! of! readily! available!




In!the! last!decade,! in!particular,! there!has!therefore!been!a!growing!interest! in!the!
development! of! more! complex! representations! of! the! hydrodynamic! and!
sedimentological!processes!that!drive!morphodynamics.!These!approaches!typically!
involve!the!solution!of!the!vertically6integrated,!shallow!water!wave!(SWW)!equations!
with! various! degrees! of! complexity! incorporated! to! resolve! the! representation! of!
higher!dimensional!(secondary)!flows!(see!Chapter!1).!A!small,!but!growing!literature!





braided! river! using! with! the! MIKE21! code! from! DHI.! They! described! simulations!
initiated! from! a! flatbed! topography! with! fixed! outer! banks! and! provided! some!
qualitative!insights!into!the!evolution!of!hypothetical!sand!bed!braided!river.!Jang!and!
Shimizu! (2005)! extended! this! work! using! their! own! 2D!modelling! framework! that!
employed!a!moving!boundary!coordinate!system!to!enable!simulation!of!evolving!flow6
form!conditions!incorporating!bank!erosion.!This!study!was!one!of!the!first!to!evaluate!
model! performance! against! the! behaviour! of! an! experimental! channel! allowing!
floodplain!erosion!and!demonstrated!the!capability! to! reproduce!channel!planform,!
key!network!characteristics!such!as!the!number!of!nodes!and!broad6scale!fluctuations!






their! model! assessments! are! based! on! qualitative,! visual! analysis! with! results!
representing!the!short!to!medium6term!evolution,!without!quantitative!assessment!of!
the! morphodynamic! (specifically,! the! change! through! time)! characteristics! of! the!
model.! More! recently,! Nicholas! (2013)! outlined! a! new! approach! to! solving!
morphodynamics!based!on!his!HSTAR!model.!In!this,!he!described!simulations!in!a!
narrow!channel!allowing! floodplain!erosion,!examining! the! long6term!evolution!of!a!
hypothetical! large! sand! bed! braided! rivers,! in! the! presence! and! absence! of!








Egozi! and!Ashmore,! 2009).! Intriguingly,! their! experiments! suggested! that! braided!




that! is! necessary! to! predict! lateral! migration! of! channels! and! autogenic! sediment!





plays!an! important! role! in! conditioning! the!width6depth! ratio!of! channels,! and! that!
coarsening!of!near6bank!sediment! is! important! in!reducing!lateral!channel!mobility.!
Singh! et! al.! (2017)! have! also! examined! the! effect! of! sediment! grading! on!
morphodynamics,! but! this! time! parameterized! to! represent! the! large! gravel6bed!
Waimakariri!River,!NZ.!They!evaluated!model!performance!in!respect!of!qualitative!
planform! geometry,! bed! topography! by! comparison! with! predicted! and! observed!
hypsometric!curves!and!bar!height!and!morphodynamic!responses!through!changes!
in!braiding!index.!Notably,!they!showed!a!continuous!increase!of!bar!height!through!
the! simulation! which! extended! well! beyond! the! reach! averaged! of! their! natural!
prototype,!indicating!persistent!unregulated!channel!incision.!Again,!they!concluded!












maintain! a!dynamic!equilibrium!state!driven!by!a! steady!discharge! from!an! initial!
plane!bed!(e.g.,Bertoldi!et!al.,!2009b!in!flume!experiment).!Here,!we!take!a!dynamic!
equilibrium!state!to!refer!to!condition!in!which!the!morphology!and!associated!system!
effluxes! (water! and! sediment)! vary! about! a! stationary! average! (Schumm,! 1988k!





conditions! has! been! demonstrated! in! laboratory! models! and! has! been! taken! as!
evidence!that!unsteady!discharge!is!not!a!pre6requisite!for!braiding!(e.g.,!Bertoldi!et!
al.,! 2009b).! This! chapter,! therefore! outlines! the! first! step! in! the! evaluation! of!
BASEMENT! as! a! vehicle! to! simulate! braiding! processes,! focusing! on! this! critical!
question.! The! research! presented! here! applies! the! model! validation! approach!
outlined! in! Chapter! 3.! A! specific! focus! of! the! chapter! is! an! evaluation! of! key!
processes/parameters!of!the!model,!specifically!the!gravitational!lateral!sediment!flux!
and!the!bank!erosion!module,!which!have!(as!discussed!above)!resulted!in!a!failure!
of!previous! research! (e.g.,!Schuurman!et!al.,!2013)!to!achieve! the!maintenance!of!
braiding!under!steady6state!conditions.!
4.2* Aim*and*Objectives*
The! overall! aim! of! this! research! is! to! undertake! a! comprehensive! performance!
evaluation!and!sensitivity!analysis!of!physically6based!numerical!model!BASEMENT,!
focusing! specifically!on!modelling! the! long6term!morphology!of! gravel6bed!braided!
rivers.!In!order!to!achieve!this!aim,!this!chapter!provides!an!important!first!step!in!the!
evaluation!of!the!model,!focusing!on!four!key!objectives:!
! to! examine! the! development! and! maintenance! of! synthetic! braided! river!
networks!evolving!under!a!steady!discharge!condition!and!assess!whether!the!
model!can!produce!simulations!that!attain!a!dynamic!equilibrium!conditions,!
measured! in! terms! of! 2D/3D! geometry,! hydrodynamic! behaviour! and!
morphological!evolutionk!




! compare! the! resulting! simulations! to!a!natural! prototype,! the!River!Feshie,!
using!the!validation!scheme!described!in!Chapter!3k!
! to! identify! the! power! of! the! model! performance! metrics! to! distinguish!
differences!between!the!model!generated!system!and!the!natural!prototype.!!
The!subsequent!sections!of!this!chapter!are!therefore!structured!as!follows:!the!first!
section!provides!detail!on! the!methodology!of! this! research! focusing!on! the!model!






This! study! focuses! on! the! freely! available! two6dimensional! model,! BASEMENT,!
developed!by!the!Laboratory!of!Hydraulics,!Hydrology!and!Glaciology!at!ETH!Zürich!
(Vetsch!et!al.,!2017a).!A!detailed!description!of!the!model,!comprising!the!process!
representation,! numerical! solution! and! parameterisation! have! been! summarized!
previously! in! Chapter! 2.! The! following! section! therefore! outlines! the! approach! to!











complicated! by! uncertainties! in! the! surveyed! topography,! but! perhaps! more!
significantly!due!to!unknown!variations! in!sediment!supply,!discharge,!grain!sorting!
and!the!effects!of!vegetation!that!could!dominate!the!response!of!the!natural!system.!





topography! of! natural! or! flume! braided! rivers! have! demonstrated! high! levels! of!





Here,! instead! of! using! an! existing! (and! uncertain)! topographic! representation! to!
initialize!simulations,!therefore,!this!study!seeks!to!examine!the!development!of!river!
morphology!as! it!evolves! from!an! initial!plane!bed! (e.g.,Enggrob!and!Tjerry,!1999k!
Doeschl!et!al.,!2009k!Schuurman!et!al.,!2013k!Singh!et!al.,!2017).!These!simulations!
are!scaled!to!reflect!the!statistical!properties!in!terms!of!the!discharge,!width,!slope!





!A! 700!m! braided! reach! of! the! River! Feshie,! Scotland! (cf.!Wheaton! et! al.,! 2010k!
Wheaton!et!al.,!2013)!was!used!as!the!prototype!to!provide!data!to!parameterize!and!
validate! the! simulations.! This! 700! m! reach! has! a! reach! averaged! width! and!
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longitudinal! slope!of! 175!m!and!0.92%! respectively! (see!Chapter! 2! for! details).! In!
order! to! represent! this! system,! a! rectangular! domain! of! 1550! m! x! 175! m! was!
discretized!using!a!fixed!triangular!mesh!with!a!minimum!threshold!cell!area!of!2!m2.!






called! Quantum! GIS! (QGIS)! was! used! (see.,! Vetsch! et! al.,! 2017b).! Delaunay!
triangulation! was! used! to! generate! a! triangular! tessellation! of! the! surface! (see.,!
Vetsch!et!al.,!2017b!page!39).!Based!on!the!2!m2!of!minimum!threshold!cell!area,!the!
total! spatial! domain! (1550! m! x! 175! m)! was! discretized! with! 208,337! number! of!
triangular!cells!(approximately!130!cells!for!175!m!width!of!the!domain).!Williams!et!
al.,! (2016a,! 2016b)! also! uses! 2!m! grid! size! in! order! to! capture! complex! braided!
topography,! hydraulics! and! sediment! transport! processes.! In! this! spatial!
schematisation,! the!1550!m!reach!comprised!a!central!700!m!used!for!comparison!
with! the! prototype! plus! additional! 425! m! sections! upstream! and! downstream! to!
mitigate! the! effects! of! the! open! boundaries! on! the! area! of! the! model! used! for!














discharge! thus! corresponds,! approximately,! to! bankfull! discharge! and! therefore!
represents! the!critical!discharge! that!alluvial!channels!are!widely!considered! to!be!
adjusted!(e.g.,!Harvey,!1969).!At!this!discharge,!more!than!50%!of!the!spatial!domain!
is!submerged!(see!Chapter!3k!Section!3.6.3).!This!discharge!therefore!corresponds!






The! formation! and! maintenance! of! braiding! in! previous! numerical! simulation! of!
braided! rivers! (e.g.,!Schuurman!et!al.,!2013)!has!shown!marginal!sensitivity! to!the!
parameterization!of!flow!resistance.!In!this!study!therefore,!a!constant!roughness!over!














the! numerical! solutions,! and! reflects! the! transfer! of! momentum! associated! with!
turbulent!flows!and!adds!to!the!internal!fluid!friction!on!a!larger!scale!(Lesser!et!al.,!
2004k! Vetsch! et! al.,! 2017a).! Sensitivity! analysis! of! the! horizontal! eddy! viscosity!
parameterization! in! Delft3D! was! explored! for! simulations! of! similar! braided! river!
topography!on! the!Rees!River,!NZ! (Williams!et!al.,!2013).!This! research! revealed!






















robust! to! solve! strong!wave! interactions! and! flow!with! sharp!gradients! and! shear!
waves,! is! most! commonly! used! in! published! simulations! using! BASEMENT! (e.g.,!
Faeh,! 2007k!Radice! et! al.,! 2012k! Tettamanti,! 2013k! Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2014)!and!was!
therefore!adopted!for!this!study.!!
The!hydrodynamic!time!step!in!the!model!was!determined!dynamically!according!to!
the!Courant6Friedrich6Levy! condition! (see!Chapter! 2).! In! BASEMENT,! there! is! no!









The! sediment! influx! from! upstream! boundary! was! set! to! 100%! of! the! sediment!
transport!capacity!of!the!boundary!section,!determined!on!the!basis!of!the!local!slope!
which!was!kept!fixed!throughout!(see!Chapter!2).!The!material!size!was!set!to!equal!
the!uniform!grain!size!used! inside! the!domain! (D50!=!30!mm).!The!sediment!efflux!
through!the!downstream!boundary!was!set!as!the!80%!of!the!transport!capacity!of!the!
boundary!cells,! in!order!to!avoid!unduly!high!rates!of!erosion!at! the!boundary,!and!








Gravel6bed! braided! rivers! have! graded! sediment! with! different! physical!
characteristics.!While!for!single!sized!sediments,!the!size!dependency!of!transport!is!
well!established,!the!behaviour!of!graded!mixtures!is!more!complex.!Finer!particles,!
for! example! may! be! less! mobile! if! they! are! surrounded! by! coarser! particles! and!
protruded! less! to! flow! (Mao! and! Surian,! 2010),! a! phenomenon! termed! ‘hiding’!
(Mosselman,! 2005).! By! contrast,! coarser! particles! may! be! more! mobile! if! they!
protrude! significantly! into! the! flow! (Mao! and! Surian,! 2010)! and! have! greater!!
‘exposure’!(Mosselman,!2005).!!In!the!limit,!these!effects!have!been!observed!to!lead!
to! an! unselective! transport! regime,! reflecting! the! combined! effects! of! hiding! and!
protrusion!(Andrews,!1983).!However,!both!field!and!laboratory!studies!continue!to!
indicate!a!tendency!towards!size6selective!transport!(Ashworth!and!Ferguson,!1989k!








condition! and! sub6surface! sediment! mixtures! (Hunziker! and! Jaeggi,! 2002).! For!
example,! if! the! bed! shear! stress! is! slightly! higher! than! critical! and! there! is! no!
continuing! supply! of! fines! from! upstream,! a! static! armour! layer! may! develop!















At! the! cross6sectional! scale,! flow! structures! at! confluences! and! associated!
downstream! flow!bifurcations!around!mid6channel! bars!may! facilitate!deposition!of!
coarse!sediment!on!the!bar!head,!swiping!fines!towards!the!lee!side!of!central!bars!
(Ferguson! and!Ashworth,! 1992k! Powell,! 1998).! In! compound! bars! and! vegetated!
streams!however,!complex!sediment!sorting!patterns!may!emerge! through!cyclical!
trajectories! of! erosion! and! deposition,! such! that! bed! sedimentology! can! only! be!
understood! through! an! understanding! of! the!morphodynamic! trajectory! (Rice! and!
Church,! 2010).! At! reach! scales,! longitudinal! fining! (decrease! in! size! of! sediment!
downstream)!of!sediment!also!remains!a!key!control!on!the!composition!and!structure!
of! bed!material,! reflecting! the! combined! effects! of! particle! abrasion! and! selective!
transport!(Powell,!1998).!
Representation! of! these! sediment! sorting! processes!within!a! numerical!modelling!
framework!is!clearly!complex,!and!implies!the!need!to:!(i)!represent!multiple!grain!size!
fractionsk! (ii)! incorporate!a! sediment! transport! formulation! suitable! to!model!multi6
grain!sedimentk!(iii)!a!mass!conservation!equation!for!each!fractionk!(iv)!modelling!of!








et! al.! (2015)! found! that! deposition! of! coarse! sediment! near! channel! banks! may!
facilitate!the!formation!of!comparatively!deeper!channels.!In!the!similar!theme,!Singh!
et!al.!(2017)!found!an!increase!of!braiding!intensity!and!deepening!of!channels!(or!






the! choice! of! a! single! grain! size! represents! a! significant! simplification! that! is!




through! the! Feshie.! Figure! 4.1! shows! the! variation! of! active! area! for! uniform!
sediments! based!on! a! representative! 70!m3/s! discharge!which!was! adopted! as! a!
steady!discharge!to!represent!typical!bankfull!flows!in!this!study.!Here,!the!bed!shear!
stress! distribution!derived! from! the! fixed!bed! hydrodynamic! simulation! at! 70!m3/s!
discharge!using!prototype!Feshie!topography!(see!Figure!3.16!in!chapter!3)!was!used!
to! calculate! the! dimensionless! shear! stress! distribution! at! different! size! uniform!
sediment.!The!active!area!at! different! sediment!size!was!determined!by! fixing! the!
critical! dimensionless! shield! stress! for! entrainment!at!0.047! following!Meyer6Peter!









different! braiding! properties.! As! such,! the! bar! mode! predictor! of! Crosato! and!





















The! critical! dimensionless! shear! stress! for! sediment! motion! used! in! the! MPM!
formulation!was!fixed!to!0.047!for!all!simulations,!as!is!a!standard!practice!for!gravel!
transport!(e.g.,!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2014).!This!critical!dimensionless!Shield!stress!is!based!





factors,! sloping! bed! has! a! direct! ‘pulling’! effect!which! affects! the! direction! of! the!
sediment!transport!vector!(Ikeda,!1982k!Talmon!et!al.,!1995k!Siviglia!et!al.,!2013k!Sun!
et! al.,! 2015k! Nelson! et! al.,! 2016).! Developer! guidance! (Vetsch! et! al.,! 2017a)!
recommends!setting!the!relevant! !factor!to!reflect!this!lateral!transport!adjustment!
in! the! range! of! 1.4! 6! 2.7! (see! Chapter! 2k! Section! 2.2.2! d).! Early! studies! ! (e.g.,!
Schuurman!et!al.,!2013k!Sun!et!al.,!2015)!have!suggested!that!the!representation!of!
this!lateral!transport!process!is!critical!to!the!formation!and!maintenance!of!bars!and!












breach! (e.g.,! Volz! et! al.,! 2012k! Worni! et! al.,! 2012).! Nevertheless,! there! are! no!
published!studies!that!have!yet!analysed!the!sensitivity!of!this!process!representation!
to! the! resulting! formation!and!maintenance!of! bars!and!channel! in!braided! rivers.!
Schuurman!et!al.!(2013)!who!used!Delft3D!to!model!sand6bed!braided!morphology,!
using!a! simple!bank!erosion!model! that! erodes!dry! cell!when! incision!occurs! in!a!
neighbouring!wet!cell,!revealed!the!critical!importance!of!parameterizing!bank!erosion!
processes!to!determine!continuous!braiding!evolution.!Their!numerical!model!indeed!
could! not! maintain! dynamic! equilibrium! over! the! long6term,! due! to! limited! lateral!
channel!mobility!which! they!suggest! reflects!oversimplification!of! the!bank!erosion!
formulation.! As! a! consequence,! the! simulations! demonstrated! a! tendency! for!
anabranches! to! incise,! resulting! in! increased!bar!heights!and! lower! rates!of! lateral!
reworking.!!Singh!et!al.!(2017),!who!used!the!same!numerical! framework!(Delft3D)!

















more! sensitive! than! for! a! single! thread! system! with! typically! higher! bar! or! bank!
heights.!Comprehensive!investigations!were!therefore!carried!out!by!using!a!range!of!








bed!material! transport!models! are! updated! on! different! timescales! (see! Nicholas,!
2013k!Schuurman!et!al.,!2013k!Williams!et!al.,!2016ak!Singh!et!al.,!2017).!This!is!often!
justified! by! the! short! time! steps! needed! to! solve! the! high! frequency! fluid! flows,!
whereas! the! bed!material! transport! adjusts!more! slowly! and! the! feedback! to! the!
driving! hydrodynamics! can! be! solved! over! much! longer! timescales.! While! this!
approach! is! computationally! efficient,! particularly! in! the! case! of! steady! flow!









For!example,!as!discharge! increases! in!any!of! the!driving!scenarios!shown!above!
(Figure!4.2b,!c!and!d),!the!rate!of!morphological!change!is!likely!to!increase!too,!but!





order! to! avoid! inducing! hydrodynamic! shocks! with! unrealistic! consequences! for!
morphodynamic! predictions.! Thus,! management! of! these! computational! effects! is!
particularly!challenging!for!any!simulation!involving!unsteady!flow!(see!Yossef!et!al.,!
2008!for!a!review).!While!this!represents!the!worst6case!scenario,! it! is! important!to!
recognize!that!even!under!a!steady!flow!boundary!condition,!rates!of!water!flow!and!
sediment! transport! will! vary! significantly! across! the!modelled!domain,! so! that! any!











timescale,! it! remains! impractical! to! extend! simulations! over! periods!when! the! the!











e.g.,! one!year.!As!a! simple! illustration,! imagine! therefore! that! flows!on! the!Feshie!
exceeded!30!m3/s! for! 9!hours! in!an!average!year,! simulations!based!on!a! steady!
discharge!of!30!m3/s!could!then!be!scaled!to!represent!a!number!of!years,!in!which!9!
hours!=!1!yeark!18!hours!=!2!years!etc.!
Of! course,! this! approach! assumes! that! there! is! no! additional! increase! in! the!
magnitude!of!geomorphological!work!done!with!increasing!discharge,!which!is!a!gross!
simplification.!An!alternative!approach!therefore,!is!to!consider!a!normalization!of!time!
not! based! simply! of! the! summation! of! time! above! a! threshold,! but! using! a!more!
representative!measure!of!system!activity,!such!as!total!energy!expenditure,!which!is!
defined!as:!
* ω!=∫012$34* * * * * * * ************Eq.!4.!1*









For! this!study,! in!order!to!determine!the!energy!expenditure! in! the! two6year! return!
period!flood,!the!annual!maximum!flood!for!each!year!was!extracted!from!an!186year!





















constant! discharge! as! the! formative! discharge.! The! discharge6sediment! transport!
rating! relationship! for! the! braided! reach! of! Feshie! calculated! from! a! fixed6bed!
hydrodynamic!model,!was!found!to!have!an!exponent! in!the!range!1.6!and!1.85!(~!
1.9),! so!1.9! can!be! considered! as!a! typical! reference! value! (see!Chapter! –!3! for!
details).!For!the!exponent!value!1.9,!the!mean!annual!maximum!normalised!energy!
in!the!curve!(Figure!4.4)!corresponds!to!90,382,800!(m3)!1.9.!To!dissipate!this!amount!
of! energy!using! 70!m3/s! of! constant! discharge! requires! 7.836! hours! of! numerical!
simulation!time,!and!this!provides!a!scaling!to!equate!changes!in!the!model!to!those!






Hours* (MAAH)* is* approximate* simulation* time* that* crudely* represents* one* year’s*
morphology* of* natural* prototype* Feshie* while* simulating* at* 70* m3/s* of* constant*
discharge.* The* MAME* at* 1.9* exponent* (n)* value* is* around* 90,382,800* (m3/s)* 1.9.* To*
dissipate* the* mean* annual* maximum* energy* (MAME),* which* represents* one* year’s*




Based!on! this!schematisation,! the!output!of!simulation!was!saved!at! time! intervals!




one6year! morphology! change! of! the! natural! prototype! Feshie.! All! simulations!
executed! for! a! total! of! 96! hours,! therefore! equating! broadly! to! 12! years! of!
morphologically!active!flows!in!the!natural!prototype.!
In!any!given!year,! it! is!possible!that!more!(or! less)!than!the!morphologically!active!
hours!schematised!above!exhibits,!however!the!above!approach!was!chosen!for!the!





of! model! behaviour! to! defined! changes! in! parameter! values,! perturbed! either!
individual!or!as!a!combined!set!(Saltelli!et!al.,!2000k!Lane!and!Richards,!2001).!The!




infer!whether! the!model!exhibits!behaviour! that! is!consistent!or!otherwise!with! the!
prototype! (i.e.,! unduly! sensitive! or! otherwise).! Additionally,! the! analysis! may! help!




to! optimize! model! performance.! This! process! typically! involves! comparisons! with!
some!reference!condition!(i.e.,!field/lab!observations!or!an!analytical!solution),!which!




Spatially! explicit! morphodynamic! models! comprise! an! almost! infinite! combination!
parameter! combinations,! that! reflect! understood! physical! relationships,! e.g.,! the!
hydrodynamic! (roughness,! eddy! viscosity)! and! sediment6related! parameters! (bed!
composition!and!grain!size,!transport!coefficients,!angle!of!repose),!but!also!choices!
associated! with! the! numerical! solution,! including! the! spatial! discretization! and!
numerical! solver.! A! comprehensive,! spatially6distributed,! sensitivity! analysis! of! all!




two! aspects! of! model! parameterisation:! a)! the! lateral! slope! transport! factor! (that!








approach! to!parameterisation! reduces! the! sensitivity! analysis! to! consider! just! four!








the!published! literature,! rather! than!an!exhaustive! factor!perturbation!methodology!
(e.g.,!Williams!et!al.,!2016a).!





model!sensitivity! to! the! repose!angle!alone.!Run!R6!and!R7!again!keep! the! lateral!




















of! the!hydrodynamic! response!of! the! reach!and! to!estimate! the!effective!sediment!
transport! rate,! active! braiding! index!and! active!width! from! shear! stress!estimates!
obtained!from!the!fix!bed!hydrodynamic!simulation!(this!data!were!directly!adopted!
from!Chapter!3).!The!observed!pattern!of!erosion!and!deposition!in!the!prototype!was!






the! initial! flatbed! topography!and! the!predicted!water!depth!overlaid! to!provide!an!
insight!into!the!predicted!evolution!of!the!channel!planform.!
Figure! 4.5! shows! the! predicted! planform! extracted! for! the! final! two! ‘years’! (i.e.,!
simulation!hours!=!88,!96!as!each!year!corresponds!to!~8!hours!of!simulation!time)!
for! runs! (R26R10).!The!control! simulation,!R1,!gave! rise! to!exaggerated! local! scour!
pools!and!narrow!channels!during!the!initial!stages!of!the!simulation!(064!years)!and!
could! not! be! continued! over! the! full! 126year! period! due! to! persistent! numerical!
instabilities.!As!an!indication!of!how!the!remaining!simulations!progressed!from!the!






illustrated! by! comparing! simulations! R26R5.! Simulation! R2,! with! the! lowest! repose!
angle!(5o)!appears!to!result! in!highly!smooth,! low!complexity,! low!relief!topography!
comprising! of! similar! size! bars! that! have! limited!mobility.! As! the! repose! angle! is!




angle! vertically! can!be! seen! in! simulations!R6–R8,! in!which! the! repose!angles!are!
higher! for!dry! (18625o)! than!wet! (18612o)! and!deposited!material! (5610o).!All! these!
simulations!appear! to!exhibit! increased!mobility!of!bars! compared! to! the! vertically!
















formation! of! chute! cut6offs! and! the! migration! of! submerged! unit! bars.! These!
processes!continue!to!cause!further!coalescence!of!the!migratory!bars!resulting!a!fully!
developed! braided! river! as! observed! in! flume! experiments! (e.g.,! Ashmore,! 1991k!
Bertoldi!et!al.,!2009b),!comprising!of!complex!compound!bars,!migratory!unit!bars,!
confluences!and!bifurcations.!The!simulations!appear!visually!to!approach!a!dynamic!





































































comparison,! the! prototype! system! was! found! to! exhibit! a! TBI! of! 5.3! (black! bold!
horizontal!line!in!the!Figure!4.7).!Therefore,!even!the!more!dynamic!simulations,!R7,!
R8,!R9!and!R10,!characterized!by!high!rates!of!reworking!are!significantly!less!complex!
topographically,! with! TBIs! between! 30<40%! lower! than! observed! in! the! natural!
prototype.!
4.4.2( Topographic(Signature(
The! topography! of! the! synthetic! modelled! channels! was! interrogated! by! deriving!

















wide! range! of! deterministic! forms! that! have! equivalent! statistical! distributions,!
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or! pits! in! the! topography! due! to! exaggerated! feedback! between! the! unrealistic!







comparison,! R5! with! the! highest! repose! angle! (30o),! results! in! topography! with! a!
broader!range!of!slopes,!varying!up!to!25o.!The!runs!using!the!vertically!varying!angles!
of!response!(the!so<called,!geotechnical!model),!R7,!R8,!R9!and!R10,!also!resulted!in!
a! lower! range! of! local! slopes,! varying! from! 0o! to! just! 10o.! This! poor! level! of!
performance! is! interesting,!and!potentially!points! to! functional!differences!between!







represents( the( local( slope( distribution( of( the( prototype( Feshie( based( on( 2005(
topography.((
c)! Bar!Height!









































one.! For! all! simulations,! !! increases! rapidly! as! the! initial! plane! bed! topography!
develops!into!a!network!of!bars!and!channels.!By!20!hours,!runs!R5,!R9!and!R10!exhibit!







































the( cells( having( water( depth( greater( than( 0.075( m( (threshold( used( for( sediment(
transport).(
As!shown!in!Figure!4.12a,!all!runs!with!the!exception!of!R3!and!R4!achieve!a!dynamic!




based! on! the! geotechnical! bank! erosion! model! and! lower! lateral! slope! factor!
simulations,!achieve!equilibrium!conditions,!but!significantly!overestimate!the!mean!
wetted! width! and! velocity! found! in! the! prototype! at! comparable! discharge,! and!

















each! simulation! through! time.! This! approach! enables! quantification! of! changing!
volumes! of! erosion! and! deposition! over! the! simulation! period.! For! simplicity,! the!
timeseries!of!DoDs!is!shown!here!only!for!simulation!R9!in!Figure!4.14.!
As!discussed!above,!simulation!R1!resulted!in!a!highly!unrealistic!pattern!of!channel!




and! bar! dissection,! are! gradually! eliminated! under! all! morphodynamic! activity! is!














(8@hour( simulation( time( interval)( produced( by( the( run( R9.( One@year( change( means(
changes(during(8@hour(simulation(time(according(to(time(scaling(as(mentioned(in(the(
section(4.3.6b.(
A! detail! insight! into! the! evolution! of! the! bed! is! afforded! by! examination! of! the!
illustrative!timeseries!of!DoDs!shown! for!R9! in!Figure!4.14.!In! the!first!year!of! this!
simulation,!while!the!multiple!bars!were!submerged,!erosion!and!deposition!patches!
were!well! organized!and!uniform.!Following! this,! between!years!2<5!bars!become!
exposed! and! processes! such! as! bar! edge! trimming,! local! avulsion,! chute! cut<off!
develop!and!migration!of!submerged!unit!bars!is!also!apparent.!Concurrently,!these!
small! migratory! bars! begin! to! coalesce! with! existing! bar! forms,! creating! complex!















4.15.!This! reveals!a! rapid! increase! in!bed!material! transport!as! the! initial!wave!of!
erosion!and!deposition!shown!in!Figure!4.14!(above)!propagates!downstream!in!the!
first!20!hours!of!the!simulation.!After!approximately!40!hours,!this!transient!condition!
stabilises,! and! transport! rates! fluctuate! in! the! range! of! 0.03! <! 0.045!m3/s,! varying!
significantly!between!the!model!parameterisations.!Notably,!run!R5,!with!the!highest!
response!angle!appears!to!generate!a!very!static!timeseries!of!transport,!reflecting!




A! representative!bed!material! transport! rate! for! the! prototype! Feshie!at! the! same!
discharge! (70! m3/s)! were! derived! using! fix<bed! hydrodynamic! simulations! with!
BASEMENT,!using!the!same!bed!roughness!and!eddy!viscosity!parameter!values.!!
The!result!obtained!suggests!a!predicted!volumetric!transport!rate!of!0.05!m3/s!which!















Active! width! of! each! cross<section! was! calculated! as! the! percentage! of! the! total!
corridor!width,!considering!only!channels!actively!transporting!sediment!as!calculated!
above.!!This!was!then!expressed!as!a!reach!averaged!active!width!by!taking!the!mean!
value!across!all! cross! sections! (Figure!4.16a).!As!before,! the! timeseries!of! active!
width!is!characterised!by!an!initial!transient!condition,!which!stabilises!after!40!hours!

















This! shows! that! after! 40! hours,! runs! R2,! R3,! R4,! R6,! R7! and! R8!attain! a! dynamic!
equilibrium,!fluctuating!about!an!ABI!of!between!1.7–2,!while!simulations!R9!and!R10!
with! the! lower! lateral! slope! factor! achieve,! an!equilibrium!ABI!of!between!2! <! 2.7.!
These! match! closely! the! ABI! for! the! Feshie! at! 70! m3/s! (based! on! the! fixed<bed!
hydrodynamic!simulation!and!associated!sediment!transport!calculations)!which!is!2.3!
(shown! as! the! black! bold! horizontal! line).! By! contrast,! run! R5! failed! to! reach! an!
equilibrium! state,! collapsing! towards! an! index! of! unity,! consistent! with! the!
observations!reported!above.!
d)! Turnover!Rate!










with! bed! activity! declining! progressively! through! time.! This! reflects! the! pattern! of!
incision!and!lock<down!of!the!network!observed!with!these!high!angles!of!slope!failure!
which!inhibit!the!active!lateral!migration!of!the!channels.!DoDs!for!the!Feshie!derived!
over! the! period! 2003<07! suggest! an! empirical! turnover! rate! of! 40<60%! annually!
(Figure!4.17b),!close!to!the!modelled!rate!of!R7<R10.!
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to! quantify! the! surface! elevation! at! which! erosion! and! deposition! occurs.! By!


























































periods,! there!were!a! limited!number!of! high! flow!events!and! the! total! volumes!of!















Based!on! the! results!presented! in! the!earlier!section,! the!simulated! runs!and!their!
behaviour!could!be!clustered!into!three!groups.!
Run!R1:!Without!Bank!Erosion!and!Lateral!Transport!Model!






lateral! transport! factor! for! all! these! runs! were! fixed! at! 3.0! and! the! bank! erosion!
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parameters! (repose! angle)! held! constant! for! dry,! wet! and! failed! material,! but!
increased!from!5,!12,!18!and!30!degrees!for!R2,!R3,!R4!and!R5,!respectively.!!
Simulation!R2!with!the!lowest!repose!angle!(5o)!generated!highly!diffuse!topography!












12<30! degrees.! For! R3! and! R4,! this! lead! to! more! complex! bed! morphology,!
characterized! by! the! shape! exponent,! !,! fluctuating! both! above! and! below! unity!
(Figure!4.11b).!The!wetted!width,!mean!depth,!active!width!and!turnover!rate!did!not!














m.! As! a! result,! the! flows! are! increasingly! concentrated! into!a! static! single! thread!
channel!that!is!unable!to!migrate!laterally,!contributing!local!supply!of!sediment!to!the!
bed.!Consequently,!processes!such!as! localised!avulsion,!cut<off!development!and!
bar! dissection! that! play! a! key! role! in! channel! widening,! and! hence! downstream!
bifurcation!(Ashmore,!1982,!1987,!1988W!Jerolmack!and!Mohrig,!2007W!Bertoldi!et!al.,!
2009bW!Wheaton!et!al.,!2013)!play!a!limited!role!in!the!morphodynamics.!












channel! scour! as! seen! in! the! prototype.! By! contrast,! R7! achieved! a! dynamic!
equilibrium!state! in!all! these! respects,! however! the!predicted!TBI!and!ABI! remain!
significantly!lower!than!found!in!the!prototype!Feshie.!Additionally,!the!channel!shape!






































above! in! order! to! identify! the! optimal! simulation! in! terms! of! the! range! of! model!











the! model! parameters.! The! geotechnical! approach! to! bank! stability! ensures! the!
maintenance! of! lateral! bank!mobility,! driven! largely! by! the! low! repose! angles! for!
deposited!and!wet!material,!yet!a!high!enough!critical! threshold! for!dry!material! to!
ensure! channelization! of! flows! as! compared! to! the! highly! diffusive! topography!
generated!by!simulations!with!globally!low!thresholds!for!slope!stability.!Similarly,!the!
lower! lateral! slope! factors! used! in! these! simulations! reduces! the! tendency! for!






















discharges! beyond! the! formative! 70! m3/s! used! to! generate! the! morphology!
dynamically.!Essentially,!this!provides!an!opportunity!to!examine!how!the!predicted!
reach! topography!partitions!discharge! into!width,!depth!and!discharge! (at<a<station!
hydraulic! geometry),! and! how! sediment! transport! rates,! active! width! and! active!
braiding!index!would!be!predicted!to!varying!discharge.!
These! questions! are! analysed! through! the! generation! of! fixed<bed! hydrodynamic!
simulations! using! BASEMENT,! in! which! the! flow! resistance! parameter! are! kept!
constant,!and!the!boundary!topography!is!set!to!the!96!hour!surface!generated!by!R9.!!
These! simulations! were! conducted! to! examine! discharge! and! sediment! flux!
relationships!vary!across!a!wide!range!of!discharges,!from!5!<!85!m3/s!at!an!interval!
of!5!m3/s!(see!Chapter!3!for!details).!For!each!discharge!influx!conditions,!the!spatial!
distribution! of! flows! was! characterised! in! terms! of! the! average! channel!
width/depth/velocity! (i.e.,! the! at<a<station! hydraulic! geomorphology)! while! the!
predicted!average!rate!of!sediment!transport!was!also!calculated!using!the!process!
described! above! in!using! section! 4.4.4.! For! comparison,! similar! calculations!were!
undertaken! for! the!natural!prototype! (see!chapter!3),!using! the!DEM!from!2005! to!
provide!the!topographic!boundary!condition.!
a)! Hydraulics!
The! cross<sectional! mean! wetted! width,! depth! and! velocity! at! all! the! simulated!
discharges! (5<85! m3/s)! were! determined! for! both! the! synthetic! R9! and! natural!












response! to! increasing!discharge! for!both! the!modelled!and!prototype! topographic!










dominance!of! the!width! exponent,! which! is! found! to! range! between! 0.4<0.7! (e.g.,!
Mosley,!1983W!Smith!et!al.,!1996W!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2009bW!Welber!et!al.,!2012W!Ashmore,!
2013)!and!may!occasionally!even!exceed!unity!(e.g.,!Ashmore!and!Sauks,!2006).!In!












The! increase! in! bed!material! flux! with! discharge! is! follows! a! similar! form! for! the!





















this! includes! the! effects! of:! (i)! vegetation! which! increases! bank! stability! and! flow!




regimes.! By! comparison,! the! synthetic! braided! river! was! derived! for! only! one!




Nonetheless,! it! is! important! to! note! that! there! are! less! obvious! but! nonetheless!








In! this! study,! the! equilibrium! state! is! taken! to! refer! the! condition! in! which! a! key!
characteristic!response!variable!exhibits!fluctuations!about!a!stationary!average!(cf.!
Schumm,!1988W!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2009b).!Such!behaviour!has!been!well<established!in!
for! laboratory! models! of! braiding! under! constant! flow! and! sediment! supply! (see!
Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2009b).! Given! the! computational! overheads! involved! in! numerical!
morphodynamic! modelling,! it! has! been! relatively! rare! for! simulation! studies! to!







chute! cut<offs!and!avulsions! (Ashmore,!1982,!1987,!1988W! Jerolmack!and!Mohrig,!













the! geotechnical! approach! to!modelling! bank! erosion! and! a! low! weighting! of! the!
gravitational!effect!on! the!direction!of!bed!material! transport.!The!former!condition!
enables!the!parameterisation!of!variable!angles!of!repose!for!banks,!with!low!critical!
angles! set! for! failed! and! wet! material! and! a! higher! threshold! for! dry! banks.! This!
approach!enables! lateral! bank!erosion!at! relative! shallow!bankside!depths,!which!
leads!to!lateral!channel!migration,!while!the!higher!threshold!for!dry!material!maintains!
the!gradient!of!the!bank!thus!encouraging!channelization!of!the!flow!as!opposed!to!
undue! diffusion! of! the! topography.! The! low! lateral! slope! factor! acts! in! a! similar!
manner,!reducing!the!tendency!for!gravitationally<driven!infilling!of!topographic!lows!
in! the!bed,!which!otherwise! lead! to! flattening!of! the! topography!and!unrealistically!
wide,!shallow!flows!that!become!incompetent.!
4.6.2( Simulation(of(Braiding(Processes(and(Morphology(
Simulations! incorporating! both! lateral! transport! and! geotechnical! approach! of!







major! flows! and! sediments! between! the! two! anabranches! without! resulting! in! a!




bar!edge! trimming! that!provides!a!key!source!of! local!sediment!supply!that! in!turn!
encourages!within<channel!deposition!and!local!reductions! in!channel!capacity!that!
drive!channel!widening!and!division!(Jerolmack!and!Mohrig,!2007).!
At! steady<state,! the! Total! Braiding! Index! (TBI)! and! Active! Braiding! Index! (ABI)!










natural! prototype.! The! secondary! flow!model! is! very! important! in! depth<averaged!




Sediment! entrainment,! transport! and! deposition! in! gravel<bed! rivers! are! strongly!





with!multi<grain! size! sediment.! As! the! numerical! experiments! conducted! here! are!
without!the!secondary!flow!model!and!multigrain!sediment,!it!seems!therefore!likely!
that! secondary! flow! model! and! multi<grain! size! sediment! share! some! part! of!
discrepancies!observed!in!bar!height.!





2006).! Vegetation!may!have!also! some! role! in!determining!deeper! channels!as! it!





indication!of! the! importance!of! the!bank!erosion!and! lateral! slope!parameters.!As!
discussed! above,! these! play! a! critical! role! in! tuning! the! adjustment! of! the! bed!
topography,!and!act!to!pivot!the!model!response!between!overly!diffusive!behaviour!
(associated!with!low!angles!of!repose!and!high!lateral!slope!parameter!values)!and!
inhibited! bank! erosion! (which! leads! to! channel! incision! and! a! transition! to!













transport! factor! from! 3.0! to! 2.0! and! 1.5! serve! to! reduce! this! effect! and! therefore!
maintain!the!presence!of!important!bed!waves,!such!as!scour!holes!and!avalanche!
faces!that!are!critical!features!of!a!braided!network.!However,!this!study!suggested!
that! lateral! transport! alone! without! the! use! of! proper! bank! erosion! model! is! not!
sufficient!to!facilitate!continuous!evolution!of!braided!river.!
4.6.4( (Evaluation(of(the(Metrics(of(Model(Behaviour(
This! study!has!employed!a! comprehensive! suite!of! analyses! to! interrogate!model!
behaviour!quantitatively.!This!incorporates!2D!planform!measures!such!as!the!total!
braiding! index,! measures! of! 3D! morphology! such! as! bar! height,! channel! shape!
informing!indicator!(alpha)!and!dynamic!process!characteristics!such!as!active!width,!
active! braiding! index! and! the! pattern! of! erosion! and! deposition! with! respect! to!
elevation.! Individually,! it! is! clear! that! some! of! these! metrics! lack! effectively!
discriminatory!power.!For!example,!the!frequency!distribution!of!bed!elevations!alone,!







morphodynamic!adjustment,! neatly!encapsulated!by! the!quantifying! the! volumetric!
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pattern! of! erosion! and! deposition! with! respect! to! a! priori! surface! elevation.! This!
approach! provides! a! useful! simple! measure! to! identify! key! processes! of! bed!













of! unsteady! flow! regimes! on! the!pattern! of! braiding!as!well! as!more! catastrophic!
changes!in!flood!regime!or!sediment!supply.!
4.7( Conclusions(
This! study!provides!a! comprehensive!analysis!on! the!performance!and!parameter!
sensitivity! of!BASEMENT! to!model! the! development! and!maintenance! of! braiding!
processes.! The! synthetic! channels! produced! by! the! numerical! model! were!









such! as! in! the! distribution! of! gradients! and! channelization,! are! factors! relating! to!
unmodelled! characteristics! (e.g.,! vegetation! and! grain! mixtures)! or! indeed! are!
phenomena!linked!to!the!complex!history!of!multistage!flows!and!variable!sediment!
supply! that! occur! in! the! prototype.! Nonetheless,! while! the!model! clearly! involves!





changes! in! the! model! parameterisation! and! this! remains! a! key! area! for! future!











4.! The! channel! count! index! (a! planform! metric),! local! slope! distribution!
(topographic! metric)! and! most! importantly,! the! volumes! of! erosion! and!
deposition! with! respect! to! the! prior! surface! elevation! (a! morphodynamic!
metric)! were! found! to! be! most! powerful! measures! of! model! response! to!
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quantify! model! sensitivity! and! compare! model! behaviour! to! the! observed!
prototype.!!
5.! The! multi<criterion! approach! to! model! evaluation! described! here,!
encompassing!2D!and!3D!metrics!of!channel!form!as!well!as!hydrodynamic!







model$ forms$ and$ forces$ derived$ at$ a$ steady$ flow$ condition$ differ$ from$
energetically8normalised$ different$ steady$ and$ unsteady$ simulations$ that$
incorporate$variations$in$the$frequency$and$magnitude$of$competent$floods?$$
The! simulations! designed! in! Chapter! 4! sought! to! examine! the! development! and!
maintenance!of!braiding!under!conditions!of!steady!discharge!and!sediment!supply.!!
This!Chapter!seeks!to!extend!this!analysis!to!examine!the!effects!of!hydrograph!form!
on! channel! adjustment,! specifically! seeking! to! examine! whether! the! range! and!
duration!of!flow!stages!impacts!significantly!on!the!emergent!channel!morphology!of!
unvegetated! braided! rivers.! The! modelling! involves! the! design! of! energetically!
normalised! boundary! flows! that! are! then! used! to! drive! the! development! of! bed!
topography,!taking!the!equilibrium!channel!form!derived!from!Chapter!4!as!the!initial!
condition.! Simulations! are! compared! by! interrogating! the! planform,! topography,!
hydraulic! and!morphodynamic! characteristics! of! the! synthetic! channels,! using! the!
methodology! developed! in!Chapter! 3.! First,! it! will! present! some! trend!differences!
between!morphodynamic!evolution!under! steady! and! unsteady! flow! condition! and!
different! magnitude! of! discharge.! Second,! it! provides! some! insights! into!
morphodynamic! processes! during! the! unsteady! flow! condition.! The! steady! flood!
determined!net!degradational!sediment!budget,!while!the!unsteady!counterpart!was!














As! such,! it! seems,! at! least! superficially,! reasonable! to! reject! the! hypothesis! that!
braiding!is!dependent!on!an!unsteady!discharge!regime.!However,!what! is!far! less!
clear,! is! whether! there! exist! subtle! differences! in! the! character! of! braided!
morphologies! and! the! suite! of! processes! that! generate! them,! in! response! to!
differences! in! their! boundary! flow! regimes.! In! part,! this! uncertainty! reflects! the!
inevitable! difficulty! of! addressing! this! question! empirically.! Natural! river! systems!




by! implication,! the! trajectory! of! channel! change! to! a! unique,! universal! pattern! of!
adjustment.!
For! this!very! reason,!experimental!modelling!provides!an! ideal!vehicle! to!examine!
how!a!synthetic! representation!of! the! real!world!responds,!when!subject! to!known!
adjustments! in!forcing!controls!while!the!system!remains!fully!closed.!Traditionally,!
this!has!only!been!possible!using! laboratory!modelling!and! thus,!at! least! partially,!
confounded!by!the!difficulties!of!scaling!key!system!characteristics!such!as!grain<size!
and! coherent! flow! structures.! Even! setting! aside! scaling! problems,! laboratory!
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modelling! is! both! slow! and! costly! to! implement! and! maintain,! and! it! remains!
comparatively!difficult!to!observe!the!full!range!of!system!variables!(see!Chapter!1).!
There! is! therefore,! considerable! scope! to!use!numerical! simulation!models!as!an!




urgent! need! to! understand! how! rivers! respond! to! environmental! changes,! with!
increasing!pressure!on!river!systems!from!direct!(e.g.! through!river!regulation)!and!
indirect! (land<use! and! climate! change)! anthropogenic! controls,! as! well! as! natural!
climatic!variability.!
There!are!comparatively!few!studies!that!have!addressed!the!influence!of!unsteady!





discharge! increased,! he! observed! that! this! was! accommodated! principally! by!
increases!in!wetted!width!at!a!faster!rate!as!compared!to!deepening!and!increasing!
velocityW!contrasting!strongly!with!the!characteristics!of!single!thread!rivers!(Leopold!
and! Maddock,! 1953).! Laboratory! and! field<based! experimentations! have! also!
demonstrated! similar! responses! to! varying! discharge! (e.g.,! Smith! et! al.,! 1996W!
Ashmore! and! Sauks,! 2006W! Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2009bW!Welber! et! al.,! 2012W! Ashmore,!
2013).!Taken!together,!this!research!suggests!a!typical!range!for!width!exponent!of!









within! a! range! of! low! magnitude! discharges! (for! example,! responding! to! high!










experiments,!Visconti!et!al.! (2010),!examined! the! response!of!a!pseudomendering!
channel!under!unsteady!discharge!condition,!and!found!that!low!flows!facilitate!bar<
















characteristic! modes! of! channel! adjustment! have! been! recognized! from! field!
observations!(Surian!et!al.,!2009aW!Bertoldi!et!al.,!2010W!Ashmore,!2013):!
a)! during! low<magnitude! formative! floods,!when!discharge! is! limited! to!only!a! few!
anabranches,!erosion!and!deposition!are!concentrated!within!the!channel!thalweg,!
outer<bank!bends!and!confluences,!leaving!the!elevated!bar!surfaces!undisturbedW!!
b)! during! intermediate<magnitude! floods,! when! braiding! intensity! peaks,! many!
channels! and! bars! are! partially! submerged! and! there! is! frequent! exchange! of!
sediment!between!channel!bifurcations!and!rapid!rates!of!lateral!bank!erosion.!!
c)!At!very!high! formative!discharges,!the!entire!braidplain!may!become! inundated,!




Formalizing! this! conceptual! understanding! of! the! role! of! discharge! on! the!
morphodynamics! of! braiding! is! complicated! by! the! difficulty! of! observing! rivers! in!
flood,! so! that! our! empirical! insights!are! inevitably! gleamed!by! examining! channel!
structure! before! and! after! events,! but! rarely! during.! Moreover,! scaling! physical!










sediments! (unvegetated)! when! subject! to! variations! in! discharge! magnitude,! and!
specifically!to!compare!braiding!simulations!in!steady!and!unsteady!flow!regimes.!This!
will!be!achieved!through!the!lens!of!the!numerical!model!BASEMENT,!which!has!been!








c)! analyse! model! responses! in! terms! of! the! planform,! topography,! hydraulic! and!
morphodynamic!evolution!of!synthetic!channelsW!and!!
d)!explore!how!the!emergent!channel!forms!respond!to!variations!in!discharge!using!
fixed<bed! hydrodynamic! simulations! to! predict! the! reach<averaged! hydraulic!
geometry!and!sediment!transport!relationships.!















empirical! topography! reflects! a! set! of! conditions! that! are! not! represented! in! the!
version!of!BASEMENT!used!here,!in!particular!the!presence!of!vegetation!and!mixed!
grain! sizes,! as!well! as! the! effects! of! fully! 3D! flow!mechanics.! !As! such,! a!model!
configured! with! these! initial! conditions! is! likely! to! undergo! a! transient! period! of!




conditions!after! 96!hours! (or! 12! ‘years’)! of! adjustment! (see!Figure!5.1).!This! self<
formed! braided! channel! is! based! on! a! steady! discharge! condition! (70! m3/s)!






sediment( (D50(=( 30(mm)( and( constant( discharge( (two( years( return(period( flood(=( 70(
m3/s),(which(are(representative(of(the(natural(prototype(Feshie.(
All!numerical!variables!and!boundary!condition!used!by!the!scenario!R9!in!Chapter!4!




vary! in! terms!of! their!peak! flow!magnitude!and!duration,! but! represent! same! total!
energy! expenditure,! measured! in! terms! of! the! integration! of! Q1.9! as! discussed! in!
Chapter!4!(see!Section!4.3.6!b).!This!approach!ensures!that!the!same!total!potential!
energy! is! used! to! drive! channel! adjustment! in! each! scenario,! but! that! the! time!
distribution!and!concentration!of!energy!varies.!
The!use!of!the!discharge!exponent,!set!to!1.9,!reflects!the!non<linear!variation!of!bed!
material! flux! with! discharge! found! for! the! Feshie! using! fixed<bed! hydrodynamic!
simulations! and! sediment! transport! calculations! using! the! real! topography! (see!
Chapter!2).!This!value!lies!within!the!range!found!in!allied!laboratory!experiments!that!





Figure! 5.2.! Each! of! these! boundary! timeseries! represented! the! equivalent! of! five!
years!of!flows,!in!the!form!of!either!cyclical,!triangular!‘annual’!hydrographs!or!as!a!
constant! discharge.! The! duration! of! each! timeseries!was! temporally<scaled! to! the!




























and! a! normal! water! depth! condition! was! used! at! the! downstream! boundary.! The!














stage! dependent! morphodynamic! properties! were! determined! using! spatial!
distribution!of!sediment!transport.!!
Here,!simulated!runs!were!not!compared!directly!with!the!natural!prototype!Feshie!so!
the!data!analysis!hereforth!will! be!based!on! the!domain! (1200!m!x!175!m)!at! the!
middle.!
5.4( Results(
The! experimental! results! were! analysed! using! the! model! evaluation! scheme!
described!in!Chapter!3!and!used!in!Chapter!4.!This!comprised!metrics!describing!the!
2D!planform,!3D!topography,!distributed!and!average!hydraulics!and!morphodynamic!
processes.! Planform! maps! showing! water! depths/detrended! elevation! and! total!
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braiding! index!were!used! to!describe!planform!evolution.!The!elevation! frequency!
distribution,!bar!height!and!channel!shape!were!used!to!describe!evolution!in!terms!
of!topographic!signatures.!Spatial!distribution!of!erosion!and!deposition!and!related!
volume! of! sediment! transport! and! turnover! area! were! analysed! to! inform!
morphodynamic!evolution.!




hydraulic! geometry! relationship! was! derived! along! with! the! stage<dependent!






















Planform! maps! for! intercomparison! were! constructed! by! overlaying! the! predicted!
water!depth!at!peak!discharge!over!the!detrended!elevation!in!order!to!facilitate!visual!
inspection!of!morphodynamic!evolution.!The!results!are!shown!in!Figure!5.3<Figure!
5.6! which! shows! the! steady<unsteady! pairs! of! simulations! for! the! same! peak!
discharge,! extracted! annually.! It! should! be! noted,! of! course,! that! the! extent! of!
inundation!varies!with!discharge!between!the!sets!of!paired!simulations.!





























condition.! At! this! lower! flow,! much! of! the! channel! bed! is! exposed,! resulting! in!
qualitative! different! planform! from! the! previous! run,! although! this! should! not!











































Total! Braiding! Index! (TBI)! for! each! hour! of! each! simulation! was! derived! as! per!








index! which! differs! little! for! the! steady<unsteady! pairing.! There! is,! however,! an!
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expected! difference! in! the! TBIs! associated! with! the! driving! discharges,! with! the!




for! the! two!highest!magnitude!scenarios,!110!and!70!m3/s,! in!which!TBI! falls!from!
above!3!to!2.5!and!from!3.5!to!3.2,!respectively.!The!lower!flows!(50!and!30!m3/s)!
show!a!stationary!pattern!of!TBI.!This!difference!reflects!the!progressive!erosion!that!












the! 5th! and! 95th! percentile! of! normalised! elevation! distribution,! extracted! for! each!
simulation!for!each!hour!(Figure!5.8).!In!the!Figure!5.8,!the!5th!percentile!represents!
the!deepest!region!of!the!topography,!which,!given!the!normalization!of!the!surface,!
is! likely! to! correspond! to! local! scour! features!at!confluences!and!outer! bends.!By!
contrast,!the!95th!percentile!represents!the!high!elevated!areas,!likely!associated!with!
older!bar! tops.!The!difference!between! the! two! is!also!used!to!provide!a!proxy! for!
average!bar!height.!
In!terms!of!5th!percentile,!the!steady!discharge!simulations!typically!led!to!an!increase!
in! the!depth! relative! to! the!unsteady! simulations! (i.e.!an! increase! in! the! tail! of! the!
cumulative!distribution!function).!This!more!notable!for!the!high!discharge!scenarios!
(110!and!70!m3/s)! suggesting!an! increase! in!erosional! trend! in! these!simulations.!!
Indeed,! the! relative! difference! across! all! the! simulations! shows! that! the! higher!
discharge,!the!lower!the!5th!percentile!elevation.!































The! two! intermediate! discharge! pairs,! R3/R4! and! R5/R6! show! comparatively! little!
evidence! of! difference! between! the! steady! and! unsteady! simulations,! nor! any!
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significant! trends! in! their! evolution.!However,! the!high!magnitude!pair,!R1!and!R2,!
reveal!a!significant!difference!between!the!two!runs!with!significant!increases!in!height!
found!for!the!steady!simulation,!matching!the!results!obtained!for!the!raw!percentiles!























The!at<a<station!hydraulic! geometry! relationships! for! the! topography!generated!by!
each! simulation! was! determined! using! fixed! bed! hydrodynamic! simulations! at!
different!discharges.!For!simplicity,! the! final! topography!generated!after! the!5<year!
simulation!period!was!used!for!reach!run.!Figure!5.11!<!Figure!5.12!show!the!spatial!
distribution! water! depth! for! different! discharges! ranging! from! the! average! annual!
discharge!(5!m3/s)!to!the!two<year!recurrence!interval!flood!(70!m3/s).!!!
In!terms!of!simple!discharge!magnitude!irrespective!of!the!simulated!hydrograph!form,!
the! runs! with! the! highest! discharge! typically! generate! the! least! complex! channel!
networks!(e.g.,!Run!R1,!R2,!c.!Run!R7).!This!reflects!the!adjustment!of!the!channel!to!
the!higher!driving!discharges,!so!that!the!lower!flows!are!unfit!and!contained!within!





less! immediately!apparent.!On!close! inspection,!however,! it! does!appear! (at! least!
qualitatively)!as!though!the!channels!evolved!under!the!unsteady!hydrographs!have!
a! higher! wetted! width! and! slightly! higher! complexity! of! branching! network! when!











the!pattern! of! individual! channel!width! is! higher! for! channel! topographies!derived!





and! unsteady! form! hydrographs! (e.g.,! R1/R2W! R3/R4W! R5/R6).! Comparing! all! runs!
together!as!a!set,!does!however!demonstrate!that!the!channel!forms!developed!under!
the! lower!magnitude!of! formative!discharge!are!associated!with! the!highest!width!
exponent!(i.e.,!R7!=!0.43!cf.!R1!=!0.33).!Again,!this!reflects!the!role!of!the!formative!
discharge!in!driving!the!pattern!of!channel!form.!The!bed!topography!adjusted!to!the!











as( derived( from( the( fix( bed( hydrodynamic( simulation( utilizing( the( final( topography(
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with! the! initial! condition.! Secondly,! stage! dependent! properties! were! determined!
using! the! spatial! distribution! of! sediment! transport! obtained! from! fixed! bed!
hydrodynamic! simulations! and! sediment! transport! calculations.! These! calculations!
were! based! on! fixed! hydrodynamic! simulations! that! were! carried! out! at! different!








A! clear!difference!between!steady! and! unsteady! runs! is! immediately!apparent,! in!
which! the! steady! runs! are! degradational! while! the! unsteady! runs! at! the! same!
discharge! are! aggradational.! This! pattern! is! maintained! for! all! the! formative!
discharges! compared.!While! the!magnitude!of!net! change! is! relatively! small,! e.g.,!










channel! bed! scour! (Figure! 5.16! middle! graphs).! By! contrast,! all! runs! produced!
peaking! of! deposition! curve! towards! the! negative! elevation! side! which! implies!
dominance!of!channel!deposition!over!bar!deposition!(Figure!5.16!middle!graphs).!!
!
Figure( 5.16( Erosion( and( deposition( pattern( based( on( the( differencing( of( initial(
topography(from(the(final(topography((domain(1200(m(x(175(m).(The(left(block(shows(
the(spatial(distributionR(middle(block(shows(the(corresponding(erosion(and(deposition(






to! be! associated! with! higher! turnover! rates! particularly,! in! terms! of! the! higher!
magnitude!changes!(tail!of!the!curve!indicated!by!arrows!in!Figure!5.17U!e.g.,!R3>R4).!









transport! capacity!of!all! cells! and! then!converted! to!a! representative! value! for! the!
reach!by!averaging!the!cross>sections.!Estimates!were!made!for!range!of!discharge!




range! of! discharges! when! compared! to! its! unsteady! pair,! R2.! This! reflects! key!
differences!in!the!form!of!the!dominant!anabranches!which!have!higher!sinuosity!in!









The! fitted! power! relationships! to! these! rating! relationships! also! reveal! some! key!
differences.!In!each!paired!case,!the!unsteady!runs!have!higher!fitted!exponent!values!
(compare!Run!R1!with!R2U!Run!R3!with!R4!and!Run!R5!with!R6!in!the!Figure!5.18).!A!
higher! discharge! exponent! implies! a! faster! rate! of! increase! in! sediment! transport!
capacity!with!discharge.!The!higher!exponent!may!reflect!the!additional!complexity!
evident!in!the!unsteady!topography,!so!that!as!discharge!increases,!a!more!non>linear!
adjustment! in! the! transport! rate! ensues.! This! could! reflect! the! activation! of! new!
channels! as! discharge! increases,! creating! new! high! shear! stress! zones! resulting!
progressive!and!steep! rise! in!sediment! transport! rate.!Such! interpretations!should,!
however,!be!treated!cautiously,!for!the!fitted!power!relationships!shown!in!Figure!5.18!




The! Figure! 5.19! shows! the! percentage! area! of! the! bed! that! experiences!
dimensionless!shear!stresses!above!the!threshold!for!entrainment!(0.047U!cf.!Meyer>




















for! each!cross>section!by!quantifying! the!proportional!of! cells! actively! transporting!
sediment!and!then!averaging!the!result.!As!with!the!results!above,!the!most!significant!
differences!between!the!steady!and!unsteady!runs!appear!for!R1!and!R2,!reflecting!


















suggests! that! topography!adjusts! to! the! steady! flow!hydrographs!by!developing!a!
dominant!channel!network!which!accommodates!the!flow!within!a!small!number!of!
channels.! By! comparison,! the! unsteady! simulation,! and! particularly! networks!
developed!at!lower!forcing!flows,!are!more!complex,!so!that!increases!in!discharge!














































outgoing! sediment! from! the! model! domain.! Only! run! R2,! based! on! the! highest!
magnitude!discharge!which!exhibits!the!highest!coefficient!of!variation!of!discharge!
(i.e.,! steepest! rising! and! falling! limb)! produced! a! persistent! pattern! of! clockwise!
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hysteresis! (higher! sediment! transport! during! rising! limb! than! falling! limb).! The!















show! a! downward! elevation! curve! during! the! rising! limb,! corresponding! to! a!




the! case! of!R6! and!R7,! a! systematic! pattern! of! thalweg!deepening!was,! however,!
rather! less! evident.! This! pattern! of! channel! deepending! is! therefore! associated!































due! to! relatively!higher! rate!of!heightening!of!channel! thalweg! than!heightening!of!
bars!tops!following!the!decrease!in!flow!competence!during!the!falling!limb.!
5.5( Discussion(
Quantifying! the! morphodyanmic! response! of! braided! rivers! to! variations! in! the!
magnitude! and! form! of! boundary! fluxes! is! a! complex! problem.! Empirically,! it! is!





advances! in! technology! have! begun! to! address! this.! More! significant! strides! in!
understanding!have!arguable!been!made!in!the!laboratory.!This!context!enables!close!
control!of! the!boundary!conditions,!detailed! internal!monitoring!of! the!system!state!
variables! and! emergent! topography.! Nonetheless,! such! improvements! must! be!
measured!against!the!problems!of!scaling!laboratory!experiments!and,!in!particular,!
the!difficulties!of!using!sediment!mixtures!and!representing!the!effects!of!vegetation.!!!
There! is! therefore,! a!growing! interest! in! the!potential! to!use!numerical!models!as!
synthetic! instruments! to! support! such!experimentation.!Numerical! experimentation!
provides! an! alternative! tool! to! understand! the! effects! and! response! of! changing!
boundary!conditions!on!the!form!and!dynamics!of!channel!adjustment.!!!


































This! pattern! reflects! the! concentration! of! flows! into! a! smaller! number! of! larger!
anabranches!for!the!110!m3/s!scenarios,!while! the! lower!flow!scenarios! reflect! the!












In! terms! of! the! extremes! of! the! elevation! distribution,! differences! between! the!
steady/unsteady! pairs! are! more! evident,! although! again! the! behaviour! of! the!
scenarios! relates! strongly! to! the! change! in! the! intensity!of! flow!overall.!Difference!
between! the!steady/unsteady!simulations! is!most!evident!between!R1/R2.!Here!the!
steady! flow! simulation! (R1)! results! in! a! rapid! decrease! in! the! 5th! percentile!
(representing! an! increase! in! bed! depth! or! decrease! in! elevation),! with! scour!
contributing! a! >0.1! m! change! in! the! 5th! percentile! level.! While! the! unsteady! flow!
scenario!adjusts!in!the!same!direction,!the!overall!change!is!more!muted,!comprising!
just!a!>0.05!m!change.!At!the!same!time,!steady!flow!simulation!(R1)!also!leads!to!a!
significant! increase!in!the!elevation!of! the!95th!percentile,!which!rises!by! just!under!
0.05!m,!while!again!the!unsteady!response!is!less!profound.!Taken!together,!and!as!
shown! by! the! change! in!bar! height! (Figure! 5.9)! this! appears! to! suggest! the!high!
magnitude! steady! simulation! generates! a! simplification! in! the! channel! network!
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structure,! (compared! to! the! initial! condition)! but! with! an! overall! increase! in! the!











signal.! Interestingly,! this! increase! in! bar! top! elevations! is! not! mirrored! by!
accompanying!change!in!bar!height!for!the!unsteady!70!and!50!m3/s!simulations.!This!
suggests! that! the! additional! bed!complexity! that! leads! to! higher! TBI,! is! driven! by!








relief! and! is! associated! with! frequency! channel! division.! An! explanation! for! this!
reduction! in! relief! is! that! the! threshold!angle!of! repose! (18o!for!wetted!material)! is!






in! turn! promotes! flow! division,! the! creation! of! mid>channel! bars,! supporting! the!
observed!increase!in!the!TBI.!
In!summary,! therefore! these!simulations! indicate!a!clear!difference! in! the!mode!of!
channel! adjustment! from! the! 70! m3/s! topography! initial! condition.! Increases! in!
discharge!lead!to!the!production!of!a!simplified!planform!network!topology,!but!where!
this! is! characterised! by! high! relief! that! constrains! flows! within! defined! banks.! By!
contrast,!reducing!the!forcing!discharge!creates!a!more!complex!network!topology,!





2013U!Williams!et! al.,! 2015).!Once! this!material! is! eroded! from! bars! or! bank,! it! is!
deposited!within!nearby!channels!leading!to!a!reduction!in!bar!height!(Rennie!et!al.,!
2017).!Ashmore!and!Sauks!(2006)!also!suggest!that!the!low!relief!associated!with!the!




shows! little! difference! between! the! steady!and!unsteady! flow! regimes.! Again,! the!
dominant!signal!instead!relates!to!the!change!in!flow!magnitude,!in!which!!!falls!from!
1.3!to!1.05!for!the!low!flow!simulation!(R7,!30!m3/s).!Superficially,!this!is!a!surprising!
result! given! the!high!TBI! for! this! simulation.!However,! it! should!be! recalled! that!!!











The!unsteady! run! of! each! simulation!pair! resulted! in! slightly! higher!predictions!of!




magnitude! discharge! exhibited! the! lowest! width! exponent! (around! 0.35)! which!

























when! flows! overtax! the! existing! channel! due! to! sedimentation.! This! pattern! is!
illustrated! here,! only! in! the! unsteady! simulations,! during! which! high! in>channel!
depositional! volumes! are! generated! during! the! falling! limb! of! the! hydrograph,! a!
process!less!evident!under!steady!flow.!Intriguingly,!this!suggests!the!dominance!of!






regime.! Field! observations! by! Williams! et! al.! (2015)! in! braided! Rees! River,! NZ,!
suggests! transport! pathways! are! often! constrained! to! relatively! narrow! zones!
associated!with! locally!high!shear!stress!and!can!continue! to! transport!material!at!
relatively! low! flows.! In! the! numerical! simulations! described! here,! the! emergent!
topography!developed!under!unsteady!flows!exhibited!a!lower!proportion!of!the!bed!
experiencing!above!critical!shear!stresses,!reflecting!the!greater!dispersion!of!flow!in!




concentration!of! flow!creates!higher! shear! stresses! that! in! turn! focus!erosion!and!
increase!the!local!relief,! locking!the!channels! in!place.!This!pattern! is!reflected!the!
scour! of! the! lower! (5th)! percentile! of! the!bed! elevation!distribution! and! associated!
increase!in!bank!height!discussed!above.!Rating!relationships!describing!the!increase!
in!bedload!transport!rate!with!discharge!were!derived!for!both!unsteady!and!steady!
simulation! pairs.! Power>law! functions! fitted! to! these! relationships! suggest! higher!













This! study! provides! a! comprehensive! insight! into! the! adjustment! of! unvegetated!
channel!form!and!processes!in!as!the!bed!evolves!in!response!to!changing!discharge!
boundary! conditions.! Simulations! were! initiated! using! the! equilibrium! topography!
derived!from!experiment!R9!from!Chapter!4,!which!was!formed!under!a!70!m3/s!steady!
flow! condition,!which! corresponds!approximately! to! the! 2>year! recurrence! interval!






response! to! increasing,! decreasing! and! maintaining! (a! control)! the! formative!
discharge.!




most! important! of! these! is! the!use!of!a! single!grainsize! sediment.!This! significant!
abstraction!of!reality!precludes!textural!adjustment!of!the!channel!which!may,!in!turn,!






Nevertheless,! building!upon! this! simplified! framework!of! numerical!experiments,! a!
number!of!key!conclusions!can!be!isolated.!
1.! Both!steady!and!unsteady!flow!regimes!generate!channel!forms!that!have!a!
similar! range! of! Total! Braiding! Index! (TBI).! The! nature! of! the! planform!
adjustment!is,!however,!strongly!associated!with!magnitude!and!direction!of!
change!in!discharge,!with!the!results!here!showing!an!inverse!adjustment!of!
TBI! with! discharge.! An! increasing! discharge! leads! to! the! progressive!





2.! The! change! in! TBI! reflects! major! differences! in! the! relief! of! the! emergent!
topographies.!Higher!formative!flows!led!to!an!increase!in!average!bar/bank!














to!steady! flows!at!all!discharges.!However,! the!pattern!of!change! in!wetted!
width!is!dominated!principally!by!the!change!in!the!driving!discharge!regime.!!
Reductions! in! the! formative! flow! produced! channel! networks! that! are!
associated!with!more!dynamical! response!of!wetted!width! to!discharge,! as!
shown! by! the!modelled! at>a>station! hydraulic! geometry! results.! This! again!
reflects! the! differences! in! the! relief! of! the! emergent! topography,! with! the!
shallower! morphology! produced! under! lower! formative! flows,! leading! to! a!
greater!frequency!of!flow!division.!
5.! While!the!planform!and!morphological!metrics!revealed!only!subtle!differences!
between! the! unsteady! and! steady! flow! regimes,! the! net! sediment! budget!
varied! significantly.! For! all! modelled! discharges,! the! steady! simulation!






sedimentation! during! falling! stage! conditions.! In! turn,! the! emergent!
topography!differs,!with! the! steady! flow! regime! forms!adjusted! to!generate!








between$ vegetation$ growth$ rate$ and$ discharge$ flow$ regime$ govern$ the$
evolutionary$morphology$of$braided$rivers?$$!
This, chapter, evaluates, how, the, geomorphic, trajectory, of, braided, river, evolution,
responds,when,vegetation,is,introduced,into,the,numerical,system.,Experiments,with,
different, vegetation, growth, rates, are, used, to, represent, the, effects, of, different,
vegetation, communities,or, inter, arrival, storm, frequency,and,demonstrate,a, strong,
dependence,of, the,emergent,channel, form,on, this,critical, interaction., In,particular,,











of!diverse! landforms!and!associated!ecological!habitats,! reflecting!a!wide! range!of!
ages!and!evolutionary!trajectories!(Richards!et!al.,!2002U!Figure!6.1a).!This!mosaic!of!
habitats!furthermore,!offers!higher!overall!ecological!functionality!when!compared!to!





also!wider! catchment! scale! effects!on! flow! regimes! through! land>use! change! and!




Figure(6.1:( (a)(Naturally(maintained(braided(Tagliamento(River,( Italy( in(different( time(
periods((Photo(Source:(Gurnell(et(al.,(2012),(where(reworking(of(bars,(channels,(and(
vegetation( patches( persist.( (b)( Heavily( managed( Lower( Waitaki( River,( NZ( (Photo(
Source:( Hicks( et( al.,( 2009)( where( historically( highly( active( braiding( system( has(
















Conversely,! there! are! examples! of! the! reverse! trajectory,! in! which! single! thread!
channels!may!evolve!into!a!highly!active!braiding!channel!pattern.!Such!cases!occur!
where! activities! such! land>use! change,! in! particular! deforestation,! leads! to! an!














Bertoldi! et! al.,! 2009bU! Redolfi! et! al.,! 2016a).! However,! much! of! this! analysis! has!
focused!on!the!governing!physical!controls,!such!as!flood!frequency!and!magnitude,!
channel!confinement,!sediment!supply,!grainsize!and!slope,!but!largely!neglected!role!







leads! to! emergent! reach>scale! dynamics! that! result! from! the! modified! feedback!
between! the! flow,! morphology! and! vegetation.! The! direct! hydraulic! effects! relate!
















Indirectly,! the! reduction! in! flow!strength!encourages!sedimentation!of!both! the!fine!
and!coarse! sediment! fractions,! and! this!effect!extends! to!deposited! living!or!dead!
vegetation!which! can! serve! to! protect! river! banks.! Such!sedimentation!processes!





and! magnitude! (Gurnell! et! al.,! 2001).! Floods! facilitate! seed! dispersal! and! the!
propagation!of!woody!vegetation,!maintain!bar!and!island!moisture!content!and!supply!
nutrients!critical! for!vegetation!growth! (Gurnell!et!al.,!2001U!Corenblit!et!al.,!2014).!


























reach,! enabling! rapid! and! widespread! >! invasive! >! colonisation! to! take! place.! By!
creating! the! ‘physical! space’! for! such!biological! invasions,! native! species!may! be!
displaced!by!exotic!species!that!are!characterised!by!high!tolerance!thresholds!and!








al.,!2001).!A!vegetated! island!may! form! through!as!a! result! of! both!erosional!and!
depositional! processes.! For! example,! islands! may! arise! from! cutoff! and! avulsion!
processes,!as!well!as!the!progressive!degradation!of!anabranches!and!lateral!channel!
shifting.!By!contrast,!stable!areas!can!develop!from!‘new’!or!‘emergent’!topography,!










high!plasticity! in! their! trunk!and! roots,!are! frequently! found!deposited!downstream!
over!bars!following!island!or!floodplain!erosional!events.!Such!deposited!trees!further!
helps! to! trap! fine!sediment,!which!supports!moisture!and!nutrient! retention!and!so!
facilitates! further! growth! (Corenblit! et! al.,! 2007).! Pioneer! spp.! with! broad!
environmental!tolerances,!such!a!P.,nigra!may!begin!to!reproduce!vegetatively!and!






Following! several! back! and! forth! cycles! of! uprooting/burial! and! succession! of!
vegetationU!dissection!and!aggradation!of!islandsU!local!avulsion!of!nearby!channels,!







Figure( 6.2:(Example(of( islands( at(different( stages( in( the(braided(Flaogona(Reach( in(
Tagliamento(River,(Italy.(Photos(were(taken(during(a(field(visit(in(2017.(Figures((a)(and(
(b)(typically(represent(the(islands(at(pioneer(stage(where(shoots(development(and(other(
species( regeneration( are( taking(place.(At( this( stage,( the( fluvial( processes(dominate(
vegetation.(Figure((c)(typically(represents(the(bio@geomorphic(stage(where(both(fluvial(
processes((avulsion,(dissection,(and(erosion/deposition)(and(vegetation((succession(
and( uprooting)( compete( with( each( other.( Figure( (d)( represents( a( typical( well@
established( island( where( vegetation( dominates( fluvial( process,( unless( a( relatively(
higher(order(flood(arrives.(Photos(are(not(to(scale.(
In!unregulated! rivers! such!as! the!Tagliamento,! established! islands!may!ultimately!
become!disconnected!from!the!main!flow!channel!over!a!wide!range!of!flows!(Gurnell!
and!Petts,!2002U!Corenblit!et!al.,!2007).!The!majority!of!vegetated!islands,!however,!
are! reworked! within! a! relatively! short! period! (2! >! 5! years)! and! island! ages! rarely!
exceed!20!years!(Surian!et!al.,!2015).!This!turnover!of!islands!and!channels!helps!to!
maintains! a! steady! state! of! aquatic! and! ecosystem! diversity! (Junk! et! al.,! 1989U!
Tockner!et!al.,!2006).!















the! provision! of! associated! services! is! achieved! when! physical! and! biological!
processes! ‘compete’!with!each!other! (cf.!Piégay!et!al.,!2009U!Gurnell!et!al.,!2012).!!
This! concept!has! roots! in! the! ‘intermediate!disturbance!hypothesis’! popularised! in!
ecological! theory! and! contends! that! maximum! biodiversity! should! occur! in! areas!
subjected! to! frequent,! but! not! continuous! disturbance! (Connell,! 1978).! This!
perspective!can!be!used!as!a!framework!to!understand!the!relationship!between!flood!
processes! (and!by! implication! the! rate!of! floodplain! turnover)! and!biomass!as! the!
drivers!functioning!ecosystem!and!channel!form!as!shown!in!Figure!6.3.!For!example,!
when! channel! turnover! rates! are! at! their! highest,! vegetation! cannot! become!
established! and! the! overall! ecological! functionality! of! the! system! remains! limited!
(Zone!5!in!Figure!6.3).!!Conversely,!if!fluvial!activity!is!limited!to!single!active!channel,!
the! floodplain! may! quickly! be! stabilized,! and! a! relatively! low>diversity! habitat!
established!(Zone!1!in!Figure!6.3U!see!also!Richards!et!al.,!2002).!In!between!these!
two!extremes!(Zones!2>4)!lies!a!situation!where!channel!activity!and!biomass!growth!





Figure( 6.3( Conceptual( diagram( for( understanding( the( relationship( between( flood,(
biomass,( braiding( activities( and( overall( functionality( in( trajectory( of( braided( rivers.(
Biomass( (green( line)( increases( with( decrease( in( floodR( braiding( activities( (erosion(
deposition( turnover,( breakdown(of(bars( and( channel,( braiding( intensity)( (black( line)(
increases( with( increase( of( flood,( and( overall( socio@economic( and( ecosystem(
functioning( (pink( line)( optimize( at( the( stage( when( both( biomass( and( floods( are(
competitive.( This( diagram(was( prepared( taking( ideas( from( Piégay( et( al.( (2009)( and(
Gurnell(et(al.((2012).(
While! conceptual! models! such! as! described! above,! provide! an! insight! into! the!
feedbacks!and!linkages!between!fluvial!process!and!vegetation,!they!provide!only!a!
qualitative!framework!to!support!decision!making!for!active!river!management!(Hicks!

















to! fully! interpret! the! longer>term! evolutionary! trajectories! and! responses! that! lie!
beyond!the!scope!of!most!research!projects.!Flume!based!modelling!provides!a!useful!
alternative! approach,! creating! the! opportunity! for! system! closure! and! detailed!
monitoring!of!within>state!variables,!i.e.,!distributed!measurements!of!bed!response!
and!sediment!transport!(e.g.,!Gran!and!Paola,!2001U!Tal!et!al.,!2004U!Coulthard,!2005U!
Jang! and!Shimizu,! 2007U! Tal! and!Paola,! 2010).! This! approach! provides!detailed,!
quantitative!data!that!can!be!used!to!test!conceptual!models!of!vegetation!colonisation!







examine! the! feedbacks! involved! channel! adjustment,! as! well! as! the! sources! of!
predictive! uncertainty! and! the! potential! range! of! outcomes.! Nevertheless,!






feedbacks!between! flow,! sediment!and!vegetation! (e.g.,! Jang!and!Shimizu,! 2007U!
Takebayashi! and! Okabe,! 2009U! Crosato! and! Saleh,! 2011U! Li! and! Millar,! 2011U!
Nicholas,! 2013U! Ziliani! et! al.,! 2013).!Most! of! these!approaches,! involve! significant!





Recently,! a! number! of! conceptual! models! of! riparian! vegetation! dynamics! have!
emerged! with! the! aim! to! simulating! vegetation! community! development,! driven!
primitively! from! simple! hydraulic/hydrological! and! topographic! variables,! such! as!
flood/ground!water!conditions!(e.g,!Camporeale!and!Ridolfi,!2006U!Perona!et!al.,!2009U!
Gurnell! et! al.,! 2012).! This! provides! a! more! flexible! scheme! to! model! physical>
biological! interactions,! though! to! date,! these!models! have! been! adapted! only! for!
schematised! cross>sections! and! rather! than! into! two! or! three! dimensional!
morphodynamic! models.! More! recently,! Bertoldi! et! al.! (2014),! attempted! such!
coupling,!linking!a!simplified!!vegetation!dynamics!model!with!the!2d!morphodynamic!
model!used! in! this! thesis,! the!BASEMENT.!This!ground>breaking!paper! sought! to!
examine!the!links!between!vegetation!and!channel!dynamics!for!a!simplified!single!










a)! to! analyse! the! parameteric! sensitivity! of! the! vegetation! dynamic! model!
proposed!by!Bertoldi!et!al.!(2014)!and!consider!strategies!to!apply!the!model!
within!the!context!of!a!braided!riverU!
b)! to!quantify! the! linkage!between!different!patterns!of!vegetation!colonisation!
and!evolutionary!trajectory!of!the!equilibrium>braided!river.!





















Local! concerns! over! the! negative! impact! of! the! rising! deer! population! on! native!
woodlands!across!Scotland,!has!in!recent!years!forced!a!radical!revision!of!policy,!
resulting! in! major! deer! cull! under! the! auspices! of! the!Scottish! Deer! Commission!
(Clutton>Brock!et! al.,! 2004).! This! controversial! plan,! reduced!deer! number! on! the!
Glenfeshie!estate! from!an!estimated!35!down! to!3!animals!per! km2!and!has!now!
creating!the!beginning!of!a!major!forest!recovery!on!both!the!hillsides!and!valley!floor!
(Bell,! 2012).! There! is! therefore,! an! interesting! natural! experiment! taking! place! in!
Glenfeshie,! and! this! research! offers! an! opportunity! to! create! a! baseline! of!
understanding!that!might!help!inform!future!research.!
The! objective! of! this! study! is! not,! however,! to! compare! the! model! behaviour!
deterministically!to!observations!in!the!field.!Such!attempts!at!model!validation!suffer!
from! uncertainties! in! the! initial! and! boundary! conditions!as!well! as! an! incomplete!
description!of!processes!in!the!model!as!discussed!earlier!Chapters.!!Rather,!the!goal!
here! is! to! explore! how! a! simulation! modelling! framework! can! be! used! to! help!
understand! the! generic! interaction! between! flow,! sediment! and! vegetation! on!
morphodynamics!of!braided!rivers!more!broadly.!
Nevertheless,!a!reference!case!is!needed!to!formalise!the!study,!so!simulations!here!
take! the! synthetic! equilibrium!braided!morphology! generated! by! the! run!R9! in! the!
Chapter! 4! as! an! initial! topography! that! is! free! from! vegetation! (Figure! 6.4).! As!
discussed!in!Chapter!5,!this!topography!is!model!generated,!and!so!should!avoid!the!




longitudinal! slope! of! 0.92%,! a! single! grain! size! sediment! (D50=! 30!mm)! and! was!










Dr.!Walter! Bertoldi,! UNITN! had! provided! the! numerical! code! to!model! vegetation!
dynamic!that!was!not!available!in!the!freeware!version!of!the!BASEMENT!numerical!
model! (thanks! to! them).! This! simple! framework! abstracts!much! of! the! ecological!
complexity,!seeking!not!to!define!the!nature!of! the!vegetation!community! itself,!but!
rather!focus!on!how!vegetation!growth!and!die>back!influence!the!physical!processes!
affecting! morphodynamics.! However,! while! simplified,! the! model! goes! beyond!
existing! tools! used! in! morphodynamic! models! which! simply! define! fixed! flow!
resistance!terms!or!erodibility!constants,!and!fail!to!take!account!of!the!evolution!of!
the!biological!community! (e.g.,!Jang!and!Shimizu,!2007U!Takebayashi!and!Okabe,!
2009U!Crosato!and!Saleh,! 2011U!Li! and!Millar,!2011U!Nicholas,! 2013U!Ziliani! et!al.,!















((( ((((( ( ( ( ( ((((((((((Eq.!6.!1((( (
Where,!Beq!is!dimensionless!equilibrium!biomass!(Bertoldi!et!al.,!2014)U!z!is!elevation,
! is! a! parameter! to! normalize! the!equilibrium! biomass!Beq! to! unityU!"1 and!"2! are!
parameters! that! control! the! shape! of! the! distribution! curve! (the! rate! by! which!
vegetation!decays! from! its! local!maxima),!and!zo! is! location!of!maximum!biomass!
which!implicitly!refers!to!the!conditions!of!moisture!(ground!water)!availability.!This!
equation!has!the!flexibility!to!model!localized!variations!in!vegetation!cover!by!varying!
the! shape! parameters! "1 and! "2.! The! effect! of! these! parameters! on! the!
biomass/elevation!relationship!is!shown!below!in!Figure!6.5.!
As! illustrated!by!this!set!of!curves,!a!model!using!"1!=!0!and!"2!=!2.5!results! in!an!
increase! in! the! equilibrium! biomass! with! elevation,! a! pattern! which! reflects! that!
associated!with!a!flood!dominated!river,!where!low!lying!vegetation!cannot!become!
established!due!to!frequent!inundation!and!erosion.!By!contrast,!for!"1!=!02.5!and!"2!
=!0! results! in!a!distribution!of!biomass!concentrated!below!mean!bed! level,!better!
reflecting! conditions!associated!with!ground!water! loving!plant! communities! in! low!
energy!rivers.!The!parameter!set!"1!=!2.5!and!"2!=!2.5!concentrates!biomass!at!mean!
bed!level,!reflecting!a!mixed!regime!river!(cf.!Perucca!et!al.,!2007).!By,!using!lower!








distribution! peaking! above! mean! bed! level! and! maintaining! higher! biomass! at!











in! Figure! 6.5).! This! means! that! all! cells! in! the! numerical! domain! consider! equal!
equilibrium! vegetation! or! biomass! (equal! opportunity! to! grow).! This! is! indeed! the!
simplest!case!and!was!needed!to!test!before!increasing!complexity!of!the!model.!
b)! Vegetation!Growth!Model!
Vegetation!growth! towards! the!normalised!equilibrium!distribution!predicted!by! the!





! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! !!!!!!!!!!Eq.!6.!2!!!!
Where,! ! is! growth! rate,!which! is! calculated!as! the! function U!where! Tv! here!
represents!the! time! required! for!vegetation! to!attain!equilibrium!state!starting! from!







timestep! in! the!order!of!seconds!or! less! to!provide!a!stable!solution!of! the!driving!
hydrodynamic!processes.!Thus,!slaving!the!coupled!system!to!the!timescale!of! the!
fastest! component! (the! hydrodynamics)! would! present! a! major! computational!
overhead,!preventing!the!development!of!simulations!over!relevant!durations.!
A!solution!to!this,!is!found!by:!a)!limiting!vegetation!growth!to!inter>storm!periodsU!and!
b)! parameterizing! the! vegetation!growth! rate! so! that! the!biomass!advances! to! an!
equilibrium!vegetation! state! in!a!matter! of! hours! rather! than!years.!This!approach!















biomass.( For( example,( if( instantaneous( biomass( is( 0.5( (see( a,( b),( the( model( takes(
roughness(of(19(and(critical(shear(stress(0.13((see(b).(
Figure!6.6a!illustrates!three!parameterisations!of!the!growth!rate!curve,!which!reach!
the! equilibrium! state! within! 2,! 5! and! 10! hours! (simulation! time)! respectively.! No!
attempt! is! made! here! to! correlate! or! scale! these! growth! rates! to! specific! natural!
timescales.! It! is! useful,! nonetheless,! to! note! that! the! time! taken! for! herbaceous!





hour)! growth! rates.!The!biomass!of! a! cell! is! removed!and!set! to! zero,! if! sediment!




To! incorporate! the! effects! of! vegetation! on! morphodynamics,! the! estimated!
instantaneous! biomass! provided! by! (a)! and! (b)! above,! must! be! used! to! rescale!















! !!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Eq.!6.!3!!
A!range!of!values!have!been!suggested!for!the!empirical!constant,!c!(see!Li!and!Millar,!


















0.21.! As! such,! the! critical! shear! stress! varies! between! 0.047! for! bare! gravel! or!
biomass!=!0!to!0.21!for!continuous!vegetation!cover!and!biomass!=!1,!with!values!in!
between!interpolated!as!a!function!of!the!biomass!as!shown!in!Figure!6.6b.!
To! account! for! the! effect! of! vegetation! on! the! enhancement! of! flow! resistance,! a!
simple!linear!relationship!between!the!Strickler!Ks!parameter!(where!Ks!=!1/n)!and!













now,!as!described!above,! the!critical!dimensionless! threshold! for!entrainment!was!
rescaled!to!account!for!the!local!biomass!volume!(0>1).!Following!the!results!obtained!










The! relationship! between! channel! morphodynamics! and! vegetation! growth! was!
examined!here!using!an!unsteady! simulation! framework,!based!on!a! sequence!of!
fifteen! cyclic! floods,!each! representing!one!year!of! component! flow.!Following! the!
schematisation!of!Chapter!4,!the!individual!floods!comprised!7.836!hours!steady!high!












the! instantaneous! dimensionless! shear! stress! of! a! cell! exceeds! the! critical! shear!
stress! assigned! for! sediment!entrainment! accounting! biomass! as! indicated! in! the!









The! interaction! between! vegetation,! flow! and! sediment! transport! and! the!






of! equilibrium! biomass! was! assumed! by! setting! the! "! parameters! of! the! Marani!
function! (Eq.! 6.1)! to! zero.! This! represents! a! significant! simplification! of! the!
ecogeomorphological!interaction!and!reflects!computational!demands!of!the!scale!of!
the!domain!and!the!duration!(15!years)!of!simulations!necessary!to!evaluate!system!


























R1, 20,C,70, ,15, C, C, C, C, ,,,C, C,
R2, 20,C,70,,, 15, 1.15, 0, 0, 10,, ,,0.21, ,9,
R3, 20,C,70,,, 15, 1.15, 0, 0, 5, ,,,0.21, ,9,





incorporating! metrics! to! quantify! the! model! response! in! terms! of! planform,!
topographic,!hydraulic!and!morphodynamic!characteristics.!Planform!maps!displaying!
water!depth!and!biomass!and!figures!quantifying!the!total!braiding!index!through!the!






describe!morphodynamic!evolution.! Biomass!dynamics!were!analysed! in! terms! of!











derived! at! a! steady! formative! discharge! of! 70! m3/s.! The! resulting! channel! is!
characterized! by! two! dominant! anabranches! that! divide! and! rejoin! around!
approximately!equal! size!and!spaced!bars,!which! in! turn!have!dissected!bar! tops!
reflecting!a!complex!pattern!of!compound!evolution!(see!the!first!image!in!Figure!6.8).!
This!broad!planform!pattern! is!maintained!in!a!qualitatively!similar! form!throughout!
the! full! 15>year! simulation! period! for! the! unvegetated!model! run,! R1.! The! bed! is,!




















at! the!equilibrium!vegetation! cover! (Biomass!~1)!within!2! years!as! implied!by! the!
growth!curve.!Unlike!R2!and!R3!however,!there!is!a!clearer!trajectory!to!the!evolution!
characterising! this! simulation.! While! the! system! remains! braided! throughout! the!











vegetation,! succession! and! retrogression! of! vegetation! take! place.! For! example,!
areas!not!experiencing!sediment!transport!continue!to!grow!to!reach!the!equilibrium!
state! quicker.! By! contrast,! areas! experiencing! episodic! sediment! transport! pass!





























Morphologically,! the! key! changes! during! the! vegetated! simulations! appear! to! the!












6.12.! Intriguingly,! and! reflecting! the! qualitative! insights! described! above,! the! TBI!
actually!appears!to!increase!in!the!vegetated!simulations,!rising!from!a!mean!of!3.6!
for!the!bare!model!(R1)!to!4.4!for!R4.!This!appears!to!run!contrary!to!expectations,!but!















generated! topography! (Figure! 6.13a).! All! runs! produced! a! negatively! skewed!
distribution! with! a! tail! to! low! elevations! (relative! to! the! initial! MBL)! reflecting! the!
presence!of!locally!deep!scour!holes!(e.g.,!Doeschl!et!al.,!2009U!Garcia!Lugo!et!al.,!
2015).! The! run! with! fast! colonisation! (R4),! however,! differs! significantly! from! the!
remaining!simulations,!with!a!narrower!(more!kurtotic)!and!more!strongly!negatively!












median! (50th! percentile)! elevation! first,! the! departure! of! R4! from! the! remaining!
simulations!is!clearly!evident!at!between!60>80!hrs,!with!a!rapid!drop!in!the!median!
bed!level,!while!at!this!point!the!median!elevation!systematically!increases!in!the!other!






a! similar! trajectory! to! R1,! R2! and! R3.! In! combination,! this! indicates! a! pattern! of!
progressive,!localized!channel!incision!occurring!in!R4.!
b)! Bar!Height!




















Figure( 6.15( Evolutionary( trajectory( in( terms( of( channel( shape( reflecting( parameter(
(Alpha).(The(alpha(value(is(the(exponent(of(the(reach(averaged(width(@(depth(curve(as(
used(by(Redolfi(et(al.((2016b).(
Separation! between! the! simulations! is! again! evidence! from! c.! 60! hours,! with! R4!
exhibiting!the!highest!!!value,!fluctuating!around!a!mean!value!1.26.!This!was!then!




width>depth! curve! typical! of! multi>thread! rivers! (Redolfi! et! al.,! 2016b)! with! higher!










by( line( are( the( areas( with(water( depths( higher( than( 0.5( m( (deeper( water( area)R( (b)(













channels.! This! trend! accelerates! with! the! colonisation! speed,! with! over! 30%!









in! time,! dominated! by! exchanges! between! the! two! principal! anabranches! (Figure!









































pattern! of! channel! adjustment.! As! vegetation! colonisation! and! biomass! density!
increases,!a! sequence!of! changes!ensues:! a)! the! vegetation!moderates!bar!edge!
erosion! and! flow! are! increasingly! confined! into! smaller,! deeper! channelsU! b)!
undisturbed!areas!(i.e.!high!bars)!gradually!coalesceU!c)!central!and!bank!attached!
bars!merge!to!create!large!areas!of!undisturbed!‘floodplain’.!For!the!runs!with!slow!






The! pattern! of! braidplain! turnover! was! calculated! for! a! range! of! vertical! change!
thresholds!ranging!from!0.05!–!0.5!m,!reflecting!the!intensity!of!vertical!adjustment.!!
In! this! case,! the! area! refers! to! the! total! change! based! on! the! final! DoD! for! each!
simulation,!is!plotted!in!Figure!6.21.!This!shows!a!significant!difference!between!R4!
and! the! remaining! slower! or! non>vegetated! simulations,! with! a! significantly! lower!
proportion!of!shallow!changes!(0.05>0.2!m).!This!pattern!reflects!the!dominance!of!the!























respect! to! prior! DEM! based! on! changes! by! the! flood! 15! only.! The! distribution! of!
erosion! and! deposition! by! elevation! is,! however,! broadly! consistent! between!
simulated! runs.!For!example,! the!erosion! curve! is! centred!above!mean!bed! level,!
implying!the!dominance!of!high!elevations!by!bank!erosion!or!bar!scour!over!channel!
bed!scour.!By!contrast,!all! runs!produced!peaking!of!deposition!curve! towards!the!
negative! elevation! side! which! implies! dominance! of! channel! deposition! over! bar!
deposition.!
d)! Sediment!Transport!











strong! differences! between! the! simulations,! with! significantly! higher! net! sediment!
export!from!the!unvegetated!simulation!(R1),!which!reduces,!in!turn,!with!the!rate!of!
biomass!production! in! vegetated! runs! (R2>R4).!This! cumulative! sum! is!not!entirely!
linear,!and!simulations!R3!and!R4!in!particular!exhibit!a!step!change!in!the!rate!of!efflux!
at!c.!70!hours.!The!exact!cause!of!this!is!not!clear,!but!likely!reflects!a!change!in!the!











narrow,! incised! channels! (e.g.,!Gran!and!Paola,! 2001U! Tal! et! al.,! 2004U! Jang!and!




exhibited! the! highest! width,! fluctuating! around! a! mean! value! of! 56%.! This! was!
followed!in!turn,!by!R2,!R3!and!R4!with!means!of!54!%,!53%!and!44!%!respectively.!






Figure( 6.24( Evolutionary( trajectory( in( terms( of( active( width.( The( active( width( was(
determined(based(on(the(erosion(and(deposition(map(at(one(flood(interval.((((((
6.4.5( Vegetation(Dynamic(
The! distribution! of! simulated! biomass! was! analysed! in! terms! of! overall! reach!
averaged!density!(0>1),!spatial!frequency!distribution!and!location!with!respect!to!the!















In!order!to!provide!quantitative! insights! into!the!spatial!distribution!of! the!modelling!
biomass,! the!pattern!of!colonisation!was!analysed!with! respect!to!mean!bed! level.!
Figure!6.26!shows!pairs!of!images!of!biomass!on!areas!above!(i.e.,!‘bars’)!and!below!
(i.e.,! ‘channels’)!mean!bed! level,!both!before!and!after! the! last! flood! (event!15)! in!
order! to! illustrate! the!growth!and!subsequent! regression!of! vegetation! cover.!This!

















of! the!colonized!surfaces,!with!biomass!classified! into! two!groups,! low!(0>0.5)!and!
high! (0.5>1)! densities.!These!plots! show! the!distribution!before!and!after!an!event!
(flood!15)!and! thus!provide!an! indication!of! the! ‘survival’!of! vegetation! in!areas!of!
differing!elevation.!From! this,! it! is!clear! that! for!all!simulations,! the!highest!density!
biomass! is! associated! with! elevated! bar! surfaces! (negative! (left)! skewed!
distributions),!which! remain! largely! free! from! inundation!and!disturbance,!enabling!
flood>on>flood!vegetation!growth.!The! trend! is! apparent! for! all! simulations,! though!
distribution!of!surviving!dense!biomass!is!progressively!skewed!to!higher!and!higher!


















flood( 15( at( low( flow( and( just( after( the( last( flood( 15( at( high( flow.( Here( frequency(
distribution( of( two( clusters( of( biomasses( namely( 0@0.5( (weaker@milder)( and( 0.5@1(
(stronger)(in(each(case(have(been(presented.((
Lastly,! in! order! to! provide! an! insight! into! the! evolutionary! trajectory! of! biomass!
throughout! the! simulations,! the! reach>scale! frequency!distribution!of! biomass!was!
calculated!on!a! flood>by>flood! interval.!This!pattern! reflects! the!mosaic!of!surfaces!
defined! by! their! ‘time>since>last>disturbance’! and! is! plotted! for! each! growth! rate!
scenario!in!Figure!6.28.!These!plots!summarize!the!distribution!of!biomass!before!and!
after!flood,!at!selected!intervals!through!the!15>year!simulation!period.!











modal! distribution,! with! equal! magnitude! peaks,! that! shift! progressively! towards!
higher!values!through!the!simulation!as!a!small!set!of!undisturbed!sites!continue!to!
develop!mature! vegetation! communities.!By! year! 15,! a! broad! range! of! vegetation!
densities!(and!surface)!ages!is!apparent,!with!densities!varying!between!0.3>0.9.!By!
contrast,! the! intermediate! growth! rate! (R3),! while! exhibiting! a! similar! multi>modal!
distribution,!achieves!a!statistically!similar!state!with!peaks!at!0.4,!0.7!and!0.9!more!










The! simple! experiment! described! above! provides! a! useful! insight! into! the! role! of!
vegetation! in! modifying! fluvial! processes! and! the! capacity! of! a! parsimoniously!
parameterized! numerical! framework! to! simulate! these! interactions.! The! results!
indicate!the!major!influence!of!vegetation!on!planform!dynamics,!and!through!the!use!




which! the! three>growth! rate! parameterisation! models! could! be! compared.! It! also!
provides!a! test! to!ensure! that! no!unforeseen! transient!effects!arose! from! initiating!
these! simulations! from! the! topographic!boundary! condition! developed! by!R9! from!
Chapter!4.!
The!planform!evolution!of!R1!follows!the!trends!established!in!Chapters!4!and!5!with!
the! 70! m3/s! steady! regimes,! leading! to! a! planform! dominated! by! two,! wide! and!
relatively! sinuous! anabranches! separated! by! mid>channel! bars.! This! planform!





















large! bank! attached,! alternate,! vegetated! bars.! The! transformation! from! active!
braiding! state! to! this!narrowed,! sinuous! form! followed!a! sequence!of! changes:!a)!
reduced! lateral! mobility! leading! to! discharge! confinement! and! subsequent! local!







bars.! These! excursions! were! facilitated! by! bank! erosion! leading! to! localized!
deposition! and! a! loss! of! channel! capacity,! promoting! localized! avulsions! that!
preferentially!occupied!the!locally!low,!chute!channels!(Jerolmack!and!Mohrig,!2007).!
In! natural! single! thread! rivers,! major! cutoffs! are! developed! once! the! sinuosity! of!
channel! reaches! a! threshold! value( (Perucca! et! al.,! 2007U! Crosato,! 2008).! Such!
behaviour!is!not!observed!here,!though!this!may!reflect!the!use!of!hard!outer!boundary!
walls!that!prevent!the!amplification!of!meanders!and!thus!the!potential!for!belt>scale!






at! the! surface!over! the! inward!acting!pressure! force!and!vice! versa!at! the!bottom!
(Powell,! 1998).! This! alters! the! direction! of! depth>averaged! flow! and! sediment!
transport! so! that! the! secondary! flow! model! is! important! to! mimic! this! strong! 3D!

























seen! in! flume! experiment! of! Coulthard! (2005)! using! small! but! strong! patches! of!
vegetation.! In! the! long>term,! these!processes! lead! to! the!development!of! a! large,!
continuous! vegetated! floodplain! attached! (in! this! case)! to! the! true! right! bank,!




Flume!based!experiments!have! indicated! that! the! introduction!of! vegetation! into!a!






with! 5th,! 50th! and! 95th! percentiles! of! the!elevation! distribution! that! follow! a! similar!
trajectory!to!the!unvegetated!model.!However,!the!fast!colonising!model,!R4,!exhibits!
significant! local! scouring,! deepening! the! 5th! percentile! elevation! significantly,! and!






water! depths! and! reduced! velocity/shear! stress! (Darby,! 1999U! Tsujimoto,! 1999U!
Bennett! et! al.,! 2002U! Baptist,! 2003U! Bennett,! 2004U! Järvelä,! 2005U!Ghisalberti! and!
Chapter(6((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((Modelling(the(Interaction(of(Flow,(Sediment(Transport(and(Vegetation(
Numerical(Modelling(of(Braiding(Processes(in(Gravel@Bed(Rivers(! @309@!




suggested! that! vegetated! braided! rivers! have! proportionally! deeper! scour! at!
confluences! and! bends! (e.g.,! Gran! and! Paola,! 2001U! Tal! et! al.,! 2004U! Jang! and!
Shimizu,! 2007U! Tal! and! Paola,! 2010).! The! results! of! this! study! also! show! similar!
changes! in! the!flow! field!associated!with!the!vegetated!scenarios,! in!particular,!an!
increase!in!water!depth.!
However,! while! all! vegetated! simulations! resulted! in! a! greater! proportion! of! deep!
areas!of!water!(classified!here!as!>!0.5!m),!there!is!a!notable!step>change!between!
the!slow/intermediate!and!the!fast!colonising!scenarios,!i.e.,!R2/R3!vs!R4.!As!discussed!
above,! this! difference! relates! to! the! linked! hydraulic! roughness! and! critical! shear!










shear! stresses! that! account! for! intense! sediment! transport! in! the! unvegetated!
simulations!reported!in!Chapters!4!and!5,!lie!in!the!range!0.1>0.15!(see!Section!5.4.4.!
and! Figure! 5.19).! For! vegetation! to! inhibit! entrainment! over! this! range! requires!








controls!on! erosion.! As! a! consequence,! the! channel!morphology!and! related! flow!
fields!differ!comparatively!little!from!the!unvegetated!scenario.!By!comparison,!within!
just! a! year,! surfaces! that! are! undisturbed! in!R4!become! ‘erosionally>limiting’.! This!
serves!to!further!constrain!discharge!within!existing!banks,!in!turn!deepening!the!flow,!
enhancing! the! shear! stress! locally!within! the! channel!and!so!accelerating! incision!
which!continues!this!cycle!of!feedback.!It!should!also!be!noted,!that!the!full!effects!of!




R4! is!again! illustrated!when!considering! the!pattern!of!channel!adjustment! through!
time.!The!DEMs!of!Difference!presented! in!Figure!6.17>!Figure!6.20,! illustrate! the!
dramatic! contraction! of! the! actively! reworked! channel! belt! in! R4! compared! to! the!
remaining!three!scenarios.!What! is! less!clear!from!this!sequence,! is!that! the!DoDs!
also!provide!evidence!of!a!significant!difference!in!the!net!sediment!budget!between!











change! between! the! scenarios,! therefore! relates! to! significantly! lower! rates! of!
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biomass! growth.! Together,! this! approach! thereby! represents! the! feedbacks! that!




is! the! capacity! to! control! the! final! equilibrium! (climax)! distribution! of! vegetation!
according!to!mean!bed!level!(after!Marani!et!al.,!2013),!though!in!this!case,!a!uniform!
potential!biomass!distribution!was!used!for!simplicity.!In!the!simulations!used!here,!a!
further!decision!was! taken!a,priori! to! represent!vegetation!as!woody!species,!here!
termed!‘strong’!vegetation!after!(e.g.,!Millar,!2000U!Li!and!Millar,!2011U!Bertoldi!et!al.,!
2014)).!A!simple!linear!function!correlating!the!change!in!dimensionless!critical!shear!
stress! to! the! biomass! density! was! then! applied! to! model! the! effects! of! root!
reinforcement.!!
Despite!the!gross!simplification!of!the!ecological!processes,!the!scenarios!modelled!























sophisticated! ecological! model! would! be! required! to! interpret! these! biomass!
distributions! from! the! perspective! of! biodiversity! or! broader! ecosystem! services.!!
However,! the!maximum!diversity! of! vegetative! states! here! is! associated! with! the!
intermediate!growth!rate!model,!R3.!
6.5.6! Model(Parameterisation(and(Equifinality!
The! experiments! described! here! provide! a! highly! constrained! review! of! the! full!
parameter!space!of!the!system.!Decisions!were!made!to!simplify!key!aspects!of!the!
parameterisation!a!priori,!for!example!assuming!a!uniform!distribution!of!equilibrium!
vegetation! states! (by! fixing! the!Marani! et! al.! (2013)! function),!and!only!examining!
single!roughness!and!critical!shear!stress!functions!with!biomass.!Within!the!context!
of! a! single! thread! system,! Bertoldi! et! al.! (2014)! provide! a! more! comprehensive!
analysis!of!the!vegetation!model,!considering!multiple!parameterisations!of!the!Marani!




that! the! incorporation!of! further!effects,!such!as! including! the!effects!of! rooting!on!
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The!application!of! numerical!modelling!offers!a!useful! alternate! vehicle! to!explore!
these!interactions.!The!approach!used!here,!incorporates!a!highly!abstracted!model!
of! the! ecological! processes,! focusing! principally! on! the! impact! of! vegetation! on!
hydraulic! roughness! and! entrainment.! By! coupling! these! effects! within! a!
morphodynamics! model,! it! becomes! possible! to! explore! the! different! scenario! of!
vegetation!type!and!growth!that!may!impact!directly!on!the!geomorphic!trajectory!of!
braided!rivers.!Key!conclusions!to!arise!from!this!study!include:!!!
1.! Simulated! vegetation! colonisation! may! limit! lateral! channel! mobility,! while!
encroachment! of! vegetation! further! serves! to! confine! flows,! resulting! in!
narrowing!of!individual!channels!and!the!entire!active!channel!belt.!!!
2.! The! extension! of! (1)!may! lead! to! the!metamorphism! of! the!active!braided!
channel! to! wandering! channel! planform,! with! terrestrialisation! of! the! once!
active!floodplain.!!
3.! Confinement!of!flows!accelerates!the!loss!of!active!width,!as!shear!stresses!






functions! in! the! current! model! structure.! Such! compensation!may!make! it!








a!systems>framework! to!explain!how! form>process! interactions!and!the!associated!
forces!and!energy!transformations!drive! landscapes!to!a!given!(equilibrium)!steady!
form! (Thorn! and! Welford,! 1994U! Huggett,! 2007U! Church,! 2010).! There! is! now,!
however,! a!growing! understanding! that! the! transient! dynamics! of! the! natural! and!
anthropogenic! drivers! of! the!environment!and! the! associated! complex! patterns!of!
environmental!response,! implies!that!very!few!open!natural!environmental!systems!
ever! reach! a! steady! equilibrium! condition.! There! is! now! an! emerging! interest! in!
landscapes!that!lie!far!from!such!perceived!equilibria,!associated!with!recent!and/or!
high!magnitude!changes!in!the!driving!forces!or!boundary!conditions!(Phillips,!2011).!
Gaining!an!understanding!of! how! rivers,! in! particular,! behave! in! the! face!of! such!












management! strategies,! offering! insight! into! the! short>! and! long>term! the!
consequences!of!such!anthropogenic!interventions.!
Developing!understanding! through! large>scale!natural! experiments! in! real! rivers! is!
rare,!reflecting!the!high!costs,!risks!and!natural!societal!scepticism!of!intervention!as!
well! as! the! methodological! concerns! associated! with! the! difficulty! of! maintaining!
controls.! Historically,! therefore,! our! insight! into! river! behaviour!has! been!gleamed!




This! difficulty! of! generalizing! site>specific! field! and! scaled>laboratory! experiments!
while!well>recognized! (e.g.,!Williams! et! al.,! 2016b),! is! not! easily! resolved!with! an!
alternative!methodology.!However,!in!the!last!decade,!numerical!simulation!modelling!
has!emerged!as!a!synthetic!tool!to!interrogate!theories!of!river!response!and!interpret!























! ! ! ! ! ! ! Mosselman,and,Le,(2016),,p.,1.!
In!this!thesis,! the!popular!numerical! framework!model!BASEMENT!was!used!as!a!












multi>scale! and! multi>dimensional! framework! to! evaluate! the! performance! of!
morphodynamic!models!applied! to! study! the! form!and!dynamics!of!braided! rivers.!!
Building! on! opportunities! presented! by! new! datasets! and! methods! of! geospatial!





metrics! describing! the! morphodynamics! behaviour.! While! many! of! the! methods!
proposed!in!this!framework!rest!on!the!availability!of!new!high>resolution!topographic!
data,! the! approach! can! be! generalized! to! focus! on! well>established! (universal)!
properties!of!braided!rivers!(see,!Section!3.7.1).!
For! this! thesis,! an! unparalleled! dataset! comprising! multi>annual! high>resolution!
surveys!of!a!braided!reach!of!the!River!Feshie!was!used!to!parameterize!and!evaluate!
model!behaviour.!A!700!m!reach!was!taken!to!provide!the!natural!prototype!for!future!
modelling,! and!metrics!defining! the! system! extracted!using!DEM!data! from! 2003>
2007.!These!data!were!also!used!to!provide!the!boundary!conditions! for!fixed>bed!






the! frequency! distribution! of! elevations! (and! their! accompanying! moments! or!
percentiles)!often!obscure!key!differences! in! the!deterministic!form! that!are!clearly!
abehavioural.! New! approaches,! such! as! the! use! of! DEMs! of! Difference,! and!
quantifying! the! structure!and! form!of!modelled!and!observed!changes,!provides!a!
higher>level!assessment!of!model!behaviour.!
While! there! is! relatively! little! literature! describing! common! approaches! to! the!
validation!of!morphodynamic!models!in!the!river!science!community,!there!has!been!







be!the! initial!bed!condition.! In!effect,! the!approach! tests!the! information!gained!by!
using!the!model!over!that!provided!by!the!original!data.!In!essence,!the!measure!is!
similar!to!the!Nash!Efficiency!Statistic!or!NES!(Nash!and!Sutcliffe,!1970)!beloved!of!
rainfall>runoff! modellers,! that! assesses! the! improvement! in! model! fit! relative! to! a!
stationary!mean.!
Application! of! such! model! skill! assessments! for! the! specific! context! at! hand! is!
complicated.! First,! it! is! clear! that! the! behaviour! of! the! natural! system! inevitably!
incorporates!phenomena!that!are!not!represented!in!the!model!(e.g.,!sediment!size!
mixtures),! so! deviations! between! the! model! and! reality! should,! therefore,! be!
expected.! Moreover,! there! is! a! latent! danger! in! targeting! skill! measures! as! the!
incomplete! process! representation! could! lead! the! modeller! to! over>calibrate! their!
‘tool’,! resulting! in! unforeseen! parameter! and! process! compensation! effects! which!
yield!‘apparently!better’!predictions!but!for!the!wrong!reasons.!
Second,!it!should!be!recognized!that!our!observational!framework!is!also!uncertain,!











focus! on! understanding! the! physical! controls! on! system! behaviour! rather! than!
predicting! the! future.! While! laudable,! it! is! likely,! however,! that! commercial! (and!
practical)! drivers! will! always! create! a! desire! to! use! morphodynamic! models! for!




criteria! defined! here,! it! was! possible! to! identify! key! differences! between! the!
simulations!developed! in! later!chapters,!and! this!approach!provides!a!template! for!
future!work.!
There! are! interesting! potential! avenues! to! explore! in! refining! this! approach.! For!
example,!it!may!be!possible!to!formalise!a!multi>criterion!measure,!which!combines!
individual! metrics,! weighted! to! account! for! the! desired! user! goals.! Alternative!





for!which! high>quality! data!are! available.! This! incorporates!a!wide! range! of! rivers!
encompasses!different!energy!states!(e.g.,!the!sand>bed!South!Saskatchewan!(e.g.,!




physiographic! setting! could!provide!a! clear! insight! into! the! spectrum!of! forms!and!
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based! on! the! 2>year! return! period! discharge! (70! m3/s).! The! sensitivity! analysis!
focused!on!two!key!aspects!of!the!process!representation!of!the!modelU!a)!the!effect!
of!gravity!on!the!vector!of!bed!material!transport,!as!parameterized!by!a!‘lateral!slope!
factor’U! b)! the!approach! to!modelling!bank!erosion!using! repose!angles!of! varying!
magnitude!and!vertical!variation.!It!should!also!be!noted,!that!the!code!used!for!the!
simulations! involve! further! generalizations! that! could! be! significant.! For! example,!





2010).!Furthermore,! a! fixed! cell! size!was!used! for! the! spatial! discretisation!which!
places!further!constraints!on!the!maximum!slope!angles!that!can!be!represented!in!




Despite! these! simplifications,! the! experiments! demonstrated! the! capacity! of! the!
model! to! develop! and! maintain! braided! conditions! across! a! wide! range! of!
formulations.! This! was! evaluated! using! the! four>fold! model! validation! framework,!
illustrating!the!importance!of!incorporating!3D!morphological!perspectives,!as!well!as!
process>based! measures! to! discriminate! between! simulations! effectively.!!
Importantly,!the!results!highlighted!the!importance!of!incorporating!representations!of!
both!lateral!(gravitational)!transport!and!vertical!variations!in!bank!stability!in!order!to!
achieve! steady! equilibrium! conditions.! The! sensitivity! analysis! suggests!
parameterisation!of! the! lateral!transport!factor! in!a!range!1.5!–!2,!while!for!the!grid!
size!of!2!m2!used!here,!critical!angles!of!repose!for!dry!=!25o,!wet!=!18o!and!deposited!
material!=!5o!should!be!used.!Vertically!varying!the!critical!angle!of!repose!in!this!way!
enables!the! removal!of!deposited!and!wet!material!at!comparatively! low! threshold!
angles,!while!maintaining!steep!bank!slopes!through!the!use!of!a!higher!angle!for!dry!
conditions.!Without! this!variation,!globally! low!repose!angles!quickly!diffuse!slopes!
resulting! in!a! lack!of! surface! relief! and! channelization,!while! globally! high! repose!
angles! limit! lateral! bank! erosion! causing! the! existing! anabranches! to! incise! in!
response!and!disconnect!bar!and!channel!topography.!
The!development!of!an!effective!bank!erosion!model!has!been!a!limiting!step!in!the!
progress! of! morphodynamic! models.! This! reflects! the! combined! difficulties! of!
modelling! near! bank! flows! in! 2D! depth>averaged! models! and! representing! steep!
gradients!that!require!a!fine!scale!of!spatial!discretisation!or!separate!sub>grid!model!
(Siviglia! and! Crosato,! 2016).! As! a! result,! angles! of! repose! are! often! calibrated,!
yielding!unrepresentatively!low!parameter!values!that!undermine!the!physicality!of!the!
process!representation!(Williams!et!al.,!2016b).!While!alternative!solutions,!such!as!










while! there! is! no! representation! of! this! processes! in! BASEMENT,! the! code! does!
account!for!the!gravitational!pull!on!particles!through!the!lateral!slope!model!described!
in! Chapter! 2.! The! incorporation! of! this! force! serves! to! dampen! the! evolving!
topography! (Mosselman! and! Le,! 2016),! effectively! reducing! the! tendency! for!
exaggerated!local!scour!to!develop,!a!key!problem!associated!with!morphodynamic!
evolution! in! rule>based,! reduced! complexity! models! (e.g.,! Doeschl#Wilson! and!
Ashmore,!2005).!




insensitive! to! these! parameters,! detailed! validation! of! the! hydraulic! predictions! of!
Delft3D!using!distributed!aDcp!velocimetry!by!Williams!et!al.!(2013)!found!the!eddy!











Perhaps! the! most! significant! area! for! future! research,! however,! lies! in! the!
development! and! application! of! mixed! grain>size! models! of! sediment! transport!
(Parker!et!al.,!2000U!Blom,!2008).!Singh!et!al.!(2017),!examined!the!influence!of!multi>
grain! size! sediment! on! the! numerical! evolution! of! gravel>bed! braided! river! using!




Finally,! the! validation! framework! used! here! could! also! be! extended! effectively! to!
model!other!prototype!systems!and!as!a!basis!for!benchmarking!the!growing!range!
of!morphodynamic!models!(e.g.,!Delft3D,!TELEMAC>MASCARET,!iRIC).!This!multi>
criterion! approach! incorporated! new! metrics,! such! as! the! vertical! distribution! of!
erosion! and! deposition! volumes,! which! proved! to! be! particularly! effective! in!
distinguishing!between!simulations!and!have!broad!applicability.!
7.1.3( Research(Question(3(
How$ do$ the$ equilibrium$ model$ forms$ and$ forces$ derived$ at$ a$ steady$ flow$
condition$ differ$ from$ energeticallyDnormalised$ different$ steady$ and$ unsteady$
simulations$ that$ incorporate$ variations$ in$ the$ frequency$ and$ magnitude$ of$
competent$floods?$$
At! its! heart,! this! research! question! sought! to! examine! a! historical! conundrum! –!
specifically!–!whether!braiding!is!dependent!on!the!existence!of!an!unsteady,!flashy!
flow! regime.! To! some! extent,! this! question! has! been! resolved! by! laboratory!
experiments! that! have! demonstrated! the! emergence! of! braided! planforms! under!
steady!flow!regimes.!However,!it!is!less!clear!whether!subtle!differences!in!the!nature!





This! involved! the!development!of!paired! steady>unsteady!energetically! normalised!
flow!regimes,!across!a!range!of!discharges!spanning!annual!to!15>year!return!period!
discharges.! Vegetation! was! excluded! in! all! simulations! so! that! the! results! of!





control.! Moreover,! this! also! provided! insights! into! difference! between! channel!
evolution!under!steady!and!unsteady!form!of!hydrographs.!!
A! qualitative! examination! of! the! difference! in! response! between! the! steady! and!
unsteady! models! revealed! few! significant! findings,! with! the! overall! planform! and!
topographic! adjustment! similar! under! these! two! types! of! regime.! However,! the!
analysis!of!morphological!change,!conducted!using!DEM!differencing,!revealed!some!
striking! differences! in! the! system! behaviour! under! these! flow! regimes.! This! is!
illustrated!by!the!net!sediment!budget,!which!for!all!unsteady!simulations!was!found!
to!be!aggradational,!while!all!steady!simulations!were!found!to!be!degradational.!This!
pattern!was! interpreted! to! reflect!hysteresis!effects!on!bed!mobilization,!with!scour!
dominating!the!rising!limbs!of!the!hydrographs!and!deposition!dominant!during!falling!
limbs.! The! reduction! in! discharge! during! the! hydrograph! cycles! was! found! to! be!
essential! in!promoting!deposition!and!bar!formation,!which! in!turn!promotes!further!
channel! complexity! and! sedimentation! in! the! future.! By! contrast,! the! steady! flow!
regimes!were! found! to!be!much!more!effective!conveyors!of!sediment,!essentially!




The! pattern! of! channel! adjustment! to! the! change! in! discharge! magnitude! was,!
however,!the!most!significant!effect!observed,!regardless!of!whether!the!flow!regime!
was! steady! or! unsteady.! Increasing! the! flood! magnitude! served! to! evolve! less!
complex!channel!networks!with!higher!amplitude!bars!(see!evolution!in!terms!of!TBI!
and!bar!height!in!Section!5.4.2).!This!reflects!the!progressive!dominance!of!flow!within!
a! smaller! number! of! larger! channels.! By! contrast,! lowering! the! flood! magnitude!
appeared!to!lead!to!a!more!complex!and!shallower!network!of!anabranches.!At!these!
lower!discharges,!with!flows!are!largely!contained!within!the!capacity!of!the!principal!





facilitates! overtopping! of! discharge! on! previously! elevated! areas,! resulting! in! the!







al.,! 2014)! was! used! to! investigate! the! interaction! between! flow,! sediment! and!
vegetation! on! the! emerging! river! form! and! ecosystem! structure.! Historically,!
controlled! simulation! of! these! feedbacks! has! only! been! possible! through! scaled!
physical!modelling!(e.g.,!Gran!and!Paola,!2001U!Tal!et!al.,!2004U!Tal!and!Paola,!2010).!!





of! representing! cohesive! sediments.! Numerical! modelling! does! not! offer! a!




on!a!hypothetical! 15>year!period,! in!which! flows!oscillated!between!70!m3/s! (for! 8!
hours)!and!20!m3/s!(for!one!hour)!to!represent,!an!annual!high!flow!event.!The!one!
hour!of! low! flow!conditions!was! introduced! to!allow!vegetation!growth,!which!was!
accelerated!to!represent!one>year!of!intervening!growth!within!this!period,!confined!to!
areas! above! the! inundation! level! associated! with! this! intermediate! frequency!
discharge.!Decoupling!the!vegetation!growth!and!morphodynamic!models!in!this!way!






confluences! and! bifurcations! of! the! active! river! remain! intact! throughout! the!
simulation.! By! contrast,! introducing! slow! (Run! R3)! to! medium! (Run! R4)! growing!
vegetation!causes!the!channel!to!evolve!into!a!narrowed,!wandering!form,!comprising!
a!dominant!sinuous!channel!with!a!bank!attached,!vegetated!alternate!bars.!After!15!
years,!at!quasi>equilibrium,! the!active!channel! follows!a!stable!sinuous! tract,!albeit!
with!dissection!of!chute!channels!on!the!bar!tops!occurring!episodically.!Simulations!
based! on! fast! growing! vegetation! (Run! R4)! resulted! in! a! vegetated! multithread!
channel,! confined! close! to! the! left! bank,! while! a! large! and! continuous! floodplain!
evolved! on! the! right! bank.! This! pattern! is! heavily! linked! to! the! associated!
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parameterisation! of! the! critical! bed! shear! stress! for! entrainment!which! is!made!a!
function! of! the! normalised! local! biomass! density! (varying! between! 0>1).! ! In! the!
scenarios!modelled!here,!a!linear!relationship!is!assumed,!in!which!densities!of!over!
0.7!were!associated!with!rarely!predicted!dimensionless!shear!stress!(i.e.,!0.15).!This!
parameterisation! implied! that! need! for! extensive! biomass! development! to! impact!












complex! structure!of! surface! cover,! reflecting! the! time>transgressive!nature!of!bar!
formation!and!disruption.!Such!results!provide!a!useful!first!step!towards!testing!key!




comprehensive! sensitivity! analysis! of! the! vegetation! model.! A! number! of! clear!
avenues!for!further!research!are!evident.!First,!a!uniform!distribution!of!equilibrium!

















1:1:1! scale,!using! the!actual!hydrographs!of! the!natural!prototype!could!provide!a!
useful!approach!to!clarify!some!of!the!time!scaling!issues!(e.g.,!the!time!required!to!
achieve!optimal!biomass!density)!and!the!two>way!flow>form>vegetation!feedbacks.!It!
is! important! to! note! that! the! present! version! of! vegetation! model! permits! for!
morphological! evolution! even! during! the! low! flows.! This! creates! an! unnecessary!













landscape,! the! services! that! these! rivers! provide! in! the! future! depends! upon! the!
sustainable!management!of! their!naturally!occurring!processes!in!the!face!of! these!
increasing!anthropogenic!stresses.!
Developing! an! understanding! of! the! form! and! processes! in! braided! rivers! is! a!
prerequisite!to!support!both!ecosystem!assessments!and!the!sustainable!utilization!
of!the!resources!that!these!rivers!provide.!This!thesis!provided!novel!perspective!on!
the! functioning! of! braided! rivers,! derived! through! numerical! simulation! using! an!




of! numerical! models! in! mind.! This! framework! provides! a! multi>criteria!
assessment! of! model! performance,! incorporating! planform,! topographic,!
hydraulic!and!morphodynamic!properties!of!the!modelled!system.!Additionally,!









model! of! braiding! from! plane! bed! initial! conditions.! The! incorporation! of! a!
complex!bank!erosion!model!and!representation!of!gravitational!effects!of!the!
vector!of!sediment! transport!were! revealed!to!be!crucial! to!determine!such!
behaviour.! Together! these! representations! enable! the! development! of! a!





of! discharge! and! under! steady! and! unsteady! discharge! condition.! The!
numerical! experiments! suggested! that! reductions! in! discharge! led! to! the!
evolution! of! a! shallow! network! of! complex! channels,! while! increases! in!
discharge! led! to! the! opposite,! with! dominant! anabraches! conveying! the!
principle!sediment! load.!Differences!between! the!steady!and!unsteady! flow!
regimes! appeared! secondary! to! the! overall! adjustment! to! changes! in!
discharge.! However,! key! differences! were! observed! in! the! net! sediment!
balance,! which! identified! strong! differences! between! the! aggradation! and!
degradation!nature!of!steady!and!unsteady!flow!regimes.!The!unsteady!flow!
regimes! were! dominantly! aggradational! whereas! the! steady! flow! regimes!
were! degradational.! The! aggradation! nature! of! bed! morphology! under!
unsteady!flow!was!revealed!to!be!associated!with!the!hysteresis!effect!in!bed>
reworking! (e.g.,! dominance! of! scour! activities! during! rising! limbs! and! bar!
deposition!during!the!falling!limbs)!that!avoid!local!erosion!of!channels!as!in!
the! case! of! steady! flow.! Such! insights! are! useful! in! river! management!
programs!as!there! is! increasing!pressure!on!rivers!from!direct!(e.g.!through!





interactions! between! flow,! sediment,! and! nonlinear! vegetation!
colonisation/die>back.!The!numerical!modelling!experiments!suggest! that!at!
specific! combinations! of! flood! flows! and! vegetation,! it! may! be! possible! to!
transform!the!active!braided!river!into!wandering!or!single!thread!rivers.!(
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